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Once in a While
It isn't often that the gold digger finds a real nugget,
But when he does - ! The handyman doesn't
often come across real good bargains of the tools he
wants.

But when he does he should jump to the

opportunity to save money. Hobbies Ltd. are having

a sale of goods for the handyman and craftsman.
Dozens of real money -saving bargains-many of
which cannot be repeated. Some of the lines at half
price. Every reader of Hobbies will find a chance to

Get your list now. A special free
24 page booklet of all sale lines is obtainable on
save money.
application.

GREAT SALE
10"SS

AV,S
FRETWORK
LN't)CA
CA RpENTR
Y TOOLS
-vq- 00V)
DESIGNS
VP
"VREs
A
t,.-V1.
BENCHES
100
24 -page
Send for
your copy

at once.

N'ikx

plcst°
See the goods at Hobbies Branches in
Glasgow,
London,
Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, South»

ampton and Brighton. Or post your
orders to Hobbies Ltd., Dereham,
Norfolk.

SALE LIST
FREE.
Please send 'oar

24 -page Sale List Free to

rr

Write your name and address, put in a sealed' cinelope
with ltd. stamp, and post to Hobbies Ltd., Dereharn,
1Vootit.
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INVENTIONS. -Handbook
PATENTING
free. King's Patent Agency, Ltd., Wardrobe Chambers, E.C.4.
GltAkOPHON La, Motors, Fittings, &cords.
Catalogue free. Cash or terms. Baild
*:12 model for £6. Instru thns 3d -C. H.
Burt, 185. High Street, Dr ptford, Low ion.
tore
MAKE Mosey
ming, Tray and
Furniture Making. Grant GuLe and
Post Free, 6d. -Watkins, Provider,
List.
Newport, Mon.

REPLAY URDntoS exery post.

seven

beautiful Coloured Irks, post free,
2 sets, ]s.-Haeketts. 23, July Road, Liverpool.
INf.XPENSI F, Home Craft Outfits, Lino
cuts, stencil cutting, metal embossing,
;

ornamental writing and Poster lettering.
ParEVElytlilw for Hordecraft workers.

FILMS,
Machines,
Accessories, Lists Free.
Sample Film,

I s.-Filmerles,

stone.

5.

Lancaster Road, Leyton-

ART. -MAKE MONEY if you sketch:
write fur free booklet.
Art. Studios,
13. Henrietta Street, Strand, W.C.2.
WANTED by John Noble Ltd., Organisers
of Weekly Clubs. The Ideal Club leads
for value! Big commission, little trouble, no
expense.
Marvellous bargains in Fashions,
Furniture, Footwear, Bedding, Outfitting,
etc. Over 50 Years' Reputation for Value
and Service. Send p.c. now for new catalogue
12,

and particulars -John Noble, Ltd.. (Dept.
A. 177), Manchester.
' R EE.-Pocket. Rubber Stamp of your

DOLL'S -HOUSE PA P E RS. -Si x assorted,

EP,ENCII POLISHING MADE EASY.-

Line your Cycle.

H. Axon. Jersey, Eng.

Samples, 2d. -

WL i.sS.- Powerful One-, alve British
and foreign Broadcast stations receivers
coin alete, its.
or C.O.O.-Laboratory,
Chesnut Road, Enfield, Middle,iex.
ENGINE L1t I NG BOOKS, Booklet Free,
YV

-Bentley's Publishing Co. (Dept. H.),

Halifax.

'no experience,
i-:pecdaneez " Friction Polish requires
grain filler, oil or spiriting off,

IX TRIANGULAR STAMPS, 6d, Large
I ist free. -Felix Sykes, New Barnet.
FItEE. Collectors early and medium like
my approvals. 50 different to genuine

applicants for approvals sending postage.-

Bowden. Wycar, Bedale, Yorks.
rtE5 UINE applicants for approNals enclosing
la stage receive 100 stamps, including 10
Mound lime unused free. Court Stamp Co.,
Court Flare, Guernsey.
STAMPS FREE I Twenty Po-ised Colonials,
" Neuro, e," -G. H. Barnett, Lirnington,

COLLECTOR'S British Coionial lots, eats .o ued at least 20!-, 5/-. Appro als
cat.-Nic olson, 46, R"ssell Street, Reading.
HiNTs

1011 HOME DECORATORS.-

Best Book obtainable. Full instructions
on Painting, Paperhanging, Staining, Opining,

merely rub it on. Complete outfit, 113,
3/- post free.-Speedaneez Products, 214,
Wslwnrth Road, S.E.
E XPLOSIVE CIGAR TTES, Combs, It? hykoo, Sneezing, Snowstorms, Novelties,
etc. Parcel P.O. ls.-Fenton's laboratory,
247, Haydons Road, London, S.W.19.

STAMPS.

Somerset.

Tasma Studios, Wool

1/4.

communwattons ti
the Advertisement AI onager,
" Hobbies," Southampton St.,
Strand. London, .C.2.
-O. 0 0 0
.0. 0
0 -0

CINEMATOGRAPH

I- name and address ; also particulars of
money -making spare time agency. Easily
worked. -N. P,ichford, Snow Hill, London.

ticulars on request.

Address

Varnishing, Enamelling, Stencilling, Sign writing, Polishing, Distempering.
How to

renovate damp walls, baths, furniture; and scores of recipes for making paints, colours,
household, toilet and spring
cleaning preparations. 144 pages. Price
post free.-Texalo Co. (Dept. 32), South
Shore, Blackpool.

insecticides,
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Throw Away Your Braces!
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COUPON INSURANCE TICKET.
Applicable only within the United Kingdom.

GENERAL

'Why be bothered with the irritation and discomfort

of old-fashioned braces and belts ? Throw them away
and wear the " SPAN " Patent HALF -Belt Bracer.

ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE

Assurance Corporation, Limited.

It is the perfect modern way to support trousers.
You will he surprised and delighted with the freedom
of movement it gives you, the extra chest expansion,
and the improved hang of your trousers.

Chief Offices --

General Buildings, Perth, Scotland,
General Buildings, Aldlitych, London, W.C.2.
F. RORIE-MILLER, T.P.
Director and General Manager.

One " SPAN "

BRACER does for any number of pairs of trousers.
Quickly interchangeable, yet once fixed always in

To whom Notice of Claims under the following conditions must be sent within seven days of accident.
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be paid

position. For flannels, breeches, evening dress or
business wear. Amazingly comfortable !
Made of
finest silk web elastic, adjustable, lasts for years.

/

.You look and feel a diffetetn wan
whets nearing a patent HALF -BELT
' SPA N.'

The

£100

the above Corporation to the legal

personal representatives of any person who
is killed by an accident causing material damage to any
passenger train in which the deceased was traveling as
a ticket bearing or paying passenger, or who shalt have
been fatally injured thereby should death result within
one calendar month after such accident. Provided
that the person so killed or injured had upon his or her
person this page, with his or her usual signature, written

POST
FREE

Foreign pest

,

by

3d. extra.

'SPAN'

prior to the accident, in the space provided below,
which, together with the giving of notice within seven days

to the above Corporation, is the essence of this contract.

This Insurance only applies to persons over 14 and
under 65 years of age, is subject to the conditions stated
above and contained in the General Accident Fire and
Life Assurance Corporation Act, 1907, and holds good
for the current issue only.
No person can recover under more than one Coupon
Ticket in respect of the same risk.

In Black, Grey or White, with set of self -fixing threadless

buttons (additional sets of buttons 3d. per set). Give
waist measurement. Enclose cheque or postal order.

THE SPAN BRACER CO.,
(Dept. H), Castle Green, Bristol, England.

Signature

Trade enquirle; invited.

This C^ -upon must not be cut out, but left intact in HOBBIES
as that, be nq dated, forms the only ev:d,rice of its cur, ency.

DECORATIONS for WOODWORK

11111101MINE

These transfers make artistic and striking additions to many kinds of work. They are beautifully coloured, quite
easy to fix, and permanent in use. Just the thing for trays, boxes, cabinets, panels and ordinary plain carpentry.

FREE
LISTS

HOBBIES
LEVER

,:tonfecytrillu,sftrated list ol the full
is
free
hinoable post
(corn Hobbies Ltd.. Derdium.rNoynf

from any llonbbVs

gATAGES

TRANSFER FIXER.

AD

By using this special
Transfer Solution

the addition of all
kinds of decorations
is

simple and

LUTCH FIGURES. No. 6053. 2in. to lt. Price 3d, a strip of six subiects

Full instructions for use
speedy.

6d. & 9d.

ytOV

kvllatta.rtett.e
No. 5136. 4 ins. x 1 f ins. 2d. No. 5137.
2 ins. x fin. Id. No. 5053. 4-iins. X 2 ins. 3d.

t

per bottle.
Fostai,e 2 Ad.

sci.ftale

No. 5270. 4f in.
X 31 in. Price 2d.

The 9d. bottle has a suitable brush as illustrated,

No. 6000.
4 ins. x 2 ins.

Price ltd.

Printed by .NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street

No. 6004.
(Mother -of -Pearl)

4 ins.x 2 ins. Price 2d. Postage extra la all above 6thcf.

Ladbroke Grove, W.10, and published by GEORGE rtawrias, LTD., 8.11, South.
amnion Street, Strand, W.C.2. Solo Agents for Australia and New Zealand:
Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd.
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Test one for yourself at any of Hobbies rwn Bronel,es. Cr order one by post frost

HOBBIES LTD. - DEREHAM - NORFOLK
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The soaking usually
takes about forty-eight hours. Make a paste

tug can be stopped.

of flour and water, and, having rinsed the skin,

dip it for a minute in the warns gruel. Then
wash it clean with cold water, and dry it.

When about half dry, stretch again on a

hoard, and rub with pumice.

Small skins, when

freshly flayed, can be cured by being soaked

for a few days in a solution of tan. This
can be made by boiling oak talk or oak
galls in rain or distilled water, or by disLet Your Editor tscip YOU. A..nress your i.t.ers and queries to The ...ditto,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strmd, London, W.0 2.

Hobbies,

All letters and

queries must bear the lull name and address of the sender.

Our Title Page and Index.
1 F YOU

or IT.
The Bennett College is not a Rented Room in a well-known street-it is

WANT
A G031:1

?OSITION

MANY readers have written to
me inquiring as to whether

THIS IS THE BENNETT COLLEGE-ALL

READ

a College. Over 30 years ago the Founder took as his motto what has

THIS

now become a household slogan :-

we shall issue a title page and index

Our Home Cinematograph.

DON'T you agree that the Home

Cinematograph described in
this issue is really a fine piece of work

at the end of this volume so that for the handyman ? It works quite
they can have their copies bound up as satisfactorily as any home protn a form in which they can readily jector on the market, and it certainly
refer to them. The answer is in is not expensive or difficult to make.
the affirmative. Our volume ends The original machine which forms
with No. 1,849-two more issues the subject of this article is in any
Binding cases, title page and
a fully cross-referenced index will be
to go !

office, and those who go to the small

YOUR
FATHER

LET

ME BE
Thousands of men have been guided
into good positions by this National
Institution who might otherwise have
remained in the rut. Clerks have
become Accountants, Directors, etc.,
Engineers and Craftsmen of all trades
have been helped into the higher
positions. The list is too long

this sort it would be necessary for me
to satisfy myself that it would please
the majority of my readers. Another

point on which I should like to take
the reader's advice is regarding the

to enumerate-let it suffice.

rut,

If you think you are in a
if advancement seems slow, or

if your career is undecided or unsatisfactory,
write to me, telling me your age, past experience,

present employment, and anything else that may help, and
I will tell you what chances there are ; if they are suitable for
you and, if so, how you may obtain your objective. The Bennett

College being technical as well as commercial, we are able to combine
courses to meet all requirements as we specialise in the preparation for all

examinations ( technical or commercial). This is a great advantage, cur staff he'ng able at any
time to change the studies to meet changing requirements. Most moderate fees,payable monthly.

We

readers to let me have their
suggestions, quite a number have
suggested that I should include a
serial .story in HossrEs. What do
go -u think 'I Before I undertook to
embark on a change of policy of

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE.
of the world.
teach by post in all parts
Also ask for Our New Hook (free of elnarre)

THE HUMAN MACHINE
SECRETS OF SUCCESS.

Note Address Carefully :-

THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD.,
Dept. 62, SHEFFIELD.

nature of such a story if I decided
as a result of a general demand to
proceed with the idea.
If You Were Editor !

Finger Print Powder.
Finger print powder, M, A. S. (Telgnmouth), consists of plumbago (or graphite)
L a finely pulverized form ; sprinkled over a
finger print the latter is readily apparent, or
it may be used on the finger itself for the
purpose of taking a finger print direct. Detectives, however, nearly always take photomicrographs of the actual finger print without
intensifying it in any way, for with the latter
method there is always the risk that a valuable
linger print might be obscured.

Mottling Metal.
The finish to which you refer, S. A. H.
(Hammersmith), and which is seen on many

Is produced as follows :After cleaning and polishing the tool it is

issued for a nominal sum. I hope
to be able to make an announcement
regarding this next week.
A Serial Story ?
APROPOS my recent note asking

solving tannin in soft water. Fill a pot with
oak bark, and boil it in twice as much water for
three hours. Use the solution cold, and
take out and rub the skin as often as possible
during the process.

engineers' tools,

boiled in a solution made from Soz. of copper
sulphate and 2oz. of sal-ammoniae dissolved in
gal. of water. When a brownish colour appears, transfer the tool to a cold solution made
from 4oz. of salts of soda dissolved in 1 gal. of
water, floating on the surface of which is some
oil. On replacing the work in the first solution
a green colour appears. but owing to the oil,
1

NEXT WEEK
FREE Design Sheet for a
NNE PIPE RACK
MODEL AEROPLANE TOPICS

A FINE SCOOTER

OVERHAULING THE CYCLE

wl.tch spreads over the surface of the work,
the action of the two solutions are not even,
thus imparting the mottled effect.
Waterproofing Tents.

To waterproof the tent, B. N. H. (Blackbath (sib. to the gallon), and then through a
pool), pass the material through a warm soap

solution of alum (11b. to the gallon).

It should

first he passed into the soap solution and
allowed to remain for about half an hour,
so that the soap will penetrate ; it should then

be removed, wrung out, and passed into the,

alum solution. After removal from the latter

A PERPETUAL FOUNTAIN

FOR 1HE GARDEN, Etc., Etc.

THE loiters I receive containing

the cloth should again be wrung out, passed
once or twice through clean water, and then
put through a mangle. The object is to get
the cloth saturated with soap solution, so that
the alumina soap is deposited in the fibres.'

It should be dried in the open air. When
finished the tent will not appear to he mob

constructive cri icisms are ex -

helpful.
To encourage
readers to continue to send me letters
t remely

altered, but it will be a little stiffer and quite
waterproof.

Of criticism-constructive criticismwill award .a watch to the sender

Fur from a Kettle.
amount of trouble necessary to Removing
W. C. (Burling) wishes to know how to rebuild
it
will
not
be
disappointed
with
move
the
fur
from a kettle. This can seldom
what I consider to he the best
done satisfactorily, but it may be chipped
letter sent in each week. The the results -obtained from it ! This be
out with a chisel or dissolved -with dilute hydro@

watches we award, by the way, are article is only one of many similar chloric acid. If the latter remedy is adopted,
" which I have up my the kettle shout afterwards be toiled out to
not toys, -but soundly constructed " specials
all traces of the acid. An old-fashioned
fifteen -jewel
lever sleeve. You will receive early inti- remove
Dui Iver-cased,
method of preventing the deposition of fur inWatches-they are watches that you mation of them on this page I
side the kettle is to place a marble inside, the
will adhere to that and not to the kettle.
would be proud to own.
REPLIES AND QUERIES. deposit
Coming Articles.
Polishing Scratched Mirror.
Rabbit Skins.
Polishing mirrors, M. II. (Norwich), is a
p FADERS who have written Curing
A. J. H. (Nottingham) wishes to cure a (edict's operation, especially if the work
" suggesting titles for future rabbit
skin. The skin must be fresh flayed has to be done- by hand. It would be
fat and particles of tiesh necessary to brgin w;t1t crocus damped
articles will be glad to knew that I and cleaned of all
by scraping it with a blunt knife whilst with water and rubbed on with a cloth.
have already commissioned and put stretched,
fur inwards, upon a rounded sur- This should be continued until the fine
in hand for early publication articles face, such as a baluster rail. Then steep- it
are removed, then rouge may be
on the following subjects " Making in a solution made by mixing thoroughly to- scratches
applied in a similar way, follcwed by

when dry 4 parts alum and 1 part whiting and water, and the final polishing
:a Scooter," " A Rock Fountain for gether
salt, and then adding as much warm
the Garden," " A Tape Machine," common
water as will dissolve the mixture. The shm1c1 be done with dr, mittv powder
a very soft old handkerchief. Tho
' A Portable Wireless Set," " A quantity depends on the size of the skin. To and
polishing will take some time and con-

Record -breaking Model Aeroplane,"
" Overhauling the Bicycle," and " A
Leyden Jar."

ascertain when it has soaked long enough,
squeeze the liquid from it. Then double it,
with the skin side outwards, so as to make a
crease, and when the line -shows white the soak -

siderable friction. There will be satisfaction in watching it become brighter

from day to day,

HOBBIES
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MADE
PLATES

'TINGE
IT is

surprising

what a lot of

difference
a
finger plate will

make to a door,
both in appear
ante arid by the

amount of dirt it
0

..\24-

A

saves, for notinng

looks worse than
a d o o r marked

by ditty
There

fingers.
aro very

few homes in which such plates would not be of use,
and those shown hero, although ornamental, aro
simple an.! inexpensive to mike.

Tho plates are cut from ordinary -sin. fretwood,
ornamented with marquetry transfers, and polished.

Practically any of the fretwoods-mahogany, sycamore,
satin walnut, padouk, or oak-are suitable, and the plates

may be made in any size or shape desired. Three
designs are given, that at A being 14in. long by 3/sin.
wide ; B. 13in. long by 3M. wide ; and C, 12in. long
by 21in. wide. The outlines of the plates may be easily
copied from the ruled patterns drawn to }in. squares.
A fretsaw is used for shaping, and the edges are either
rounded or bevelled, as shown in the sections. If a
rounded edge is preferred it is easily done with a filo
and finished with glass paper, while the bevelled edge
may be cut with the saw, and using a tilting table.

A Spring Letter Holder
SIMPLE letter holder is made from two- pieces of

" fretwood, four turned feet and a strip of spring.
Put together as shown in the illustration, they form

a useful article in any home or office. A suitable spring
is the one used on the hack of a Hobbies fret-machineand obtainable separately (ask for Spring No. 1627) for
3d. The size of the base is about Gin. by 4in., with a
larger piece beneath measuring 7 by 5. The bottom piece
is hin. or bin. thick. and the top piece thinner. They aro

)

The plate A is ornamented with transfer No. ri182,
size 3in. ; B with No. 5147, size 2in. ; and C with No.
5336, size 6in. by 1 bin. The transfers are very easily
applied. Any waste paper should be cut away, the film
side is coated with transfer fixer and allowed to stand
until tacky. In this condition it is applied to the wood,
in the

desired position.

and pressed firmly. After
some minutes have elapsed

Vol. 71.

the paper should be
damped until quite soft,

when it may be peeled off,
leaving the transfer on
the wood.
Some time

I

should be allowed for the
work to dry. It is then

No. 1847.

coat of polish, after which

'pro-

possible that one day they will be, and that is our

polishing may be com-

pleted. The plates should
he fixed to the doors
with small round -headed
brass screws. Fretwood

excuse for drawing attention to the new form of lighter
shown in the sketch here. The ordinary
type of petrol lighter produces a vertical

suitable for polishing, and
in all thicknesses, with the

the flame will project vertically from the wick in which.

handsome

flame, and as such it is extremely difficult
to light a pipe with it because

transfers, can

Above, the Patterns are Amon
drawn over
squares, making
th m easy to draw n
sh.: wood.
Bdow, a section shows how the

be obtained from Hobbies
Ltd. Full particulars supplied free on application.

...dges can be rounded or chamfered.

The World's Largest Motor Vessel
THERE is a great deal of interest in shipping circles
now to see how the great motor vessel Brita,inic
runs. Tho giant is the latest of the White

Star fleet, and is the largest motor driven boat in the
world. She displaces 27.000 tons, is 680 feet long. and

is the last word in luxury in the furnishing and appointments. Just the boat to take a trip across to little
old N'York"

on, what?

feature of
our gift design sheet
next week.
As you can

ever position the lighter is
held. This lighter projects
a horizontal flame, and is
particularly

glued tinder each corner of the base. and the whole thing
is given a coat of clear varnish. Almost any fretwood
is suitable, and a number of stands like this made from

Waste wood will easily sell amongst friends or at a
bazaar.

A Curious Bicycle.

ANEW bicycle recently placed on the market

is

designed to overcome the loss of energy brought
about by the dead -centre position of the driving cranks.
Tho rider, in effect, increases his gear without that extra
effort or push necessary when the pedals of an ordinary
The chain wheel

23,

been tried out on the Continent with satisfactory results.
It is marketed by The Sun Cycle and Fitting Co., Ltd.,
Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.

wench projects
E.C.1. It is an interesting A newitslighter
flame horizontally.
reflection that the flint
lighter, which is really a recrudescence of the old flint and -tinder box, should be so popular to -day and should

A New Cycle Valve.
will be aware of the troubles associated
ALLwith
cyclists
the Wood's type of cycle valve, in which valve
rubber is used to maintain pressure in tyres. A new

well. It is manufactured by

John Beattie and Co.,

Holborn Viaduct., London,

largely have ousted a device-namely, the matchwhich superseded it.

mended for use in connection with the Bowman steam engine No.
135. Although only 4in.
high, it has quite a
generous outputs and

71.1

IraMtiaktIll:10)
ei:1014),001,6

gives trouble -free service. The amateur mechanic and model -maker
will find dozens of

illustrat i o n,
this useful
piece of fret-

uses to which this

work-a pipe rack-has an overlay picture of the new
Britannic standing out in hold contrast from the back-

dynamo may be

put. It is obtainable from most
model stores or

ground.

The pipe rack consists of two shelves, so the
bowl of the pipe rests downwards. All quite easy to

cut and make-particularly as all the parts required

from Bowman

are shown on the sheet full size and the wood is supplied

planed and cut in boards the size of each pattern.

2s. 1 ld.

is oval, and the proper tension of the chain is maintained by a spring -loaded sprocket. The device has

fore, not only for lighting
pipes but for cigar ttes as

see from the

in the picture. The spring is stretched slightly to allow
envelopes to be stood in, and the ends are fitted over
hooks or rings to the base. Four little round toes are

A Model Power Press.

THE same company is responsible for the miniature
press, also illustrated on this page. It represents
a well -made reproduction of a real power press. Its
working parts aro of steel, and it is 4kjin, high. It costs

bicycle reach the dead -centre position.

suited, there-

A Low -Voltage Model Dynamo.
THE little dynamo shown below is intended for 2} -volt
lamps. It is solidly made and specially recom-

latest won.
ders forms a

March 14th, 1931

THIS WEEK'S CLEVER IDEAS

A New Type of Petrol Lighter.
A LTHO UGH we do not anticipate that a great
portion of our readers .are pipe smokers, it is

advisable to brush on a

Well, this

glued firmly together, and the edge rounded off as shown

Published Every Wednesday

A very efficient Bowman modd dynamo.

Models, Dereham,
Norfolk.

type of valve which will replace the ordinary rubber tube valve without
any alteration has
recently been marketed by Messrs.
Herbert's, 109-111,

Northwood Street,

Birmingham. The
plunger has a

throw -back valve
with

vulcanite

seating, and it is a
marked improvement on the Wood's

valve which was
produced almost
thirty

years ago,

and has con-

tinued without
alteration to be
Made in the form

in which it was
originally
duced.

pro

A miniature reproduction of a real power Press,
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NOTES AND NOTIONS from our READE
Simple Engraving With Acid.

HERE is a simple method

of

engraving which is both cheap
Obtain a small
and permanent.
quantity of nitric acid from the
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THAT DODO E OF YOURS!

c) Why not r,ss it on to us? We
p pay Five Shillings for every item p

p published on this page. Mark your p
p envelope " Notes and Notions."

nut on any hard surface and it will
break as perfectly as if it had been
cut in half.-B. S. (Westmorland).
A Handy Tool Rack.
IT is most annoying, when doing an

S

When they are shut the two little
jagged points come together, an 1
can he used for gripping and untying knots in string.
not impair
cutting purdo

the

Tne notches
for

scissors

poses. - K.
M. (Shrews-

bury).

A Use foi

important job, to find that the THERE
are times

required tool has been
By employ.
ing the idea
in
shown
the sketch

Simple engraving iv,th acid.

mislaid.

diffiNew take the article to this
culty can be
be engraved, cover it with candle overcome.
grease, and trace the pattern or Get an old
initials over it with a needle. Pour piece of
the nitric acid into the depression leather
A handy tool rack.
made with the needle and leave for strap about
a few hours. When the candle grease 3ft. long, and nail one end to the
is scraped off a clear engraving is wall of your workshop. Pass nails
left on the article.-K. C. (Kent).
through the strap at intervals, and

chemist.

the

when

rungs of a

A use for old titres.
ladder become slippery, making it rather
dangerous to work on. This can be

overcome by cutting strips from an

old tyro and fixing them to the

rungs. thus making a secure foothold.-P. S. (Stockport).
A Soldering Iron Hint.

WHEN doing a small soldering
job, the average soldering iron
is often found to be too clumsy.
By fixing a piece of copper wire to
A Home-made Substitute for Ebonite. 'hang your tools through the strap as the hit, as shown in the sketch, a
WHEN constructing a wireless set,
some people find that the
ebonite panel is rather an expensive
item.
Here is a simple way of

shown. It makes an
excellent tool rack
for
the amateur

/

difficulty.

Ob-

//

measurements as the
ebonite panel required. N o w

-same

break up one or
two old gramo-

phone records

,//

/

scissors.

A home-made substitute
for dwnite.

blade, as

into small pieces, put them in a jar,
pour methylated spirits over them

is obtained.-W, M. (Kent).
An Easy Method of Breaking Coco-

nuts.
way of breaking a coco-nut
AN easy
is first to remove the milk-,

and tie a piece of string as tightly as

possible

round
the nut.
- - When

----

"

this

is

done
tap the
How to
break a
coco-nut

only

stick-a wooden meat skewer is quite a handy
pots.

Much petty annoyance in working is caused

and with a rat-tail small job can be neatly done.file make a small H. W. B. (Glamorgan).

semi -circular

Reference

This book aims at being a comple e and cornprehe sive handbook for the motor -cyclist.

In its p pas will be found de ails of all he
modem machines and accessories, mo or -

cycle low, records in v rious races, tis s ; nd
prices of Motor -cycles nd much other inferma.ion invaluable to the motor -cyclist.

THE MOTOR -CYCLIST'S
REFERENCE YEAR BOOK, 1931
Compiled and Edited by F. 1. CAMM.

One Shilling.
On sale at all Newsagen s and bookstalls, or by
post 1/2 from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Son ;tampion St eel, Strand, London, IV.C.2.

An Easily -made Barometer.

ASIMPLE and effective barometer
can he made in the following

Place a fused electric
light bulb under water and nip off

preferably a fluid flex, heat up in the flame and reflux
when it is hot with the stick of solder being used, dipped
into the flux. If there is any solder on the job reflux
with the wooden " dibber," guiding the solder where it
is wanted. Rubbing the solder up and down the job
will soon coat it so long as the right heat is preserved.

Burning a Joint.

red heat represents a temperature of over 800

the original tin, the stuff is so sticky that
just at the critical moment, when it may be
necessary to improve the flow of the solder by

a touch Jf flux, you will find that the (libber 7?./.."/

degrees F., whereas the finest grade of soft
solder melts at about 440 degrees.
A Stand for the Soldering Bit.

Where small work is being operated upon,
stick picks up flux, tin and all. Therefore, Frg 5. -1 -low to make a
the end of the " iron " may be used instead
fixing for the
keep the original tin as a store and transfer Permanent
loot of the stand.
of the naked flame. To facilitate work of
enough for use to either a heavy pot or ono
this nature a clip may be fitted on to the iron stalk
that is fixed down to the bench.
Where it is advisable for the particular job in hand- of the soldering bit and to this clip a triangular foot,
say, wiring up a wireless set-to employ a paste flux, made of strip metal, is arranged as shown in Fig. 3. I

can be brought to the heat, soft soldering can be success-

If it is thought that this
foot is better if made to fold down, the clip should be
provided with two holes, one to grip it to the stalk of
the bit and the other, as shown by the sketch (Fig. 4),
to carry the bolt holding the foot.
There is no real need to either remove or to fold foot.
It may be a permanent fixing, as shown in Fig. 5, and
will then be found most useful in ordinary soldering.

wick flame, or a blow -lamp.

moment. The foot saves the bench from being burned

is

For jointing or " sweating up " small objects which

A sold,ring iron hint.

a wire or other small object, clean it with sand-or
emery-paper, a scraper or a file, coat it with flux,

The work must never be brought to
pleted.
anything approaching red heat. Even the dullest

by not transferring a paste flux from the light tin
in which it is purchased to a snore massive container. If it is attempted to use the paste from

Soldering Small Work.

pair of
scissors, preferably round - ended,

to another may be either looped round as shown in the
sketch (Fig. 1), or if it is an angle -joint that is required,
like that at the corner of a lamp -shade, the wires may be
flattened and wrapped round each other, as in Fig. 2.
After hammering or working in any way which may
similarly introduce foreign matter into the surface of the
metal, the wires, or metal being worked on, must be
cleaned and tinned. Even tinned iron wire gets " dirty"
if hammered, and refuses to solder afterwards. To tin

But don't overheat it. This burns the solder
and the tinning and prevents the job being com-

tool, and paste fluxes should be placed in heavy

Scissors.

Year
and allow the pieces to dissolve.
When this is applied to the three-ply Book covering every phase of
wood, and polished with a soft rag,
Motor -Cycling.
quite a good substitute for ebonite
The

bench and used in this way for " cleaning the iron."
The fumes accompanying soft soldering and the
danger of splashing flux are both so deleterious to
adjacent tools that it is always advisable to reserve
a special bench in the workshop for soldering. If

A Novel Use for

notch
in the inside of each
shown in the sketch.

A novel use for

a very large luMp of sal -ammoniac which he laid on the

removed from the fire.

, TAKE a

three-ply wood
and cut it to thi

of the fire or off the gas -ring, as the case may be, and
presuming its working point is already properly tinned,
it shoUld be dipped into the pot of flux-quite a quick
dip-and then poked into another jar of sal -ammoniac.
An old experienced workman of mine used to prize

already- referred to for cleaning the " iron " as it

(Liverpool).

tain a piece of

When the iron-as it is often called-is taken out

do not use it for dipping the end of the soldering bit into.
Always provide the jar of fluid flux and the sal -ammoniac

woodworker.-F. W.

overcoming that

Using a Soldering Bit.

this is impossible, do- the work as far away as possible
from the better and finer workshop appliances.
Paste Fluxes.
All fluxes should be applied to the work by a piece of

Old Tyres.
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fully done by a small Bunsen gas burner, methylated
A mechanical attachment of the two or more parts to
be soldered is recommended in such cases, in addition
to the soldering. A wire to be attached at right angles

have fitted one to my own iron.

It is often necessary to lay the " iron " down for a
by the hot copper bit.

(To be concluded next week.-ED.)

manner.

the small point at the end. The
water will then fill the bulb.

When

hung outside in the open it makes
an

effective

barometer.

Rainy -

weather is likely when water drips
from the

bottom

of the

bulb,

and fine
we ether

whe

tl

watei

r e main,

undis-

HOBBIES" HOME CINEMA PROJECTOR (continued front pate 778).
The take-up reel is loose on the spindle and driven only
by the pressure of the very light spiral spring, so that it
10, this tube being a sliding fit (for focusing purposes) can slip readily without putting appreciable tension on
in another tube which is soldered on to the film guide the film.
centrally over the gate.
The Film Cradle.
The cradle for carrying the film can be made of threeThe Shutters.
They are simply thin brass lin. by lain. bent at right ply wood, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. No spindle is reangles and clipped under the cams. Position them so quired as this is embodied in the metal case. For
that they come opposite the lens while the film is being rewinding the film after a show a key like Fig. 12 should
moved, but leave the lens uncovered when the film is be made. It can be " twirled " between the fingers, this
at a standstill. A permanent handle can then be fitted being a quicker method of rewinding than a tiny handle.
A lamp of the type illustrated in Fig. 1, but provided
right behind one of the shutters (Fig. 1).
The take-up reel, Fig. 11, is simple, the centre is with a " bull's-eye condenser will give a good picture
though, of course, a better lens will give a sharper picture.
The glass should be mounted in a tube as shown in Fig.

part of a cotton reel and the cheeks of aluminium ;
the hole in the outer cheek is to allow the film to be

turbed.

pushed into its clip by one's finger. The pulley is the
remainder of the same cotton reel fixed by a radial wood

(Glamor.
gan).
An easily -made barometer.

screw, and a rubber band serves for a driving belt.

about 12in. wide.

A condenser is an absolute necessity

and should be arranged to make the light converge
right into the lens, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The more
powerful the light the larger the picture. A motor -car
headlight could be arranged to give a fine result.
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by C. F. Eaton

Simply Explained

Fig' 3.-The
tdsoldefring
iron.

THE art of soldering is like learning to ride a bicycle.

No amount of reading will enable you to attain
the perfection of balance on two wheels that a
couple of hours' lesson on the actual cycle, and a few
tumbles, will provide. To become skilful with the

soldering bit get together the necessary equipment

and try jointing up scraps of tin-plate, brass, steel and
copper wires in various formations. You will soon

be able to judge the right heat for the iron, the importance of working with a well -tinned bit, and also
that main essential, perfect cleanliness, in the work
being operated upon.

Processes of Soft Soldering.
To be entirely successful in the process of soft solder-

tion of the solder and the metal. The solder adheres

because the metal being soldered together forms a local
alloy. This is why metals which have a natural affinity

for the solder aro joined together more strongly than
otherwise.

Metals like aluminium aro difficult to solder because
their readiness to oxidize prevents the soldering alloy
to be created. Special solders and fluxes are therefore
sold to get over these difficulties, and it is also necessary in some cases to scrape the surface of the metal
while it is being soldered. Welding aluminium is,
however, a much more satisfactory process.
Fluid Flux.
Paste fluxes have their uses and can be recommended

ing, there are many little devices, other than those for some forms of electrical work so long as the job is
that are to be purchased at a tool dealer's store, that cleaned of all flux after it is completed. For steel,
can be made up by the amateur for his
tin-plate, brass and copper, strips and
own use. In addition, there are numerous
sheets of the fluid flux are to be pre" dodges " known to the practical man
ferred. By fluid fluxes are meant those
which, if adapted to the job in hand,
which have as their base " killed spirits,"
will not only speed up the work but
Fig. 2.-How to make a simple
viz., chloride of zinc, obtained by putting
angle joint.
tend to produce very much sounder,
scraps of zinc into strong hydrochloric
cleaner and more workmanlike joints.
acid (spirits of salts). In making this
flux always put in an excess of zinc to
the mixture to make sure that no acid
remains.. While any hydrochloric acid.

The Weight of the Soldering Bit.

The term soft soldering covers all

those lower temperature metal -jointing
processes in which the base of the solder
is a mixture of tin and lead. These solders

are all fusible by the stored heat in a

Fig. 1.-A wir

to be attached
at right angles to another should

is there it will continue to attack the
zinc and become converted to the new
compound chloride of zinc. If there is
insufficient zinc, then free acid is present
in the mixture.
The reaction should be performed in an

A soldering iron is
be looped tog dila a
shown.
really a copper bit, held en to an iron
stalk, which terminates in a wooden handle. Copper open earthenware jar and also in the open air, as the
is used because of its conductivity and capacity for fumes of hydrogen and acid which are given off ,are,
holding heat, and the bit is placed in a fire or over to say the least of it, not very pleasant gases to
a gas -ring until it is hot enough to melt solder. A breathe in.
certain weight of copper is necessary, and for all average
When the bubbling has ceased pour on about three
work the writer prefers a 12oz. bit. For very light work times as much water as there is fluid in the jar, picking
a 6oz. copper head will do very well, but, at the same time, out the larger lumps of remaining zinc. Then strain
it is very annoying to find that the solder cannot be off through a piece of rag into another receptacle, and
melted because the bit has got cold, just as you arc add a few crystals of sal -ammoniac. This is the common
" soldering iron."

engaged in au intricate piece of work.

Fluxes.
"-.17.2//f

Copper

Fig. 4.Details
showing

the

stand for
the iron
is

made.

Folds

Boctf

the part called the anvil block, F, the piston

assuming the position as in Fig. 1.
This occurs with great rapidity, and is entirely
automatic in action. The succession of extremely
rapid blows striking the anvil block, F, are trans-

mitted to the shank of the tool, S, and thence to
whatever material the machine may be working on.

The Action of the Piston Rod.
It might be thought that reciprocating motion

be fitted thereto. The sectional drawings give

It will be seen that the principal parts are the
cylinder, C, and piston, P, the latter being tho
only moving part, as the tool shown in Fig. 1

takes place, but this is by no means the case :
the action may be compared to striking a chisel
with a hammer and interposing a piece of steel
between-the steel representing the anvil block.

piston should be carefully studied, as

Oiling is accomplished by filling the hollow

The piston rod never actually reaches the end of
the casing owing to the cushioning effect of the
live air, which is always present in chamber, D.

is of the valveless typo, an improvement on
the earlier designs. The construction of the

handle, II, with oil, a plug being provided for the

.,..

./..A4
-- W.:,.....NN.imi.,.....i

OM

.

4k

Fig. 2.- A sert.ona' Mew of the

.
A

The movement of the piston sets up
pulsations in the air contained in. chamber, D, which
purpose.

RAWULAR RECESS

k7.

",./7.40?

I .1...--.,
,zp"

cylinder and aston.

causes the oil to slowly trickle through the small nipple, N,

and lubricate the piston. The machine has rubber grips
fitted to the handles, which absorb some of the shock.

Detachable Shanks.
The tools have square shanks and are detachable from

the machine, a variety of types being available for
different jobs, as described below. The tool is prevented from being pulled out of the machine by the
spring shown in the outer view (Fig. 3) ; this abuts on the

noticed that the piston " rod " has been slightly cut collar with which the tool is equipped. The most
away or reduced in diameter for part of its length ; familiar use of the machine, and one which may be seen
this is an important point and will be referred to almost any day, is for breaking up roads
again later.
prior to repairing, but there are many

other uses, such as cutting asphalte paveThe Union and Mushroom Valve.
In Fig. 1 three ports are shown, A and B and exhaust ments, removing slag from ladles at found port E. The compressed or live air enters through the ries, tamping trenches after filling in,

ii

union and mushroom valve, V, which is opened by digging clay, drilling holes for blasting,
pressing clown the trigger, T, and passes through port etc.
ANNULAR ReCid.

a

chemical used to replenish Leclanche electric batteries,
and is easily obtainable. The mixture may be bottled
(and, be it observed, properly labelled) for future

use when diluted with a further equal quantity of
water.

Place Flux in Strong Container.
A heavy, bulky pot-something like a small edition
of the old-fashioned earthenware pickle jars or an old

13 into the cylinder, C, driving the piston backwards.
Directly afterwards, the exhaust port is uncovered by
the piston, which causes the pressure to collapse, and

thus prevent t h e
atn algama

that will stand knocking about and which cannot

position which the piston has now assumed, which

metal and

marmalade jar made of the same material-should at
all times be used to hold a liquid flux. Something
be easily- overturned is essential to success.

._.

cut -away part of piston rod now coincide, which
allows the live air access to the back of the piston,
forcing it forwards and delivering a blow to

a good idea of the general internal arrangements (also an external view is shown).

on the surface of the

of an. oxide

Bit
how

The use

of a flux is
to stop the
for mation

THE pneumatic road drill is such Fig. 3-A
a familiar sight nowadays that phoirgraoh le!
perhaps a few notes on the a tocliTerh:c
working of the machine may be interesting. In the first place, the compressed
air for operating the drill is supplied by a portable compressor driven by a petrol engine, the
working pressure in the storage cylinder being
80-10Olbs. per square inch. A flexible hose
joins the drill to this reservoir, which has a
multiple connection, so that several hoses may

A

441"
141.

iii

UNION

also live air is now cut, off from port B as the small end
of the piston, or lather rod, covers it. Fig. 2 shows the

Fig. 1.-A sectional

puts wort A in communication as the annular recess and

Parts.

view of a road drill,
showing the various

RUBBER
GRIPS
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Aan addition to the ordinary "stunts"
possible with model aircraft of all

with this arrangerrient until you know

found of great interest, particularly as it
is applicable to all types of
machine, from light
gliders upwards.

paper

first begins to dip,

liable to be erratic in action-though it

often makes it more realistic.
The simplest arrangement is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 1, and consists of a gear which will release a

single bomb just as the aeroplane begins
to glide down after a climbing flight.

.. .'
.---.

power 'planes.

gear.

in the flying angle that an
Fig. 2.- Fh, outdoor 'plane is bound to
type of clip -on undergo in a wind, the gear is

of a weight of plasticine ar-

paper gliders
as well as on

Fig. 1. --The releasing

a

.....'

leased as the

Fig. 5.-The double release pin

by hand
a

is

arranged

be surcharged

at a time.

rounded by the ring -shaped part of the

Each of the

sliding release rod, and, so long as it
still hangs, prevents backward
movement of the weight and
-------,----z,,_ ..
The rear bomb
F(g. 3. The bond, be
---<LI.''7''il release pins.
is suspended from a pin made,
plan glide, downwards after

r

the fuselage, and the ...."

_rig.

-4--------

6.-Two

bo

As being

released in onemflight.

a
" bomb " (made, as
shown, from plasticine) is suspended from it between
the rings. The type of clip -on ring used for gliders
is shown in Fig. 2, while those for spar typo

Stamp issued for Hawker's
historic Atlantic flight in
May, 1919

may be seen in

out a little on account

seen that ,

when the 'plane
glide

covered ground ; overhead is an aeroplane which is provided with skids.
Vickers Vimy IeaVing St. John's.

downwards after

a clitrib, the
weight will swing

forward and release the bomb
Fig. 4.-How the two -bomb gem
is attached to the aeroplane.

(Fig. 3).
When you have

experimented

"-p

New Issue of Newfoundland.
The new set, which consists of the
three values 15e., 50e., and $1.00, are
real works of art, and have been produced by the London firm of J.
Dickinson and Co., who recently got
the contract for printing the ordinary

The design of the lowest value contrasts the old and the new methods of
carrying mail. A courier and dog team is seen toiling over the snow-

It will readily

begins to

liarity which
d i stinguishes
thus providing

postage stamps of Newfoundland.

Fig. 7.
be

four shows
some pecu-

it from the others,
four " types." In the first stamp, for
instance, there is a well -marked
break in the " N " of " Trans " ;
birthmarks of a similar nature are
found on the other three. A knowledge of these facts is of the utmost
importance in the detection of forgeries, of which some have already
appeared on the market.

swing forward, dropping
the front bomb. The
machine continues to
..... glide down, but flattens

of its reduced weight. This flattening out causes the
gear to swing backwards, thereby releasing the second
bomb (see Fig. 6).

in
of

,SPECIAL.

Fig. 7.- The bomb -dropping gear
attached to a spar model.

The 50 cents reproduces the same

idea with a view of an old top-

the first trip actually covered the
course, but as the programme is
of a very ordinary character there
is no reason to fear the service is
not by now in operation, and that
the pretty stamps are not already

On the in-

of seven Trans -Atlantic flights as

name would no doubt have become

Air

Mail passing over the First

number of is seen on the left, the coastline of

ing weight, to which it is attached by the ring in its
end. The front bomb, which is released first, is sur-

to

pass through two rings
clipped or bound on to

group

between Mount Pearl, Hampton,
Western Arm (White Bay), Condu
and St. Anthony. I have not yet
heard whether the Gypsy Moth
machine which was to have essayed

justifying their existence.
A Youthful Mathematical Genius.
Though most collectors are fami.
liar with the appearance of the Abel
commemorative stamps of Norway,
ninety-nine per cent. of them have
no idea who Abel was. If he had

Carrier of Ocean Mail." The highest
four, so that value epitomises all the early Atlanonly that tic flights. A map of Newfoundland

The Double Release Pin.
In the arrangement shown it will be seen
that the double -release pin is of a special form (shown
enlarged in Fig. 5), and is quite separate from the swing-

a climb
ranged like a pendulum swung
as shown, by bending back the
from the nose of the 'plane. In the case of the gliders, end of the release rod.
As the machine climbs, the, bomb stays in position.
this weight takes the place of some or all of the nose
weight, always necessary with these 'planes. The wire since the release gear cannot move backward. As soon
on which the weight is hung is bent so as to make the as it begins to descend (or, by suitable adjustment, at
- release pin," as shown
the top of the climb), the
clearly in Fig. 1. This
weight and release gear

pin

NEWFOUNDLAND AIR
MAILS.

the 36 cents of the Caribou issue surBy P. L. Pemberton.
charged as follows : " Trans -Atlan(Concluded from page 755, March 7th issue).
tic Air Mail By B. M Columbia
September 1930 Fifty Cents." This
inscription, which is in seven lines, of Sir John Alcock flying in the
blots out the original stamp very vicinity of the Cabot Tower on
effectually. It Signal Hill. Below the picture is
was set up in the caption " Vickers Vimy leaving
printer's type St. John's with first Trans -Atlantic

and then to drop

It also has
been used successfully on

because indoors the results are
more easily seen. Also, on
account of the sudden changes

The Releasing Gear.
It consists, as shown in Fig. 1,

issued, the number being restricted to 300. They consisted of

another ono as it flattens out in its glide.

The best type of 'plane on
which to use the apparatus is
probably the " indoor " type
of very light 'plane, or glider,

'"g used 1.
ghdeis

AS in the case of the earlier
flights, special stamps were

quite well how best to use it, try going en
to the more complicated two -bomb gear,
shown in Fig. 4. This needs more care in
adjusting, of course, but can quite easily
be made to drop a bomb when the machine

descriptions, bomb -dropping will be

Europe on the right.

tervening space arc traced the courses

lived even to an average age his

Alcock, St. John's to Ire- known throughout the world as one
land ; Hawker, uncompleted flight ; of the mathematical giants of all
De Pinedo, Trepassy to Azores; time. As it is, during a life which
Lindberg's solo flight ; the U.S. was limited to only twenty-seven
Navy seaplanes, Trepassy to Azores ; years, he made brilliant researches
follows :

Kingsford Smith, Ireland to Harbour into the theory of functions, elliptic
Grace ; and Koelil, Ireland to Greenly and hyperelliptic, and was the originator of a new class which is named
Island.
The three stamps have appeared after him and now known as Abelin connection with the inauguration ians. Ho cleared up many matheof an air mail service which was matical obscurities of analysis, and
scheduled to begin in January initiated new angles in the study of
functions which widened the whole
field of higher mathematics. Born
new story of the tthnitable" William" in 1802, Abel's re-

markable career

"William
the

was closed by death
on April 6th, 1829.

Hero "

design shown in the
accompanying illus-

The special set of
four stamps, in the

by
tration, was issued
comon the occasion of ANorway
memorative stamp
Richmal
the centenary of showing a portrait
his death. At pre- of Al I, the matheCrompton sent
matical genius.
the stamps are
not rare, but as the issue was not
rn the
a very large one they should soon
APRIL
appreciate in value.

HAPPY

gallant sailing ship between the SEVENPENCE
MAG.
rocky slopes of the Narrows; floating
On Sale Everywhere
above is the Vickers Vimy biplane

,sommmwmamamma,

A MODEL AEROPLANE
DRIVEN BY COMPRESSED
AIR will be described next week !
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NEW ISSUES

All

over the

world

keen

collector,.
-to-date

are taking advantage of our
new issue service -the service which
sends you every month a hook of all
the latest stamps, from wi ich you can boy just the ones you
fart y.
test and it's c. eapest. I lease write for details. Lists
of albums and statues free on request.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Ltd.,

Isn't it much better to make a table yourself just
the size you require rather than pay a big price
for one larger than you want ? Any amateur can

6 MINT BRITISH COLONIALS 6
FREE

do his own work now, and quite simply, too.

Send a postcard -No cash -for my fine Illustrated Price List (No. 9),

containing over 1,200 items -Stamps, Albums, Sets. Packets AcCessories-it fact. EVERYTHING FOR THE STAMP COLLECTOR. Prices
from ld. (over 200 sets at Id. each) to 40/- SIX MINT BRITISH
COLONIALS. one each from ZANZIBAR, KENYA, TURKS & CAICOS
Is,, MOROCCO AGENCIES, SOUDAN & CAYMAN ISLANDS -and
ALL MINT. Ask for the No. 218 Packet,
,
FETTE R LANE,
EDWARD SANDELL, 10.11LON
DON, E .C.4.

Claims Paid :

£13,000,000

Over £45,000,000

These mahogany legs have sin. grooves in them
to hold side supports.
The illustration below shows how the four legs are
used. So simple, so straightforward, any amateur

stands, umbrella stands, or the like.
281ins. Long.
With bin. Groove.

COMPENSATI ONS."-(Emerson.)
Yes, but EVERY PERSON "in Life" should

42in. Mahogany,

5/- per set.

From Hobbies Branches
and Agents or direct

H )11BIEcs Ltd.,
LE REH

GENERAL
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, LIMITED,
whose Policies cover every contingency.

,

orfolic.
VaillMMEMOISIMMINIIM

SOISSIES

SCOTLAND.

GENERAL BUILDINGS, ALDWYCH,

fretwork and woodwork, designs, wood, turned legs,
moulding, polish. wireless accessories, etc.. etc.

tapped 2B.A., and a small piece of

LTD.

In adoition all leading stores and ironmongers stock or can obtain your requirements in

Sin. by 1, 32in., a small ebonite knob,

LONDON -

-

65 NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.

F. NORIE-MILLER. J.P., F.E.I.S.,
Director and Genera! Manager.

BIRaiINCHAM
9a HIGH STRFET.
SHEFFIELD - - 214 WEST STRFET.
LEEDS
10 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON - 25 BERNARD STREET.
BRIGHTON
.
68 LONDON ROAD.
CANADA - 844"YONGE STREET. TORONTO.

ASYSSIRIA PACKET FREE
11T111,0,

handsome (Actor/els, Alamo tae. on 30c. pictorial. Sierra Leone Id. mauve,
Tanis 30c. Week used, a Set of sew issue Jamaica, British Guiana, Portugal
high value, Chile, Lisette, etc., etc., FREE to all asking to bee my lament
Approval Sheets and enclosing 2d. for postage and PaCkillg (Abroad 3a.1
Albums from 1/6 upward,

S. HAMMOND, 2, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY LANCS.

CUT THIS OUT.

HOBBIES " PEN COUPON, VALUE 3d. Send 5 of these
"01'0"
"10(1 only 2,9 )20. Postage) direct To the FLEET PEN
CO., 119,
Fleet St.. E.C.4. By return you will receive a handsome,
FLEET S.P. PEN with solid gold nib Cane, medium,
Fleet price 4/-, or with 5 coupons only 219.
Do Luxe model 2'. extra,

HOBBIES AGENCIES-

Abettieen.-Jae. Mut., Ltd., 47 Broad Street: Fedlord.-31essra. T. 8.
Carpenter & Co., 103 Midland Rudd: Blackburn. -Me. R. Mercer,
es Damen Street; Bradford.--Alessrs. T. Underwood & Co., 13 and

Manchester Road Cambridge. -41r. H. S. Driver, 2.6 Hills Road;
Canterbury. -Mr. T. 0. Goodman, 33 Bunate Street and 16 St. George's
gtreet Cardiff. -J. Halle (Tools), Ltd., 31 Morgan Arcade; ChusiekMesses. Lucas & Co., 390, High Road ; Croydon. -I.. R. Turtle, Ltd.,
6 Crown Hill and 53 North End. Dover. -Mr. E. F. Bockhorn, 13
Worthington Street : Dublin. -Mr. J. J. McQuillan. 36 Capel Street;
Dundee. -Mr. J. Phin, 45 Murray Gale Folkestone. -Mr. W. Allsworth,
he & 18 Guildhall Street; Raatings.---Nr. W. H. Morley, 4 York
Buildings; Iln11.-Mr. 0. F. Walker, 17 and IS. George Street;
Lmeeter,-Mr. Prank Barre, 3 Losehy Lane; Liverpool. -Mr. C. Lucas,
35 Manchester Street; London. --Messrs. H. Denten. 166 Alderegate
Street, E.0.; Newport, Mon. -J. Halls (Tools). Ltd., 81 High Street:
Reading. -Mr. W. .1. Sarient, 44 West Street; Swansea. -J. Halls
13

atr

The Pole Pieces.
The first step is to prepare

pole pieces, and these are

Statichehgate ; York. -Messrs. J. H. Shookemith & Sons. 132 ISieklegate.

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS :

S

the *in. soft iron cut a piece, by means of shears

or hacksaw and file, as shown in Fig. 4, and drill two
One very important point to note is that the magnet holes, one near the bottom of A in. diameter and the other
must have holes ready drilled near its extremities, any near the top of 3 32in. diameter. Mount the armature
other type being useless, as it is impossible to drill by the method shown, allowing it to rest against one
through the poles without first softening the magnet of the poles of the magnet, or rather against one of
and thus demagnetising it. Also, of course, it should the thin pole pieces. The " cross " portion of the
be capable of supporting at least its own weight. A armature should just cover the end of the pole face.
magnet from an old Bosch single -cylinder magneto
From the remaining piece of tin. brass cut a rectangle
gives very good results, and it should be borne in mind 4in. by tin., and drill a Ain. hole -pe-in. from one end,
that all the measurements given refer and slot it lengthwise. Also
to this size of magnet only. It is, drill a further hole
however, perfectly simple to alter the
from the other end,
Si SLOT TED
dimensions in accordance IS EOM- AGAINST MAGNET, but this time of 5/32 It" 0
with any other magnet.
in. diameter, and THICK.

(Tool. Ltd., b Gower Street; Wigan. -Mr. Thos. J. S. Cleph., 22

DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

The Support for the Armature.
The length of Bin. brass may now
be cut and drilled to the sizes shown

in Fig. 5. , This is to act as a support for the
armature, which may now receive our attention. From

terminals.
The Magnet.

LONDON 147 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.
LONDON - 83 NEWINGTON BUTTS, S.E.11.
GLASGOW
326 ARGYLE STREET.
MANCHESTER
- 10a PICCADILLY.

sides of the magnet and poles.

Fig. 4.-T h., armature.

Ain. or 4in. ebonite about 28in. by tin., with two small

HOBBIES OWN BRANCHES -

Abyssinia 1020, Jaipur 1913 4 anna unused, a tine Set of the new issue of Turkey.

the centre of the block. Mark through the holes in
the magnet, and after removing the pole pieces drill
them where marked, using a kin. drill. From the
3in. by 4in. by Sin. soft iron now cut two pieces liin,
long and drill two holes in each as shown in Fig. 3.
Now try the magnet bobbing on them, and if they will

Pelow
are the addresses where Hobbles goods can be
purchased.

LONDON, W.C.2.

A fine packet ol all ditierent Stamps containing a large pictorial

magnet, and so placed that the hole in the magnet is in

74A/
of 8B.A. .st-dding and two nuts, a
piece of brass 5in. by tin. by Sin., a ;14i.00.
piece of springy brass about 2in. by

BRANCHES & AGENCIES.

Chief Offices :

the loudunit when
finished.
of

THE loud -speaker emit about to be described is of
the two -pole balanced armature type and possesses the virtues of cheapness, ease of construction -see Fig. 1, there being only eight simple parts to not go on, file down the iron until a good fit is obtained.
snake -and considerable power. One in use by the writer, Remove the bobbins and put them aside to prevent
operating a Din. cone, will stand up to the output of a
windings becoming damaged. The holes in the soft
three -valve amplifier coupled to a gramophone pick-up the
should also be slightly slotted in order to allow of
without giving any sign of chatter or overloading, and iron
adjustment.
yet producing far too much volume for comfort.
Now attach the Sin. by Sin. pole pieces to the magnet,
The materials required can probably be found in
perma- using 2B.A. studding to secure them, and, placing the
the scrap box, and consist of the following :
nent magnet from an old magneto, obtainable from a pieces of kin. soft iron on top, use these as templates
garage for a few pence ; a piece of soft iron 3in. by tin. to mark holes in the thick blocks. Remove all four
pieces and drill the tin. by tin, blocks
by sin., a further piece 3in. 'by 4in. by
where marked, using a 41 in. drill.
ARMATURE.
-in., two loud -speaker bobbins (2,000
When this has been done the whole
ohms), another piece of soft iron 4in.
132" should be assembled, allowing the
WIDTH OF CROSS PIECE
by tin. by *in., a length of 2B.A. SAME
OlA.
AS EDGE OF POLE
'713 A studding to project beyond the
studding and a dozen nuts, a L ngth
/

Postage 9d.

IN THE

or broad), usually 10/6.

speaker

4/6 per set.

have a Policy to provide the " COMPENSATION

they may be placed against the inside
edges of the magnet with the long side touching the
prepared,

1. -The sectional
r) I EEO

Mahogany Legs,
4/- per set.
Oak Legs,
3/6 per set.

"EVERYTHING in Life has its

lever

111

can undertake the construction of tables, plant

36in. Mahogany,

GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH,

E CONSTRUCTION
OF A POWERFUL
LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
J. H. Reed

MAKING SIMPLE

Dept. 115, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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GROOVED LEGS
MAKE TABLE -

ON APPROVAL

Assets exceed
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Fig. 5. -The atmalure support.

made from the 3M. by Sin.
by tin. soft iron. They
should be cut to the shapes
shown in Fig. 2 and filed up
smooth. These blocks being

0

take a
2B.A. screw (see Fig.
tap it to

i 0/

.- .7-A'- -

Fr--

POLE

PIECES

:

Pa

?bia" PIA.

Fig. 2. -The pole piece.

6).

Cut a piece of

the spring brass tin.
longer than that just

dealt with, mark it
out in accordance

with the holes just

FILED
TO FIT

POLE
PIECE-"
17.1/5 EDGE TO FACE
ARMATURE CROSS AECE.
Fig. 3. -Two pieces of brass

should be cut as shown to hall
the magnet bobbin.
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drilled, but drill as follows : Bottom hole Ain. diameter
and slotted, and the hole near the centre of lin.
diameter (Fig. 7).
Fixing the Armature.
Now comes one of the most important tasks. Screw
-

up tightly all nuts supporting the poles and armature,
adjusting the position of the latter so that when held
off the poles by paper packing it is parallel to the sides

March 14th, 1931

March 14th, 1931

the other side of the armature, and tighten both nuts
down on to the armature to secure it. The end of the
reed rod projecting through the brass spring may now

...

be soldered in position and any surplus cut off.
Small Adjustments.
A small terminal strip of ebonite must now be secured
to the piece of 2B.A. studding still projecting through

4

the adjuster, terminals fitted and attached to the ends
of the coils. Ease back the adjusting knob until the
projecting through one of the sides of the magnet, and armature is centrally disposed between the poles of the
preferably on the opposite side to that carrying the magnet. Between either side of the armature and its
armature support, attach the piece of *in. brass and corresponding pole slip a thick piece of paper or thin
also the spring, using the slotted holes in each case. visiting card. Slacken the nuts holding the thin pole
The 8B.A. studding may now be threaded through pieces (those actually carrying the coils), and move
the small hole in the top of the
the pole pieces inward until the paper
armature, so that one end rests against
strips are lightly held. Screw down
the brass spring just fitted. Keeping
nuts and remove paper. Attach a
the 8B.A. reed rod perfectly parallel
cone to the 8B.A. reed rod in the
of the magnet (see Fig. 8.) To the length of 2B.A. studding

with the top edges of the magnet,

on.

moved, after which the final assembling
may be commenced, proceeding in the
following order. Loosely fasten the

armature on its 2B.A. support, which
should be tightly screwed to its brass
bracket (Fig. I). Replace one pole
piece complete with its bobbin, and

remove any surplus studding. Attach Fig. 8.-How the

armature is fixed into place.

the other pole pieces and coil and
allow about gin. of studding to project outside the
magnet. Screw up tightly and lock with another nut.
Slip on the Jain. brass piece and a further nut and
again screw up. Next the brass spring should be
slipped on, and this is also secured by a further
nut. Between the spring brass and the yin. piece
force a piece of soft rubber about lin. square and
rather more than *in. thick, and in such a position

-

1 Lilo

edge overlaps the internal edge of the sound -box hollow
about fin. (see Fig. 1). Drill eight

holes in the plate for the screws that
secure it to the box, as indicated in
Fig. 2.
The Needle Socket and Stylus Bar.
The socket is cut from brass rod.

mended that this -should be not less than 9in. in diameter.

A central hole is drilled to a depth
of Sin. from one end-sufficient to
accommodate the ordinary steel needle.

In the other end a saw -cut is made to
receive the stylus bar. A transverse

I I, e
screws,

shown.

All correspondence intended for the Editor or Advertisement Manager
MUST be addressed to ".Hobbies," Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Let the screws come through
at the back, file down their points until they project

The Diaphragm.

111141M114.19.11t*011.i1

a

This may consist of two thicknesses
of mahogany veneer glued face to face

with the grains crossed. When the
glee is set the diaphragm may be cut
to size and its thickness reduced by
glasspapering an equal amount from
each side until the thickness does not
exceed a millimetre. To assemble, obtain some rubber
gasket from the gramophone dealer,
cut off two lengths, each equal to the

NEXT WEEK !
MAKING A
MODEL AEROPLANE

DRIVEN BY
COMPRESSED AIR

to receive the clamping screw. Clamping screws may
be purchased from dealers in gramophone sundries
(see sectional view, Fig. 4 ).

the cover
Put a fine hole through the centre of the diaphragm,

pass the screw through it from the back into the
head of the stylus bar anti tighten up. Lastly,

The above details will be made clear by a
study of Figs. 2 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the plate that carries the two
Fig. 7.-This

the box with long screws, as the latter will have

that to hold in end grain.

internal circumference of the box,
hole must be drilled to receive the ./11411011, MM. *0401.111**,011*11 ?OM push one in, lay the diaphragm on it,
cross member on which the socket
seeing that the edges of the latter
pivots, and a small hole must be drilled and threaded clear thepwlaotoed., add the second gasket and screw on

ti

be
44-6"estorrED reed rod through the small hole in the hand is a very laborious job, and will involve should
slightly longer
Fig. 6.-The sect- armature and screw on a nut. Push this much loss of time and probably 'temper than the piece
angi piece of brass reed rod along until its end just comes
as well, as, by having the holes drilled, the of brass shown
should be drilled through the hole in the spring brass.
Fix. 6 and
whole unit may be constructed in an hour in
and slott ed as shown
drilled as
hers.Put another nut on the rod, but on or so.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

Fig. 3.- The
Plate
carries

must be removed to such a diameter that its inside

Mounting the Cone.
Construct a box ofssufficiett length and width to easily
accommodate the cone it is intended to use, and make
it about 6in. deep. A three-ply front should be fitted,
with a large hole cut omit to suit the cone. It is recom-

the face of the pole farthest from the few minutes and at the cost of a few coppers.
adjusting knob. Again slip the 8B.A. To drill throtigh fin. iron, or even iin., by

socket. T irn the cup -shaped body to the section

The Plate.
The plate shown in Fig. 3 has two countersunk
holes in its base. It must be screwed firmly to

metres in diameter, hollowed to a depth of 5 milli- on the conical about 1 32in., and rivet over, taking care not to
points 51 split the wood. It is essential that this plate be
metres.
the rigidly attached to the sound box body. It should
Drive in the tube A, after smearing the hole with which
needle socket
be noted that part of the cover plate is cut away
and secure it with two screws as shown,
pivots.
(see Fig. 2) to allow of the other bedding on the wood.
their points having had the thread filed away so as
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that it overlaps
to enter the holes in the tube.
the edge of the box slightly. A small block of wood,
The Cover Plate.
therefore, must be glued behind the overlap as in.
This is cut from sheet brass, the centre part of which dicated in this figure.

will be found quite satisfactory.

Just a word of advice on drilling the iron
pole pieces. If a bench drill or lashe is not
available, mark out the centres of all holes
to he drilled and take them to the local repair garage, where the job can be done in a

It will be noted that no springs are embodied in the

mechanism.

shown in Fig. 1, making the central hole a tight
fit over the tube.
The hollow face of the box may be 55 milli-

latter should preferably be used in conjunction with a baffle board or cabinet,
and the following method of mounting

possible.

The work on this part of the bar calls for neatness

and accur icy, but offers no difficulties to those who can
command the use of the necessary tools.

box.

First obtain a piece of stout brass tube (see A),
externally gin. in diameter for a push -in tone arm
socket, or internally that diameter for a push -an

Adjust by means of the small

Attach the cone by means of some soft material, such
that it covers the top (tapped) hole in the thick piece as flannelette, to the front or baffle. Procure a length
and the central hole in the spring. Cut out the centre of hard wood about Ifin. by lin. and cut it to fit tightly
the cabinet, and fix it near the back and about
so that there is a clear hole right through. Screw a inside
short length of 2B.A. studding into the small ebonite Sin. below the centre of the cone. By means of another
knob, slip on a small washer, and follow this by a piece but shorter piece of wood the unit may be clamped to
of rubber of the same size as that already cut. Push the long strip, using packing if necessary to get it the
the end of the screw through -the hole in the spring, right distance from the cone, the apex of
so that it engages with the thread in the thick brass. which should be as close to the unit as
Screw down tightly. Arrange the armature so that it is
parallel with the sides of the magnet and
-10
midway between the poles, using paper
t
packing to keep it equi-distant, and screw
up very tightly. Remove the paper packing and allow the armature to rest against

By W. S. Rogers

sound box may be. made mainly
of wood by the method described here.
The wood may be beech, birch or boxwood,
and the grain should run parallel with the axis of the

results cannot be obtained without
mounting the unit and cone. The

secure the armature bracket to it.
Screw up as tightly as possible and

AN F,ASILY CONST LC 11-4:11)
GRAMOPHONE SOUND o OX

sound -box.

ebonite knob, and listen whether the
armature strikes against either or
both of the poles. If it does it will
be necessary to increase the gap by
loosening the nuts holding one pole
piece and moving it away from the
armature very slightly, afterwards
screwing up the nuts again. Do not
be disappointed if at this stage the
volume is not very great, as the best

should now be dismantled and all
traces of iron and other filings re-

.

view if the

unit to the output valve of a receiver,
or gramophone amplifier and switch

where marked, drilled 3/ 32in.
The Final Assembly.
The parts at present assembled

785
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Fig. 1.-A
sectional

usual manner, and connect up the

mark where it touches the spring,
which should then be removed and,

HOBBIES

)1,

screws, on the conical points of which the needle
socket pivots. A side view of this plate is shown
in Fig. 1.
Assemble by sweating the cross member into its

treat

the

junction

with wax in the usual
Fig 4.-Seclion vi iv of
th nay], socks!, showing

way.

A sound box made

in this way should
function as well as any

clamping
hole, and the stylus bar into its slot. The latter the screw.
of the highly - priced
may be cut from hard sheet brass, and the persound boxes on sale
forated -disc at its small end joined to it with silver in the shops ; in fact, if

solder. The hole must be threaded to receive the small
screw that attaches the bar to the diaphragm. Conical

cavities should be put into each end of the cross
member to receive the points of the pivoting screws.

the

diaphragm be made

g ye

results

as directed above it would
many.

superior

to

Fig. 2.-Showing how the cover
Plate is secured to the box.
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Another instance of the usefulThis
ness of the fretsaw.

A SIMPLE It OOKSTAND
with Folding Ends

handy stand is just the thing

for your library and reference
books.

a
a

a
a
a

at Fig. 2.
Neatly cut the corners
with a fret -saw and
shown

a

clean up

AHANDY form

of book end
rack is illus-

trated herewith, and a
glance will show the advantages of the folding ends. When

the stand is not in use it may
conveniently be packed away, and the ends folded
down on to the base, SO taking up less room and
with little fear of becoming broken.

Having got the wood clean and ready, cut the base
If t. 4in. long by 6in. wide and fin. thick. The ends
are to be hinged to the base, so form four recesses tin.
inwards from each end and tin. from either side of the
base edge as indicated in Fig. 1.
Two ends gin. thick are required from the same kind
of wood 6in. square. Mark one end into I in. squares

and then draw the curved corners as

.g.6.-The corn-

the

face
and edges

Pkt d engine.

wit b

The stand with its

Make a

two ends folded'
down when not

pa per.

in

in use.

the .bottorn edge of each end piece to take the hinges to be
fixed in the base. In the centre of the outside of the
book ends glue a 2in. raised square oak ornament

in order to obtain a good joint (see Fig. 3).
Now try up the ends on to the base with the hinges

in order to see if they will fold nicely over, making any
little adjustment if necessary.

Particular care should be taken with the

wood used will ensure this.

The stain is supplied by Hobbies Ltd. in handy bottles

made with a wide neck into

AnYr__

the brush may be
dipped direct. Having applied
which
Fig. 3.-A

the base, and the position of the hinges.

THE twin -cylinder engine shown in Fig. 1 can
be made out of odds and ends, and gives very
satisfactory results. It has a great advantage
over the single -cylinder engine,

because the running is very much

Fig. 2.-The shape and size of
the ends. The P.o.tion of the
ornament it doe given.

close-

up- of the beading
to show the join at
the c rners.

the stain, the ends are finally
fixed to the base by screwing
on the small hinges with flat headed brass screws.

Theseconsist of

Fig. 5.- The steam pope can be joined oscillating
in the mitre fashion shown here.

two

cylinders fin.

stroke and fin. bore, 9in.
of steam tube 3 32in. bore, a brass tube fin. long and
fin. diameter, a piece of lead about I fin. square and

For radio cabinets and boxes and cabinets of all de-

old pair of scissors, and
a pair of pliers.
The Construction of the

in the art of

joinery

as he

might be

measure-

tiled flush.
The Flywheel and Pulley.
These are made from a
piece of lead, see Fig. 4.

steel rod must fit those

Round the ends of the 2fin.

piece of brass, and drill a
3/32in. hole tin. from each end.

This piece is the base of
the engine, and the two gin.
pieces can now be soldered to it

lfin. apart, making sure they
are upright. A glance at Fig.

2 will show you how the frame
should look when finished.

,

The Crankshaft.

Cut out two "webs " from

the strip brass as shown in
2.-The frame for
engine.

the.

After scoring a circle
I fin. in diameter in the
centre of the lead, cut it
out with a wood chisel,
and then file the edge
smooth.

in.

Solder it into the centre of the flywheel, and drill a

holes easily.

shown.

It is obtainable in three sizes, with outside
ment of ;:in sin., and lin.

to the end of the piece
of steel rod and the rod

3/32in. hole through both. Do not use an " iron " too
hot when soldering the flywheel and pulley, otherwise

of

glued along two sides as

should be

can now be soldered on

circle, the edge being hollowed.

hole -A in. in diameter drilled in each .;fin. from one
end. (See Fig 2.) The piece

showing how the moulding
is used to cover an ordinary butt joint. It is easily

"webs-

The pulley is made in the same way with a

pieces must have the
ends filed true and, a

Fig. I (right).-A diagram

Fig. 3.-- T wo

taken to see that the pins are at right cut as shown here.
angles to the " webs."
One of the " webs

Fig. I.-A photograph of the actual model steam engine.

off the strip brass. One
piece 2fin. and two
pieces 1 -in. The latter

work.

Fig. 2 (left). -A photograph of the moulding itself.

he soldered into the 3 32in. holes in the
" webs." They should be pushed well
through the holes, as they can be filed
off flush afterwards. Caro should be

only tools re.
file, a
soldering iron, two twist
bits -p in. and 3/32in., an

too, it can be easily stained down to match any other

new corner moulding is a boon, especially to the
amateur woodworker who is not, let us say, quite so

7;
_t_

The

Moreover, it is finished smooth and semi -glossy so that
no further cleaning is needed. As it is in light wood,

FOR cabinets and boxes of all descriptions HOBBIES

The crankpins (Fig. 4), which consist

of fin. pieces of 3(3 in. wire, can now

quired are a

easy means of construction, and the use of it saves
much time and money. The moulding is obtainable in
three sizes, so it is suitable for all kinds of boxes.

See how neat a box can
be made by the addition
of simple ornamental
corner moulding.

unsoldered.

cocoa tin (11b.) and a cork.

scriptions, and for all purposes, this moulding offers an
1

A.

kin. thick, a steel rod 1l' in. long -kin. diameter, and two
brass washers ; 9in, of strip brass
fin. by 3 32in., a length of 3/32in. wire, a

First cut three pieces

COVERING CORNERS

best way to get the holes correctly placed is to cut the
webs to the correct size and then place one on top of
the other, and " tack " the edges together with solder.
Do the marking -out on the top one, and drill through
them both, thus making sure they are
exactly the same. They can then be

-4 in.

Frame.

An Easy Way of

NOM= MIMI IM1111111111111111.11111111111MIM

;

size it will drive cornits size
oaratively largo models.
With average intelligence
and care, a smart and very
useful plant can be made.
List of Materials.

(Hobbies No. 210), and then fix the strips of kin. half round beading (No. 52) fin. inwards from the edges as
can bo seen in the pictures. The beading should bo
arranged so that a complete ball comes at the corners

finish of the article, and a coat of spirit stain
applied to match the kind of

Fig j.-This diagram wilt ,tow sou hew to mark vat

...a il sown gm se EN ma imi moo an= mini mom

(------

s and recess

111111111111111111MINIMINIIIIMII in111111111

a itzein.c
stecimenotel

a

ra

proficient
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Fig. 3, making the holes -kin.
and 3/32in. respectively. The

the lead will melt.
Finishing the Crankshaft.
Take the steel rod on which is soldered one of the

" webs " and after slipping a washer on to the rod,
push it through
one of the holes
in the frame.
Now solder the

pulley and

fly-

the
centre of the steel
rod. The crankshaft is now completed by putting
the other end
through the other
hole in the frame,
slipping on
a
wheel

to

washer, and sold-(
ering the

other

" web " to it, so

CRANK
F,./. 4.-Details of the flywheel and pull y.
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that the " webs" are on opposite sides of the crank-

shaft. A glance at Fig. 4 will make this quite clear.
With the bearings oiled the crank-

shaft should spin

freely with a touch
of the finger.
The Cylinders.
These have a
cylinder block in
which there are two

holes or " ports."
Fig. 10.-The firebox for the toiler.

Remove the blocks

from the cylinders
and solder (port to the top) to the tops of the upright
pieces of the frame, making sure that they are square.
Now cut a piece of steam tube, the exact distance between the cylinder blocks, and solder the remainder
of the tube into it in a mitre fashion as shown in Fig. 5.
Be sure to make a good joint before soldering it. The
steam tube can now be soldered over two of the holes
or ports (see
Fig.
so long
as -they are
opposite ones.
The ports to

which the tube
is soldered determine which
way the engine
runs. When
soldering the
Fig. 9.-Hoto the spirit lamp is made.

steam tube,

great care must
be taken to avoid clogging the tube with solder.
The cylinders can now be replaced, with the crank
pins through the holes at the ends of the piston rods.
The engine is now finished, and should appear as in

Fig. 6.
It should revolve two or three times when spun with
the finger, and can be screwed down to a piece of hard
wood through the holes provided.
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Boiler.

To make the boiler obtain a cocoa tin, preferably a'
pound tin, and after soldering the seams outside and

inside where possible, pierce a hole in the centre of each
and solder a piece of wire through them
to strengthen it (see Fig. 7).
Cut a hole in the top
of the boiler and solder
the short piece of brass
plate into it, and place
end,

in a cork, which acts
a safety valve.
(Fig. 8).
A hole is now drilled

as

; The MOST
TRANS

GLUE

PARENT
I STAIN

'WINGS
VEGETA?,
ASP MENDING
MAKING
FOR

MADE

near the top at one end
and into this the steam

A Chemically Pure and
very powerful adhesive

pipe from the engine
is soldered.

Fik 7.-A were passed Met ugh the

boiler to strengthen it.
To Use Plant.
Fill the boiler about three-quarters full with water,
and place it on a gas ring. When the water has boiled
turn the gas low and the engine will run at a high speed
with ample power to drive quite large mode's. If gas
is not available, a spirit lamp can be made which will
give quite good results

(see Fig. 9). The water,

in this case, should be
put

hot.

into

the

boiler

it if the lamp is used,
the whole plant being

fixed on to a board
(see Fig. 10.)

If a gas ring is used
steam pipe

can

be bent so that the

engine stands firm on a
table or bench:

Full richness of
colour with one coat.
S X SHADES: Yellow Oak, 0 k. Fumed
0 k, 'a k Oak, Blac c Oak and Mhogany

Aiiivirwviwwwiewwwwwe..

Use the Natural Grain
for the 'finish' of your
next piece of work, it
is so ea- y to bring out
the hidden beauties of
the wood with Volron:
`Colron ' Wood Dye
provides he quick and
easy way to sure satisfaction. A single coat,

The Firebox.
The boiler must have
a," firebox" fixed round

the

I

Fig. 8.-A cork pushed into the boiler to
act as a safety valve.

wiped out as far as it
will go, and there is
your chosen co'ourbri ht, transparent, per.

manent. And in less
than 3 hours it is drybone dry - ready for

A SIMPLE CRYSTAL
CIRCUIT
y J. H. Mortimer

pol shing with
Ronuk ' Floor Pol sh.
Result: A job you can
wax

fib

10)

THE only parts required to make the simple crystal set
shown in the circuit diagram on the right are a .0003

be proud of-finished
in an evening.

or .0005 mfd. variable condenser, a tapped coil, a crystal

detector, and .0003-.000025 Formo-Densor. A good outdoor earth is needed to obtain the best results. When
tuning -in, the small knob of the Formo-Densor mils:, be

WITHOUT SMELL

Vegetable

For Joinery, fretwork, leather, paper,
cloth, photo frames, model making,
repairing pottery, glassware, toys
and for all purposes where. a very
powerful adhesive is re ruirel.

:Double

local station quite strongly and other stations more moderately

Strength

Mode by the Proprietors of

57, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.I.

BECOME A TEACHER
GOOD PAY

GOOD PROSPECTS

Do you wish to become a teacher P

Then write for our pamphlet,

" Bow to Become a Teacher." Now is the time to qualify,
as, awing to the great

edneattonal changes which are now
taking place, many extra teachers will be required. Thousands
of teachers owe their successful careers to Clough's. Special
classes for entrance to a Teachers' Training College i Matricula
Mon or School Certificate).

1st AND 2nd HANDICRAFT EXAMS.

Woodworkers and Metalworkers should write for particulars of

our Special Course.

MATR/CIILATION is

the first

step to the attainment of a

degree and is a tremendous advantage in any walk of life.
Clough's Matriculation Courses are planned with scrupulous cats
by tutors with expert knowledge of coaching
The percentage
of

successes

painstaking.

is

remarkably high.

All

tuition

personal

and
Concise Guide to Matriculation sent tree.

SAplseociaslplyeeiwalriettoeuiri

Courses

Is

poerltialMactirvi,cilislactrivtswon,,,,edvecroympomeinrctial

Write now for Prospectus.

Mention Hoenies

Subjects.

CLOUGH'S TeLniongiltionChEab:rs COLLEGE

A !ISA FREE GIFT

coUPON

Lear,.

In spite of the fact that the crystal set is not now so popular as it was in the early days of wire-

less it has many advantages to offer, particularly when a two- or three -valve amplifier is added. Used
alone, one is enabled to listen 'in and enjoy the programme without upsetting the recreations of others
who may be in the room, and, whilst it is unlikely that it will ever return to popula favour, it can never be
entirely superseded by the valve set among those who cannot afford them. It is the simple device which

HERO
is a Jhauce to save slim,keepers' profits. 11)mdrens of l'y'de,,
of all kinds, many fitted with SfU RIIIE Y.
ARCHER Circe -speed gear and DUN LOP
tyre:. ..,,I proval wthin7ly, carriage paid

WOOD DYE

up to a radius of 20 miles.

brings wireless within the reach of all.

GLUE

In tubes, 2d., 6d. and 9d.

screwed up or down until its most efficient position has been

found, for it is intended to act somewhat as a tuning condenser. The wiring is apparent from the diagram. The
set gives very good results on the earphones, receiving the

gEPHEg

i

:

The `Ronuk' Stain

As an advertisement a

Write for leaflet to

RONUK, LTD., PORTSLADE, SUSSEX

OL,

iiro

15/- Free Gift Coupon

does not
Raise the Grain

A 1/- bottle covers 40 Sq. Ft.

914

10

will be given to all w lo
WRITE FOR MY FIEF CATALOGUE.
i g" i gm

kik

Lcriawrigobey-z.de

di W.N4R/S CYCLE WAREHOUSt,DEOIM'COVENTRY. 110
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shape of -the moulding, of course, is on the upper edge;

The whole box framework of the jardiniere is now

complete, but in order .to
raise it aaa suitable stand;
it is necessary to build
it on to the moulded base work which also forms the
feet. This part is cut, as
has been mentioned, from
the No. 43 moulding.
Four pieces of this mould-

4.-The platform inside the
jardiniere to act as a stand for the
plant Pot.

ing 9in. long will be re-

quired, and each end will have tobemitred by stand-.

ing it in a mitre trough.
When the pattern shown has been taken out with a

'

when the moulding is standing on its solid edge. (This
cutting was referred to more fully in our issue of January

On this mitred length of moulding has to be'

added the pattern from which the shape is cut to form:
the feet outline. Mark up a centre line on the bae'c of
the moulding, and get the centre line on the pattern to
coincide with it. The pattern is pasted down on toe
flat face of this moulding, and turned over round the

edge as shown in Fig. 6, so that, when laid on the cutting

table, it can be cut with the fretsaw to the line given .

square, but must be cham- '

fered off with a plane in order A

MOULDING

the inside of the moulding.
See that they are glued near

GLUINGi
LOC

the corners to help strengthen
must not be so long as to show

beyond the fretted shape of

frame and sloes, 'to illustrate the
strengthening Hocks in the angle.

ment on each, and these can be cut and added
before the work is, put together, or can be put on
when the rest of the work is complete. The best way
is probably to put them on each side before the box
frame is put together, because this allows the two

parts to be weighted down so that the overlay is firmly
wood, so that
fixed. All the overlays are cut from
they can easily be got out together by nailing two or

three pieces of the thin material into one board and

The centre
cutting out the pattern at one operation.
of each is a solid piece, and on to this is glued some
wooden ornaments (No. 231) which forms a striking
rosette on each side of the
jardiniere.

MOULDING No.43.
Fig. 7.-A section through

the

base, again

showing the use of bleck.ng Pieces.

in its natural state and

to bring out the mottled
effect of the grain.

THE AIRPLANE BOMBING GAME-(Continued from par 779).
The bracket for holding the plane should be stained or nicely painted to one's own
also cut

from wood tin. thick. Cut tenons
as indicated, to fit in the mortises
- made in the main support, and in
the main plane.
he other two pieces of the plane
12'
(to go bedeath) are required cut to

requirements.

The number which the marble rests in is the count
for the turn. The game may be play, d 100 up, and to
win a player /TWO- score the exact numl er.

3.
Lark board
which supports the airlie

Fix the whole plane in

A Thumb Knot.
Fig. 3 shows a very good method of joining up two
slippery ends. A thumb knot (3c) is made in one end, the
other end is passed through it and formed into a thumb
knot round the first end. The two " thumbs " are then

pulled tight and run together. This is one of the best ways
of joining up lengths of gut for
making fishing casts. You
b
make it doubly secure by
each `thumb," as shown in
Fig. 3d.

same thickness the most usual
knot is the reef, which is

If your two ends are

of

that the end which starts going
over the other always goes on
doing so until the knot is

different sizes, the best knot

second stage is the single knot
(lb) made by taking a turn with
the shaded end round the
other. You will see that the
right or shaded end is still on top.

open, as shown in Fig 5. The
sheet -bend with a closed loop
is generally used by fishermen
for fixing the cast, or hook, to

to use is the sheet -bend, shown
in Fig. 4. This is a very easy

knot' to tie once you have got
the idea, and it is a very useful one. The loop may be

finished : (la) shows the first
step ; the right (shaded) end
is laid over the left. The

Fig. Y.-The sheet -bend.

In the third stage
(le) the same end is passed over the other, and in the
fourth it takes a turn round and once again goes over.
This knot, when pulled tight, will not slip, provided

the line. If you are afraid of the knot slipping, a stop
should be put on to the end X (Fig. 4c). This may take
the form of either the ordinary " thumb " or the figure
of eight (Fig. 6), both of which are very easy. For

that the two ends of rope or string are almost of the same
thickness. It is just the knot you want for bootlaces,
because it is very easy to undo. When you make a bow

thick or slippery rope the latter is the better, as the

structions hold good, for the bow is only a form of reef -

The Double Sheet -bend.
If you do not think the sheet -bend sufficiently secure,

" thumb " is apt to slip off over the end. Another good
stop is the " double thumb," shown in Fig. 3d.

tie the double sheet -bend (Fig. 7), which is made quite

simply by making a second turn round the loop with
the free end. This knot cannot slip, and is very useful
for attaching eyed flies to gut. Both the sheet -bend and

third stage. Compare (le) and (2c) by passing the right under
d ,.under

place on the back and then cut a
piece of fin. by 4in. stripwood

Plane.
Dimensions for
the slots are clearly shown.

The Reef -Knot.

knot.'
The " Granny."
Those who can't make a decent bow, or whose knots
are always slipping, will find that they are making the
" granny," shown in Fig. 2 ; if you compare it with the
reef -knot, you will see that the mistake is made at the

the side edges of the main plane,
one on either side of the hole for
the marble at the front, the square
ends coining flush with the end of
the plane.

undone, and can you always unfasten them at once when
you want to do so 1 I wonder.

on your shoelaces, or tie an evening tie, the same in-

shape indicated, and are glued under

Fig.

they are not wanted to. or which defy all efforts when
their maker wishes to undo them. Here are two pointed
questions for you : How often do your bootlaces come

Avoid the
granny as you would the plague it is the worst knot in
the world-and the commonest. It slips on any provocation, or, if it does happen to hold, it jams.

The Sheep -bend.

darken the material down

to the main support is

properly make knots which untie themselves when

hand end under instead of over the left.

shown in Fig. 1. The important point to remember is

A complete parcel of wood (No. 1847) is supplied for 413 a r 51- post free. It includes beech with sufficient Nos. 41, 43
I and 301 mou d ng and foesr fancy rosettes (No. 231). From any branch of Hobbies Ltd.. or by post from Dereaarn. Norfolk.

!

the eel -knot.

AKNOWLEDGE of how to tie some of the simpler
knots is a great advantage to anybody ; yet it is
remarkable how few people have it. There are
two essential points about a good knot : (1) it must not
slip or come undone, and (2) it must be fairly easy to
untie. Most people who won't bother to learn to tie things

down Slightly with a
L.F01:: R dull polish, or treated
GLUING
with linseed oil just to
BLOCK

Thus we have four parts

I°

Fig. 1.-How to make

taking an extra turn round

brilliantly polished, but
can easily be stained

Upon this platform the

By " Home Mechanic "

To join up two pieces of
string or cord of about the

laying this one on the other pieces and going round
it with a pencil.

a sort of hollow platform.

MAKING KNOTS
over

As the wood is in
beech, it should not be

SIDE

which, when stood together, meet at the
mitred corners and form

/ eve,
C

Fig. 5.-A side view of the top

The sides of the jardiniere
are: shown with an overlay and a decorative orna-
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SUM -

the angle of the base. They

is a simple matter to mark out the others by

box framework previously Fig. 6.-How to paste the pattern to
prepared should stand
the moulding base

HOBBIES

No.4-1

to meet the sloping surface of

in the ordinary way. Having thus obtained one shape,
it

March 14th, 1931

evenly, and it is glued all round, with blocking pieees
added beneath, as can be seen'by the sectional drawing
at Fig. 7. These blocking, pieces, of course, cannot be

the base moulding itself.

fretsaw the two ends of the moulding are stood in a
mitre box and sawn across at an angle of 45 degrees
10th.)

March 14th, 1931
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long and two pieces 6in. long.

The model will look more real

with a propeller, and this is cut from an odd piece of
wood 4in. long and lin. wide (see Fig. 6).
Fix the back support (Fig. 4) to the base with two
or three small screws. Glue the bracket under the
wheel support., to give extra strength. The' -article

st

Fig. 6.-

The size
and shape
theof

propeNl.

6 lip

'I
.1. -%2 -

Fig. 9.--t he three main parts

of the plane, with the necessary
dim..nsions for marking and
cutting out.

Fig. 3.-How to join
Fig 2.-Thc "'granny" --a knot to be avoided.

effectively two sliPP.,d
ends.

772
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the double sheet -bend have the
advantage that if made on slippery rope or gut they may bind

A PLANT - HOLD 11-i'

and become difficult to undo.
A " quick release " form of
sheet -bend is shown in Fig. 8.
You will see that the free end,

instead of being passed through
singly, as in Fig. 4c, is doubled
on itself and passed through in

This handsome jardiniere is made in beech and stands 9in. high,
with a 9in. square base. It can be made by using the patterns
on this week's gift design sheet.
WHY have way the edges of the wood are covered by this orna-

the form of a " bight." When
the knot is pulled tight it can-

not slip, but should it be desired
Fig. 8.-A "quick release"
sheet bend.

to undo it, a pull on the end

marked X will bring both ends
free at once. This knot comes

in handy for a great many purposes-for securing a

rope, for instance, which may

have to be released at any

b

loop would probably slip and
straighten out. If you want
an

absolutely

Making
Loops.
There a r e

several ways

Fig. 9.-The

of making

various stages
in making the
botvine.

F.g. 5

shows the
most usual,
which does
quite well if
tied on thin
string, and if
the strain is

will
in o r e

and cheaply from ordinary transfers,

such as can be obtained in sheets bearing quite
a large number of small pictures for a penny.
First obtain a supply of glass slips of the size to
suit your lantern ; you can cut them up yourself with
a wheel cutter, or a glazier would probably cut up a
supply very cheaply. Rub the sharp edges from the glass

-to avoid cutting your fingers-with an old file or
by rubbing the edge of one glass against another.

Clean and polish the glass carefully, then coat one side
with gold -size, spread over as thinly as possible ; the
best way to do this is to put a drop or two of the gold size (which must be clean and fresh) on the glass and
spread it by rubbing with a clean finger. This is better
than using a rag, which might leave bits of fluff.
Fixing the Transfers.

Leave the glass in a warm place till the coating

becomes tacky, which should happen in a few minutes ;

`while the glass is drying, cut out a few transfers and

float them carefully, picture side upwards, on some water

in a saucer, and be careful that the picture side does
not get wet. The transfer will probably -curl up when

laid on the water, but don't touch it ; it will unroll itself
in a very short time and lay flat on the surface. Atter
a few minutes lift the transfer carefully from the Water,

useful cent ai ers
for them like the

one illustrated

here ? It can be

built from any

common fret wood, and workers are helped

out of the
difficulty of planning their own by being provided with
designs which can be pasted down on to the wood ready

next article we

discuss

for cutting out. These designs are printed full size

some rather
advanced knots

Fig.

(To be concluded.-ED.)

b

A

way

on the sheet which is given with this issue, and a parcel
of wood supplied by Hobbies con-

5. -

of
a

lg

Two each of the patterns shown are needed, and the
two narrow ones fit between the two wide ones as
indicated by the dotted lines on the design part of the
base. The centre circle is cut from the base, and the
drill hole for the saw should be made on the actual cutting
line, because the piece of wood which

comes out is used for a platform
upon which to stand the flower pot
later. This platform is merely the

circular piece of wood glued and

A jardiniere wants to look strong and

screwed to two strips which act as

some of the ordinary light woods are
not in keeping with the requirements.

shown in Fig. 4. The box framework
itself is glued down to the base and
screwed from the underside through
the screw holes previously made. The
corner moulding is then added over
the corner of the box frame to cover
the edges as already mentioned.
The top framework is a rectangle of
the No. 41 mould ng made up of four
pieces cut at an angle of 45 degrees
at each end. The design for one is

supports, and are put together as

hard and tough, but the boards

supplied by Hobbies are specially
prepared to make them suitable for
cutting with the fret saw, and any

moisten the back of the paper again if it has begun to
dry, and then peel the paper off. The pictures should
then remain on the glass ready for use in the lantern.

worker of ordinary ability can undertake all the patterns nee essary. This

Binding the edges of the glass will add to the finished
appearance.

is undoubtedly the easiest way out,
for not only does the parcel contain

the boards, but also the three different
kinds of moulding and the tancy wood
40

Fig. I.-Showing the gene's. construction and a
detail of the way the corner joint is covered by

given on the sheet, and this can be
used to mark out the others when it
has been cut. This is the moulding, of course, from

moulding

ornaments, all of w'ainh are used to build and decorate
the work. One lot of moulding is required to form the
base and feet, whilst another is used as the framework

which the strip has to be taken as spoken of earlier. The
parts for the stsips which are cut away, too, also serve

round the top to save the trouble of building up and

as blocking pieces to be put beneath in the corners to

corners are ornamented with a special new moulding

Fig. 5, and the design pattern indicates quite clearly
the parts which are to be used for this purpose. It is
essential, of course, to get this top framework rigid,

shaping three or four pieces of material. Then again, the

your own negatives by using Kodak Transferotype

which 'every woodworker should know
about, as it saves no
end of trouble in the

as an ordinary bromide print, but there is a coating
of soluble gelatine under the sensitive surface which

frames and boxes generally. This is a 'corner

along the edges.
Photographic slides can be made on plain glass from

Bromide Paper. This is printed and developed exactly

building of all kinds of

allows the paper to be stripped off, leaving the /picture
on the glass or any other desired material. Full detailed
paper.

How it is Made.
The general construction of the jardiniere is simple,
and most of the work is in lin. wood. The sides are
composed of four pieces butted together at the corners.

Beech in the ordinary way is very

a moment, then press it face downwards on to the tacky
glass. Put on several transfers until the glass is covered,

instructions are given by the makers for using this

appear too heavy, tin. is cut off the back edge, and a
little arc of wood is then cut further inwards. Thus
the moulding is left liin. wide instead of 1iin.

to be strong at the same time, so

lay it face upwards on a piece of blotting paper for

glasses being kept slightly apart with slips of paper

The moulding at the top of the box (illustrated at

Fig. 3) is a flat trio -1ding generally used in much larger
cabinet work. Now it comes in useful to form a framework on the top of t e box, but in order that it shall not

are in beech-an exceptionally suitable material for this class of work.

loop.

Writing Announcements on the Slide.
If you want to write announcements you can do this
by smoking some of the plain glass slips in the flame
of a. candle and writing on them with a fine point. The
slightest touch will rub the black off, so if you want to
keep these slides they should be bound round the edges
with a second glass to protect the black surface, the two

mental material being glued on. At Fig. 1 can be seen
the manner in which it is used to cover the corner joints.
The moulding for the base is the shaped moulding shown
at Fig. 2.

tains a 1 the necessary boards to which
the patterns can be fixed. These

good

mak ng

MAKING SLIDES FOR TOY LANTERNS
easily

handsome a a d

Fig. 9.
This
knot takes a
little learning,
but you will
soon get hold
of it if you
try. In the

and their uses.

loop

SLIDES for toy magic lanterns can be made very

you can make up

non -slipping

loop on the end of a rope,
use the bowline, shown in

practice.

on the

brown earthenware pots when

on both of these ends, the

with' a little

sheet bend.

ing about the
house in ugly

itself and on one of the ends marked a and b. If,
however, the strain came

It can be tied in the dark

Fig. 7.-The double

plants
stand-

Fig. 6.-The figure of eight knot.

moment, it is the very thing.

loops.

781

the base.

.

but these corner angle blocks

will also provide a greater

the box is butted to-

addition al

gether in the ordinary

A section of it is given at

especially as it cannot be screwed down. Glue should
hold it in place along the top edge of the box framework,

moulding formed at a
right angle so that when
Fig. 2.-The shaped moulding supplied for

make the frame more rigid.

surface

for

strength . The

Fig. 3.-The fiat mouldingwo which fount the to frame.

rt
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ANY WOOD YOU LIKE
SOFT OR HARD o o
JOHNSON'S WOOD DYES
DO NOT RAISE THE GRAIN
THAT is one of the particular qualities
of Johnson's Wood Dyes the you will
appreciate if you have ever had the .abour

or rubbing down the Rrain after it has
"come up in staining the job. Johnson's
do not raise the grain, because they are

made from genuine oii and spirit and
contain no water.

There are eighteen shades to choose from
- mahoganies, oaks, walnuts -- even
greens.

tach shade is a standard, re-

peatable colour,which is a real advantage
it you ever wish to match up a job.

0 JOHNSON'S WOOD DYES

You simply apply them with a brush ; one

steady sweep floats the co.our into the

wood, but s.owly enough to give you
plenty of time for retouching and wiping
to get special effecs if desired.
Johnson's Wood 7: yes are not just surface

stains, They penetrate below the surface

of the wuod. 1 hey do not flake, and
they retuin their original co.our, without
fading, year after year.

The trial size bottle costs 9d. and does 8
square feet of a soft wood and 14 square
feet of hard woc.d. The next size, which

contains double the quantity, costs 1/3d.
Your dealer will gladly show you the
Johnson Shade Card.

S. C. JOHNSON a SON !.TD. Also manufacturers
of
on's Wax P,iish .and a wide range of other
wood finishes. West Drayton Middlesex.

For cutting corners

BE STRONG!

in woodwork-

IHealth
Positively GUARANTEE to perfect your
and
ble your Strength,
Stamina and Da
Vitality in 30 slays

or return your money in full:

MY amazing Ciiin-1 Super Course adds 10 ins. to your
muslin/ at- development (with illue. on chest and lin.
on arms). It has lest proved (1) The most effective

or beading, or any strips
forming a frame in woodwork have
their ends cut at 45 degrees to make
a correct angle. This can only be
Moulding,

done

with a

HEALTH k STRENGTH System evir devised
(21 It quickly builds Superabundant EN RGY, real
Staying Power, and VIRILE MANHOOD; (3) It

develops a Strong Will and rigid SELF CONTROL ;
and (4) It includes an amazing " SUCCESS " and
PERSONAL MAGNETISM Course. Write for further
details, Guaranteed Testimonials, Striking Ws/
Photos, etc., or Enrol Now! Complete Course, only '61/
Na strain, no extras, no appliances to purchase.
" Worth Guineas," pupils Fay.
Officially Recononended by " health and Efficienc

reliable mitre block.

Here are two useful tools, either of
which should be on any worker's bench.

I

..'

i

\\ N\,V,

\

.

9in. MITRE

NOW
ON SALE

BLOCK

Pupil .1. Bast y G., --di M.

" Health and Strength;' " Health for All" and the
General Press.

LIONEL STEBBING

STEBBING INSTITUTE OLE.),
28, Dean Rd., London, N.W.2

practical and
cheap block. Use fal fog any ordinA

9

THIS Year Book is a veritable encyclopmdia on all matters
relating to motor -cycles. It consists of 144 pages containing
complete and comprehensive information and practical illus-

trations relating to all makes of machines and accessories,
detailed facts and figures regarding competitions, records,
clubs, legal matters, overhauling and repairing, tuning,
classified buyers' guide, etc. A useful index enables you to
turn to the information you require immediately.
On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by post 1/2 from George
Newnes, Ltd.. 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2.
Ceo. Newnes, Ltd.

12in. MITRt.

ary sins II work.,

Pii4 54.

BOX 01fi.',

roe dOUblf.
trough holds t
dea0
sawblade
true for left and
right - hand cuts.

When replying to advertisements
please mention "Hobbies."

Takes work tins
high.

2/9R.

MAKE IT: GRAMOPHONE
at Quarter Price.

If pen want the Pest, ask at any ironmongers for

Order set as shown. Double spring motor, 12 in. Velvet
Table, Swan Arm. Metal S iund Box, Horn, Needle Cups,

HOBBIES
MITRE TOOLS
Or from ail Branches and Agents of Hobbies Ltd.

Lists free. 14. p. 1921. Catalogue No. 220 with reduced
prices. Drawing and how to make Gramophones. ad.
Estab. 26 years.

By post direct
Horn Hobbies Ltd., ncreham. Norfolk.

18 - 0, or buy Rifancophone, Pedestal 3 ft. high,
compAet¢ for EL carr. paid. Motors 7/8. Repair parts.

PORTABLE
GRAMOPHONES 15/6.

REGENT F1TTTNGS CO.. NO13B1r
120, Old Street, LONDON, E.C.1.
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ACCUMULATOR.

METAL ELECTRODES

MIME COMMECTING
AP,CLE TTO ACCOMIAAIOR

ELEC RO LAt ITN G
AT HOME

I-i, AIRPLANE

Jl

The method./

By H. Welton

ARTICLE BEING PLATED

i

4.

AN interesting and profitable nubby a, L., be found
in

plating metal work. Oddments that the

amateur has made increase in value and appear-

ance on receiving a coating of nickel or silver, while
objects about the house-door handles, cutlery, vases,
etc., whose original plating has become worn, may be
readily restored to their original, attractive finish.

When proficiency in the art has been attained, the
plating of articles for neighbours and friends may be
accomplished at remunerative rates, and hence the
hobby may be tunnel to goo4 account. By following
the instructions, gratifying results will be obtained.
There are three operations in the process of plating :
Cleaning the Article. (This also includes, when

applicable, the removal of existing traces of an old
coating.)
Plating.
By chemical means.
By electro-chemical means.
Polishing.

These will be dealt with in order.
CLEANING.
This is the most important stage in the, whole process.

The presence of grease, dirt, or paint will hinder the
deposition of metal, and will result in an uneven and
messy coating, hence the following must be carefully
carried out.

Scrub the article, using soap and water ;

then'

immerse in a caustic soda solut.on (11b. to the gallon),
finally removing and rinsing under the tap. It is most

important that the object must not now be touched

with the fingers, as these, however clean, would leave
a film of grease, resulting in ultimate disappointment.
It is a good plan to attach a wire to the article before
commencing the cleaning process, as this facilitates
subsequent manipulation. If traces of an old coating

are present, these must be removed before cleaning
by immersion in a 'solution of 4 volumes of sulphuric
acid, 1 volume of water, to which has been added, when

1 volume of nitric acid. After this treatment
the work is rinsed, scrubbed, immersed in alkali and
washed as previously described, when it is ready to
cold,

receive the plating.

PLATING.
By Chemical Means.
This method does not yield the lasting thick coating
obtained by the electro-chemical method to be

described later, but nevertheless provides a means of
quickly obtaining a brilliant finish, which, if the article
is not subjected to a great deal of handling, will prove
very lasting.

OOO o

III es

Oa

di

required round the wheel, and this is
formed with a strip of tin or leather

in the manner indicated in
the lower drawing of Fig. 3.
Cut a piece of material 28tin.
long by kin. wide, and carefully fix tins round the edge
of the wheel with small

piece of wood 12in. by 10in, by lin.

thiek. After nicely squaring the edges,
mark Sin. from one end and 5in. from

tacks so that the top projects tin. above the wheel
face. When you come to the
joint, cut the length to a
close fit. The wheel and
spindle may now be fixed
together with a little glue,

one side to give the position for the
bearing of the wheel spindle. The
hearing it; formed by se, oiling out a

slowly, and stir the former, until the white, curdy
precipitate at first formed, jest dissolves. Into this
solution shake a handful of whitening. Apply this
thickened liquid on a soft rag, rubbing well into the

countersunk hole a little less than /in. A novel and exciting game any handyman can
time. and with a few
liameter at the top. In the other end make in his spare
fretwork tools.
of the base, cut a mortise Rip. dIsep
and 31n. wide to take the main back support.
taking care to got the -end of the square shank flush
The sepport for the wheel spindle (Fig. 2) is made with the underface of the wheel.
from lfin. three-ply Sin. by
The back upright support (see Fig. 4) is made from
IF -5/8
Sin. Mark a centre line a piece of wood 'tin. thick cut )2in. long by 3in. wide.

surface of the article, upon which a fine coating of silver
is deposited. Finally, rinse and dry, polishing lightly
with a soft cloth.
With Nickel.

With a moist cloth rub on the surface of the article
to be plated a little of the following powder : Nickel
ammonium sulphate, 2 drachms ; magnesium powder,
6 grains ; powdered chalk, 1 drachm ; talc. 15 grains,
then wash and dry. This process, which gives a fair
coating of nickel, is really electrolytic, although no
battery is used. The magnesium powder acts as an

along its length and cut a
tenon on one end tin.
deep and 2in. wide. At the

5/2.: >« - -

b.

electrode, causing a current to be produced in the
presence of moisture.
By Electrochemical Means.

5'

other end on the centre line
12' tin. inwards, strike the
curve of lin. radius and
draw the tapered sides. On
!

A mortise is cut in the support 2in. wide by lain. in
position lain. from the end as indicated. This mortise
should be cut to a good fit to the tenon on the wheel
support. At a distance of lin. from the other end cut
a second mortise, Itin. by ties to take a bracket for
supporting the plane.

The parts of the piano are illustrated at Fig. 5. First
cut a piece of -tin. wood 10iin.
-k,A
g
by 9in., and mark a centre lino
through the 10iin. length. Mark
-j I" 'I

the same centre mark a

circle sin. diameter and cut

-

noff the outline of the plane from

This process gives better results than the previously
described immersion and application methods, since the

thickness of the deposit is entirely under the control
of the operator.

Fig t.-The oa.,bQard, with chmen- 4
sions for' the whed spindle
and if

The following apparatus is required : A large glass
jar, of such size that it will comfortably hold the article

back beard.

to be plated, a four- or six -volt accumulator, an.1

this out to form the top bearing of the wheel spindle.
The support bracket is also shown (Fig. 2), and is
cut from wood fin. thick.

rheostat.
We have the choice of plating in three metals : copper,

nickel, and silver, and, as copper is the cheapest, it

will pay the amateur to copperplate a few articles as a
preliminary to more elaborate work. In the case of

certain metals, iron and steel, for instance, in order
to apply a plating of nickel, it is necessary to first plate

with copper, as the nickel cannot be directly coated
on to these metals.
The Lay -out of the Apparatus.

This is the same in any type of plating and is as

The glass bowl or jar contains the chemical
solution (suitable formula) are given later), and also
the article to be plated. On either side of the la ter
aro placed two strips of the particular metal of which
a coating is desired. A wire connects these strips to
follows.

the rheostat, the other terminal of which is joined

gin.

and then squaring the sides and
corners with a chisel. An edge is

drop on to tho wheel into one of the holes
ac tho wheel revolves. There is nothing
difficult about making the model, as will
be real,zecl in reaching the following
instructions.
The Ease (Fig. 1) is mado from a

Dissolve a small quantity of silver nitrate in distilled
water, and make also a similar solution of potassium
cyanide (Caution-Poison). Add the latter solution

a

the wheel spindle. The, square is
readily cut by .first drilling through

structed as to allow a small marble to

With Copper.
Prepare a solution : Copper sulphate, loz. ; water, 4oz.
The article, which must be of iron or steel, is immersed
in this solution until a good deposit of copper has been
secured, after which it is washed and polished gently.
With Silver.
The following is ideal for small brass or copper work.

Mark

square in the centre of the
wheel and cut this out to a
good fit on the square portion of

will

convince the reader that the model is well
worth making. Thu lower part of the
model is in the form of a wheel provided
with holes which are numbered, and above
which is erected an airplane PO con-

g

svt.ths.

RHEOSTAT

centre -bit.

endless fun and excitement, and a

glance at tho picture of it

electro plating

a hole lin. deep with a /in.

HERE is a game which provides

p

ss
Fig 2.-The wheel
support made from
two parts, and the spina: which
fits into the wheel.

The whet! spindle (Fig. 21 is made from strong wood
kin. square. One end is made /in. diameter and lin.
long, and the other end is made the same diameter, but
only tin. long -and with the end formed to a point which
will swivel nicely in the bearing in the base. Readers

the measurements in

spindle, but with a little care they may be formed with
a sharp knife and finished off with sandpaper.

on the centre line tin.
inwards from the
edge. Measuring Kin

who own a lathe may ieadily turn the ends of the

The wheel is the next part to make, as detailed in
A piece of wood lin. thick is required, and
Ora is cut as a circle 9in. in diameter. Then strike a
circle with compasses 7in. diameter on the blank, and
divide this into twelve equal parts-readily done by
means of the ordinary 60 degrees and 30 degrees set square. At each point thus found on the circle, make
Fig. 3.

Fig. 5, and then cut
to shape with a fret -

saw. At the tail end
of

the plane cut a

mortise Itin. by tin.

from the tail -end echs
on the centre -line.
make a hole large
enough to allow a

small rmarble to .pass

through with ease.

Fig. 3.-The wheel mark
out as shown above. Below
is the wag a strip edge is goat routd Ifs

4,
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If everything has been done properly the tongue should

move up and down too rapidly to be seen when the

-0-

wheel is turned smartly by its temporary handle.
The Film Guides.

Before starting to make the film guide shown in Fig. 9,
the reader is strongly advised to buy a film and make sure

that the parts fit the film as he proceeds. Thirty foot
films can be obtained new for 2s. 6d., or second-hand
SECTION TO SHOW

SLAVE FOR TOROLLE.

7

0
ter-

s

''-(.sOLDERED

SLOT

A

TOGETHER.

Fig. 9.-The details for making the film -guide.

course, work quite freely, and must be entirely without
any tendency to sticking When complete, it should be

screwed on to the tall member of the frame with the
edge flush with the wood, as in Fig. 3, the vertical
position being such as to bring the two cam followers
equally above and below the horizontal centre line of
the cam -wheel. After fixing this part, screw a small
flat piece of thin brass on the other face of the upright
member to act as a stop for the member carrying the
lower cam follower ; the end of this stop can just be
seen in Fig. 3. It engages the lower end of the
vertical pivoted member, where it works in the
guide and prevents the member from coming out
of the end of the guide.
The Two Stops.
The up and down move-

(from dealers who specialise in film exchanges), for less.
A second-hand one should do for the purpose of fitting
up, as it will probably become scratched or torn before the
nstrum9nt is finished. The construction of this part

should be quite clear from Fig. 9. The copper foil
should be slightly thicker than the film and the width
betwerm the two strips of foil should be very little
greater than the width of the film, only just enough to

allow the film to slide freely. The little bolts, 10 B.A.
by tin., can be obtained from a model engineer's supply
store. The little spring shown larger in the sectional
view is to keep the film over to one side of the guide and
to steady the film by introducing a little friction ; the

blade that rubs on the film should be rounded off to

prevent scraping, and slotted holes for the bolts allow the
spring to be moved to increase or reduce the pressure on
the film. The blade of the spring should project far
enough to be pushed aside by your finger when the film
is being threaded down the guide. The slotted piece

of brass at the bottom is a guide for the tongue,

which moves the film; it should fit the tongue closely,

but not too tightly. and

THIN BRASS STRIP
SCREWED ON AT

wolsrreas

ONE ENO ONLY.

should be carefully centred
before being soldered on.

ment of the little tongue

The " Gate."

shown in Fig. 7. These are
simply flat pieces of brass,

The hole forming the gate
should be left uncut for
the present. Screw the film
guide on to its wooden

is limited by two stops, as

about 18 gauge, and are
fixed as shown in Fig. 2.

,16 SPLIT PIN\J
SPLIT PIN

WOODEN aoss

support (see Fig. 2) in such
DISCS .3 DIAMETER
The slotted holes allow for
SCREWED TO BOSS
a position that the tongue
secrior. ro snow works freely in its slot
adjustment, the screws
through the slots being
within the limits of the
Fig. 11.-The aka -up ree1.1
round-headedand fittedwith
large hole opposite. Then
washers. The two stops should be fixed in a position adjust the top stop (Fig. 7) so that the tongue has exactly
to allow the tongue a movement of about Bin. above the required movement to bring it directly opposite to

and below the horizontal (about tin. in all), when the
screws are in the centres of their slots. The exact
adjustment must be left till later.
The two spiral springs may now be fitted ; the longer
one operating the bell -crank should be of a " light and
The other. spring must be definitely

tongue is in a perforation
at the top of its movement

TO FIT FILM SP001._;.i.

Fig. 12.-Thi.kh.fim
too for reminding
inding

there is one picture between

begins.

the tongue and the bottom of the gate.

Now make four cams as shown in Fig. 8. Fix one of
these on to the face of the cam -wheel as in Fig. 3, so

The Lens.
This should now be fitted. An ordinary magnifying
glass of about lain. focus will give Et fairly good result,

Turn the cam -wheel slowly

and see that the, lower follower is moved about 1/10in.

by the cam ; if the movement exceeds this amount
appreciably, it should be reduced by filing down
the follower a little, if less than 1/10in., shift the
cam out to give the required movement. Next turn
the wheel until the upper follower is fully lifted, and,
leaving the wheel in this position, 4djust the lower
stop (Fig. 7) until it presses' quite firmly against the
under side of its lever, but leave the adjustment of
the upper stop till later. The other three cams
may then be screwed in place, taking care that they
all give the correct movement to the lower follower.

e

I

marked out, so thatwhen the

stiffer and stronger, so as to ensure the tongue being
withdrawn from the film before its upward movement
that the cam projects 1.5,in.

opposite the next hole when
at the top. The position for y amMETER

the gate should then be

lively " type having a pull of between one and two
ounces when fitted.

a perforation in the film. It should withdraw from
one hole when at the bottom stop and come directly

PARALLEL RAYS.

,(<7ont

ilmedon rage 789.)

CONVERGING RAYS,

I FHA.

oiveRovir
RAYS)

Ill

Fi5.10.--T he glass
should bo mounted'
in

a tube, as shown.

CONDENSER

REFLECTOR

4.\
F/Liw

Fig. 13.-Th arrangement of the condenser.
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to the positive side of the accumulator. The rheostat
is thus in series with the plus plates of the battery and
the plating metal. The article to be plated is connected direct to the negative pole of the cell. The
general arrangement is shown in sketch.
To copperplate carbon, and most of the commoner
metals (with the exception of iron and steel), a solution
Of copper, sulphate in dilute sulphuric acid, constitutes
the -plating bath. The strength of this solution is
unimportant. Immerse the article in the bath, together

with two strips of clean metallic copper, the wiring
arrangements having been completed. Now, by means

of the rheostat, adjust the amount of current flowing

in the circuit, until a fine stream of bubbles is emanating
from the article which is being -plated. This adjustment is critical and important, as excessive passage of
current, denoted by vigorous bubbling, causes a fluffy,
non -adherent deposit. Plating may be now continued

until a sufficiently thick- coating has been obtained,

after which the work is removed from the bath, washed,
dried and polished.
Plating with Copper.
For plating objects of iron and steel with copper, an
alkaline bath is used. A suitable formula is : Rochelle
salt, 5oz. ; water, 20oz.
Copper sulphate, loz. ;
water, 20oz.
Mix the two solutions and add caustic soda solution
until the precipitate dissolves, leaving a fine dark blue
solution.
While on the subject of copperplating a word on the

production of electrotypes would not be out of place.
The amateur may easily reproduce medals, coins, etc.,
in copper, by making a wax impression, well dusting it
with graphite, attaching a wire so that contact is established with the dusted portion, immersing the whole

in the plating bath, and applying a thick coating of

metal. A substantial reproduction having been obtained

1
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the wax is melted off and the metal shell reinforced, if
necessary, by filling it, from behind, with hard wax.
With Nickel.

The following is a suitable plating bath :

sulphate, loz. ; water, 1 pint.

Nickel

When dissolved, add half an ounce of ammonium

chloride.

Two pieces of sheet nickel constitute the positive

electrode. Proceed as described with copper.
With Silver.

The following plating bath must be used with great
caution, as it is extremely poisonous, and, when in use,
may emit some vapour of prussic acid : Potassium
cyanide, 200 grains ; water, 1 pint.
Dissolve in this solution 80 grains of silver chloride.
Use two stout pieces of silver foil as electrodes, and
proceed as above.
POLISHING.

Plating having now been completed, it remains to

polish the work. The quickest and easiest method of
accomplishing this is by means of a soft buffing spindle.
but as such an aid is not always available to the amateur,
polishing paste and " elbow grease " are, in this case,
resorted to.
Using a soft duster, the.work may be burnished with a
silver polishing paste, and light friction. Whitening
applied on a damp duster serves quite well, as does also
jeweller's rouge used in a similar manner. A good

polishing pad may be made by soaking a duster in a

mixture of petrol and whitening with a little oleic acid.
On evaporation, the petrol leaves the duster ready for
use.

When polishing articles plated by chemical means.

in th s prcce: s, it must be remembered that the
coating of metal on the article is of thin character,
and must not be expected to withstand heavy friction.
Hence, on this account, polish very lightly.

A FLASHLIGHT
WALKING0STICK
THE illustration shows in part -section a walking -stick
which has been adapted to carry a small battery and
flash -lamp bulb.

It may be switched on and off by means

of the small switch whilst in normal use, and will be found
extremely useful to those who reside in unlighted streets. It

Will be seen that the stick has a screw -thread cut in its straight
portion. The upper part is hollowed out to receive a pencil
battery. A small frame for the bulb and glass is fitted to the

front of the stick, and the connections are made as shown.
A small spring is placed beneath the bottom of the battery to
force it into contact with the electrical connection. No doubt
many readers will be able to find from odd electrical apparatus

STICK

HOLLOWED our

FRAME FOR
GLASS

SWITEHN

OFF-.

'

CLASS

Ott

COnnEcTion
To BULB.

TIN SHADE TO
HOLD BULB.

KR.Ame FOR BLASE.

SPRINGOrn
TO
SWITCH.

BATTERY.

the pieces necessary to adapt the stick in the manner here
detailed, but in case they cannot it is worth mentioning that
small sockets complete with reflectors and lenses suitable for the
purpose are obtainable from most electricians. The idea may
also be adapted for other items of personal use, such as attaché
cases, handbags, and so on. The diagram clearly shows all of
the connections.

SPRI

SCREW THREE,
ON STICK
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" Home Mechanic "

--4" HOLE IN BRASS.
/0 "x

Ir

This fine working model
cinema projector can be

.4);

built in a few hours at

-6 I

very iittle cost.

SCREWEDAON
FROM BELOW.

reasonable in price,

/SOIL.

there is a good selection to choose from,
and also they are non-

--II HOLE IN WOOD

HOLE IN 5N435.

moving in an upward
direction. The lower
follower, pivoted near

inflammable.
It is advisable to
study the photographic
Fig. 4.-The framework of the machine.

THIS projector has been specially designed for HOBBIES,

so that it can be made without a lathe and without
the use of toothed wheels ; also the mechanism has
been specially worked out so that the accurate positioning
of the film does not depend upon the accuracy of machined
parts. Any intelligent boy can therefore undertake the

construction of this projector if he is handy with a drill,
file, and soldering iron, and is blessed with a moderate
degree of patience.

The machine takes Path© Baby films, as these are

the top of the illus-

tration, is just coming
into engagement with
the cam which moves
it about I !lein.
towards the left ; on

illustrations to get a
clear

idea

of

the

working of the instru-

ment -before commencing construction. Fig. 1
is a comprehensive
photograph, showing
the general arrange-

ment.
How To Operate.
The metal case con-

this follower
is, of

the cinema Protestor.

taining the film (every film is supplied in such a case)
can be seen at the top of the picture resting in a wooden
cradle and held in position by a rubber hand. The film
passes along a brass guide through the " gate " (i.e., the
hole through which the light shines), and out on to the
take-up reel, which is conspicuous at the bottom of the
picture. On the right of the picture is a wooden disc-

be seen that it is necessary to turn the handle at three
revolutions per second to operate the machine properly.
This is quite a convenient speed.. . While the picture is
moving across the gate the light is cut off by one of four
flat pieces of metal which project from the face of the
cam -wheel and act as shutters. These shutters uncover

the lens immediately the pcture comes to rest in the
gate, and allow the image to be projected on to the
sheet for its allotted period of
a little loss than one -twelfth

of a second, when the next
change becomes due.

The Mechanism for Giving
Intermittent Motion to the
Film.
The mechanism which gives
the necessary intermittent

St OT,=5.0"1-ONG

Two " followers " will be
seen in the path of the cam
which is assumed to

be

forations of the film (not shown on photo). The cam as

it moves upwards then comes into contact with the
second follower-which has a movement of about tin.and pushing this to the left, moves the film downward
through the medium of the bell -crank lever.

position ready for the next cam by spiral springs in tension.

Details of the Construction of the Machine.
In describing the construction of the machine only
essential dimensions will be given, as it is intended that
the parts should be made and assembled in the order

A washer is soldered on each side of the
head to form a small grooved pulley for the take-up drive.
Mount the wheel and spindle in its bearings, and fix a long
screw into the face of the disc as a temporary handle. If
the wood disc does not run true, the brass back plate can

be taken off and refixed, and the face of the disc can be
trued up by packing the wood away from the back plate
as required. The face of the disc should stand out about
*in. beyond the tall upright of the frame.
The Film -Moving Mechanism.
This is shown complete in Fig. 2. MI the separated parts
are shown in Fig. 0, together with a side view of the complete assembly. The dimension marked sin. from the centre

of the tongue to the back of the base plate is important,
and should be adhered to. The protruding end of the
tongue should be well rounded off to facilitate its entry
into the film perforations. The tongue itself should be
considerably

narrower

than the perforations, but
its thickness
should be as
great as pos-.
sible consist' ent with free

movement
into and out

of the

film.

pieces of wood should be planed and fitted truly square
or complications might arise during erection. Fig. 1
shows the baseboard cut

the point of
contact with
the cam on

This does not require much description, but all the

I :74 X /% X NS
Fig. i.-Th.
cam - wheel

and spindle.

away to ceir the takeup recl but this

will not be necessary if the dimensions on Fig.

4 aro followed.

The Cam -Wheel and
Spindle.
4 DiA
These should be made
next (see Fig. 5). The
wood disc can be cut out
with a fretsaw ; the

spindle is a lain. x tin.
B.S.F. bolt. A Whitworth bolt would do,
though the finer thread

A...LA

is 'preferable.

The angle

GRASS PLATE

Fig. 8.-Details of the cam.

mechanism.

given, each part being fitted to those made previously.
Commence by making the framework shown in Fig. 4.
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The move-

ment of the tongue is limited by two adjustable stops,
and when the cam has passed, the tongue is withdrawn
from the film, and the moving parts brought back to

stops. as shown.

gate removed to show the
details more clearly.

tongue of metal on
the extreme left to be pushed through one -of the per-

0
1*
BRASS "1-6" THICK
EXTRA WASHERS
Fig. 7.-The up-and-down movement
46 REQUIRED.
of the little tongue is limited by ton

motion to the film is shown
in Fig. 3, which is a " closeup " view with the lens and

course, also

moved bodily to the
left, causing the

Fig. 1.-The finished model of

turned by a handle-which carries four brass cams screwed
on to its face. These cams operate the mechanism which
moves the film ; each cam causes a picture to move out
of the gate and a new picture to enter. Now the pictures
have to be changed at the rate of twelve a second, so it will

Fig. 3.-The mechanism which giocs the necessary intermittent motion
to the film.

is

pivoted a " bell.
crank " lever, which

Fig. 6.-The component parts
for making the film-ns.xmg

between the
tongue

and

the other arm

should be
120 degrees,
measured
about the

pivot of

course. This
piece of mech-

anism is all

built up from
pieces of brass

soldered, together, and
is quite

an

interesting
part to make.

It should, of

Fig. 2.-The two stops find into Position.
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This fine working model
cinema projector can be

.4);

built in a few hours at

-6 I

very iittle cost.

SCREWEDAON
FROM BELOW.

reasonable in price,

/SOIL.

there is a good selection to choose from,
and also they are non-

--II HOLE IN WOOD

HOLE IN 5N435.

moving in an upward
direction. The lower
follower, pivoted near

inflammable.
It is advisable to
study the photographic
Fig. 4.-The framework of the machine.

THIS projector has been specially designed for HOBBIES,

so that it can be made without a lathe and without
the use of toothed wheels ; also the mechanism has
been specially worked out so that the accurate positioning
of the film does not depend upon the accuracy of machined
parts. Any intelligent boy can therefore undertake the

construction of this projector if he is handy with a drill,
file, and soldering iron, and is blessed with a moderate
degree of patience.

The machine takes Path© Baby films, as these are

the top of the illus-

tration, is just coming
into engagement with
the cam which moves
it about I !lein.
towards the left ; on

illustrations to get a
clear

idea

of

the

working of the instru-

ment -before commencing construction. Fig. 1
is a comprehensive
photograph, showing
the general arrange-

ment.
How To Operate.
The metal case con-

this follower
is, of

the cinema Protestor.

taining the film (every film is supplied in such a case)
can be seen at the top of the picture resting in a wooden
cradle and held in position by a rubber hand. The film
passes along a brass guide through the " gate " (i.e., the
hole through which the light shines), and out on to the
take-up reel, which is conspicuous at the bottom of the
picture. On the right of the picture is a wooden disc-

be seen that it is necessary to turn the handle at three
revolutions per second to operate the machine properly.
This is quite a convenient speed.. . While the picture is
moving across the gate the light is cut off by one of four
flat pieces of metal which project from the face of the
cam -wheel and act as shutters. These shutters uncover

the lens immediately the pcture comes to rest in the
gate, and allow the image to be projected on to the
sheet for its allotted period of
a little loss than one -twelfth

of a second, when the next
change becomes due.

The Mechanism for Giving
Intermittent Motion to the
Film.
The mechanism which gives
the necessary intermittent

St OT,=5.0"1-ONG

Two " followers " will be
seen in the path of the cam
which is assumed to

be

forations of the film (not shown on photo). The cam as

it moves upwards then comes into contact with the
second follower-which has a movement of about tin.and pushing this to the left, moves the film downward
through the medium of the bell -crank lever.

position ready for the next cam by spiral springs in tension.

Details of the Construction of the Machine.
In describing the construction of the machine only
essential dimensions will be given, as it is intended that
the parts should be made and assembled in the order

A washer is soldered on each side of the
head to form a small grooved pulley for the take-up drive.
Mount the wheel and spindle in its bearings, and fix a long
screw into the face of the disc as a temporary handle. If
the wood disc does not run true, the brass back plate can

be taken off and refixed, and the face of the disc can be
trued up by packing the wood away from the back plate
as required. The face of the disc should stand out about
*in. beyond the tall upright of the frame.
The Film -Moving Mechanism.
This is shown complete in Fig. 2. MI the separated parts
are shown in Fig. 0, together with a side view of the complete assembly. The dimension marked sin. from the centre

of the tongue to the back of the base plate is important,
and should be adhered to. The protruding end of the
tongue should be well rounded off to facilitate its entry
into the film perforations. The tongue itself should be
considerably

narrower

than the perforations, but
its thickness
should be as
great as pos-.
sible consist' ent with free

movement
into and out

of the

film.

pieces of wood should be planed and fitted truly square
or complications might arise during erection. Fig. 1
shows the baseboard cut

the point of
contact with
the cam on

This does not require much description, but all the
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and spindle.

away to ceir the takeup recl but this

will not be necessary if the dimensions on Fig.

4 aro followed.

The Cam -Wheel and
Spindle.
4 DiA
These should be made
next (see Fig. 5). The
wood disc can be cut out
with a fretsaw ; the

spindle is a lain. x tin.
B.S.F. bolt. A Whitworth bolt would do,
though the finer thread
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is 'preferable.

The angle
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Fig. 8.-Details of the cam.

mechanism.

given, each part being fitted to those made previously.
Commence by making the framework shown in Fig. 4.
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The move-

ment of the tongue is limited by two adjustable stops,
and when the cam has passed, the tongue is withdrawn
from the film, and the moving parts brought back to

stops. as shown.

gate removed to show the
details more clearly.

tongue of metal on
the extreme left to be pushed through one -of the per-

0
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BRASS "1-6" THICK
EXTRA WASHERS
Fig. 7.-The up-and-down movement
46 REQUIRED.
of the little tongue is limited by ton

motion to the film is shown
in Fig. 3, which is a " closeup " view with the lens and

course, also

moved bodily to the
left, causing the

Fig. 1.-The finished model of

turned by a handle-which carries four brass cams screwed
on to its face. These cams operate the mechanism which
moves the film ; each cam causes a picture to move out
of the gate and a new picture to enter. Now the pictures
have to be changed at the rate of twelve a second, so it will

Fig. 3.-The mechanism which giocs the necessary intermittent motion
to the film.

is

pivoted a " bell.
crank " lever, which

Fig. 6.-The component parts
for making the film-ns.xmg

between the
tongue

and

the other arm

should be
120 degrees,
measured
about the

pivot of

course. This
piece of mech-

anism is all

built up from
pieces of brass

soldered, together, and
is quite

an

interesting
part to make.

It should, of

Fig. 2.-The two stops find into Position.
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If everything has been done properly the tongue should

move up and down too rapidly to be seen when the

-0-

wheel is turned smartly by its temporary handle.
The Film Guides.

Before starting to make the film guide shown in Fig. 9,
the reader is strongly advised to buy a film and make sure

that the parts fit the film as he proceeds. Thirty foot
films can be obtained new for 2s. 6d., or second-hand
SECTION TO SHOW

SLAVE FOR TOROLLE.

7

0
ter-

s

''-(.sOLDERED

SLOT

A

TOGETHER.

Fig. 9.-The details for making the film -guide.

course, work quite freely, and must be entirely without
any tendency to sticking When complete, it should be

screwed on to the tall member of the frame with the
edge flush with the wood, as in Fig. 3, the vertical
position being such as to bring the two cam followers
equally above and below the horizontal centre line of
the cam -wheel. After fixing this part, screw a small
flat piece of thin brass on the other face of the upright
member to act as a stop for the member carrying the
lower cam follower ; the end of this stop can just be
seen in Fig. 3. It engages the lower end of the
vertical pivoted member, where it works in the
guide and prevents the member from coming out
of the end of the guide.
The Two Stops.
The up and down move-

(from dealers who specialise in film exchanges), for less.
A second-hand one should do for the purpose of fitting
up, as it will probably become scratched or torn before the
nstrum9nt is finished. The construction of this part

should be quite clear from Fig. 9. The copper foil
should be slightly thicker than the film and the width
betwerm the two strips of foil should be very little
greater than the width of the film, only just enough to

allow the film to slide freely. The little bolts, 10 B.A.
by tin., can be obtained from a model engineer's supply
store. The little spring shown larger in the sectional
view is to keep the film over to one side of the guide and
to steady the film by introducing a little friction ; the

blade that rubs on the film should be rounded off to

prevent scraping, and slotted holes for the bolts allow the
spring to be moved to increase or reduce the pressure on
the film. The blade of the spring should project far
enough to be pushed aside by your finger when the film
is being threaded down the guide. The slotted piece

of brass at the bottom is a guide for the tongue,

which moves the film; it should fit the tongue closely,

but not too tightly. and

THIN BRASS STRIP
SCREWED ON AT

wolsrreas

ONE ENO ONLY.

should be carefully centred
before being soldered on.

ment of the little tongue

The " Gate."

shown in Fig. 7. These are
simply flat pieces of brass,

The hole forming the gate
should be left uncut for
the present. Screw the film
guide on to its wooden

is limited by two stops, as

about 18 gauge, and are
fixed as shown in Fig. 2.

,16 SPLIT PIN\J
SPLIT PIN

WOODEN aoss

support (see Fig. 2) in such
DISCS .3 DIAMETER
The slotted holes allow for
SCREWED TO BOSS
a position that the tongue
secrior. ro snow works freely in its slot
adjustment, the screws
through the slots being
within the limits of the
Fig. 11.-The aka -up ree1.1
round-headedand fittedwith
large hole opposite. Then
washers. The two stops should be fixed in a position adjust the top stop (Fig. 7) so that the tongue has exactly
to allow the tongue a movement of about Bin. above the required movement to bring it directly opposite to

and below the horizontal (about tin. in all), when the
screws are in the centres of their slots. The exact
adjustment must be left till later.
The two spiral springs may now be fitted ; the longer
one operating the bell -crank should be of a " light and
The other. spring must be definitely

tongue is in a perforation
at the top of its movement

TO FIT FILM SP001._;.i.

Fig. 12.-Thi.kh.fim
too for reminding
inding

there is one picture between

begins.

the tongue and the bottom of the gate.

Now make four cams as shown in Fig. 8. Fix one of
these on to the face of the cam -wheel as in Fig. 3, so

The Lens.
This should now be fitted. An ordinary magnifying
glass of about lain. focus will give Et fairly good result,

Turn the cam -wheel slowly

and see that the, lower follower is moved about 1/10in.

by the cam ; if the movement exceeds this amount
appreciably, it should be reduced by filing down
the follower a little, if less than 1/10in., shift the
cam out to give the required movement. Next turn
the wheel until the upper follower is fully lifted, and,
leaving the wheel in this position, 4djust the lower
stop (Fig. 7) until it presses' quite firmly against the
under side of its lever, but leave the adjustment of
the upper stop till later. The other three cams
may then be screwed in place, taking care that they
all give the correct movement to the lower follower.

e

I

marked out, so thatwhen the

stiffer and stronger, so as to ensure the tongue being
withdrawn from the film before its upward movement
that the cam projects 1.5,in.

opposite the next hole when
at the top. The position for y amMETER

the gate should then be

lively " type having a pull of between one and two
ounces when fitted.

a perforation in the film. It should withdraw from
one hole when at the bottom stop and come directly

PARALLEL RAYS.

,(<7ont

ilmedon rage 789.)

CONVERGING RAYS,

I FHA.

oiveRovir
RAYS)

Ill

Fi5.10.--T he glass
should bo mounted'
in

a tube, as shown.

CONDENSER

REFLECTOR

4.\
F/Liw

Fig. 13.-Th arrangement of the condenser.
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to the positive side of the accumulator. The rheostat
is thus in series with the plus plates of the battery and
the plating metal. The article to be plated is connected direct to the negative pole of the cell. The
general arrangement is shown in sketch.
To copperplate carbon, and most of the commoner
metals (with the exception of iron and steel), a solution
Of copper, sulphate in dilute sulphuric acid, constitutes
the -plating bath. The strength of this solution is
unimportant. Immerse the article in the bath, together

with two strips of clean metallic copper, the wiring
arrangements having been completed. Now, by means

of the rheostat, adjust the amount of current flowing

in the circuit, until a fine stream of bubbles is emanating
from the article which is being -plated. This adjustment is critical and important, as excessive passage of
current, denoted by vigorous bubbling, causes a fluffy,
non -adherent deposit. Plating may be now continued

until a sufficiently thick- coating has been obtained,

after which the work is removed from the bath, washed,
dried and polished.
Plating with Copper.
For plating objects of iron and steel with copper, an
alkaline bath is used. A suitable formula is : Rochelle
salt, 5oz. ; water, 20oz.
Copper sulphate, loz. ;
water, 20oz.
Mix the two solutions and add caustic soda solution
until the precipitate dissolves, leaving a fine dark blue
solution.
While on the subject of copperplating a word on the

production of electrotypes would not be out of place.
The amateur may easily reproduce medals, coins, etc.,
in copper, by making a wax impression, well dusting it
with graphite, attaching a wire so that contact is established with the dusted portion, immersing the whole

in the plating bath, and applying a thick coating of

metal. A substantial reproduction having been obtained

1
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the wax is melted off and the metal shell reinforced, if
necessary, by filling it, from behind, with hard wax.
With Nickel.

The following is a suitable plating bath :

sulphate, loz. ; water, 1 pint.

Nickel

When dissolved, add half an ounce of ammonium

chloride.

Two pieces of sheet nickel constitute the positive

electrode. Proceed as described with copper.
With Silver.

The following plating bath must be used with great
caution, as it is extremely poisonous, and, when in use,
may emit some vapour of prussic acid : Potassium
cyanide, 200 grains ; water, 1 pint.
Dissolve in this solution 80 grains of silver chloride.
Use two stout pieces of silver foil as electrodes, and
proceed as above.
POLISHING.

Plating having now been completed, it remains to

polish the work. The quickest and easiest method of
accomplishing this is by means of a soft buffing spindle.
but as such an aid is not always available to the amateur,
polishing paste and " elbow grease " are, in this case,
resorted to.
Using a soft duster, the.work may be burnished with a
silver polishing paste, and light friction. Whitening
applied on a damp duster serves quite well, as does also
jeweller's rouge used in a similar manner. A good

polishing pad may be made by soaking a duster in a

mixture of petrol and whitening with a little oleic acid.
On evaporation, the petrol leaves the duster ready for
use.

When polishing articles plated by chemical means.

in th s prcce: s, it must be remembered that the
coating of metal on the article is of thin character,
and must not be expected to withstand heavy friction.
Hence, on this account, polish very lightly.

A FLASHLIGHT
WALKING0STICK
THE illustration shows in part -section a walking -stick
which has been adapted to carry a small battery and
flash -lamp bulb.

It may be switched on and off by means

of the small switch whilst in normal use, and will be found
extremely useful to those who reside in unlighted streets. It

Will be seen that the stick has a screw -thread cut in its straight
portion. The upper part is hollowed out to receive a pencil
battery. A small frame for the bulb and glass is fitted to the

front of the stick, and the connections are made as shown.
A small spring is placed beneath the bottom of the battery to
force it into contact with the electrical connection. No doubt
many readers will be able to find from odd electrical apparatus

STICK

HOLLOWED our

FRAME FOR
GLASS

SWITEHN

OFF-.

'

CLASS

Ott

COnnEcTion
To BULB.

TIN SHADE TO
HOLD BULB.

KR.Ame FOR BLASE.

SPRINGOrn
TO
SWITCH.

BATTERY.

the pieces necessary to adapt the stick in the manner here
detailed, but in case they cannot it is worth mentioning that
small sockets complete with reflectors and lenses suitable for the
purpose are obtainable from most electricians. The idea may
also be adapted for other items of personal use, such as attaché
cases, handbags, and so on. The diagram clearly shows all of
the connections.

SPRI

SCREW THREE,
ON STICK
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ACCUMULATOR.

METAL ELECTRODES

MIME COMMECTING
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AT HOME
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The method./

By H. Welton

ARTICLE BEING PLATED

i

4.

AN interesting and profitable nubby a, L., be found
in

plating metal work. Oddments that the

amateur has made increase in value and appear-

ance on receiving a coating of nickel or silver, while
objects about the house-door handles, cutlery, vases,
etc., whose original plating has become worn, may be
readily restored to their original, attractive finish.

When proficiency in the art has been attained, the
plating of articles for neighbours and friends may be
accomplished at remunerative rates, and hence the
hobby may be tunnel to goo4 account. By following
the instructions, gratifying results will be obtained.
There are three operations in the process of plating :
Cleaning the Article. (This also includes, when

applicable, the removal of existing traces of an old
coating.)
Plating.
By chemical means.
By electro-chemical means.
Polishing.

These will be dealt with in order.
CLEANING.
This is the most important stage in the, whole process.

The presence of grease, dirt, or paint will hinder the
deposition of metal, and will result in an uneven and
messy coating, hence the following must be carefully
carried out.

Scrub the article, using soap and water ;

then'

immerse in a caustic soda solut.on (11b. to the gallon),
finally removing and rinsing under the tap. It is most

important that the object must not now be touched

with the fingers, as these, however clean, would leave
a film of grease, resulting in ultimate disappointment.
It is a good plan to attach a wire to the article before
commencing the cleaning process, as this facilitates
subsequent manipulation. If traces of an old coating

are present, these must be removed before cleaning
by immersion in a 'solution of 4 volumes of sulphuric
acid, 1 volume of water, to which has been added, when

1 volume of nitric acid. After this treatment
the work is rinsed, scrubbed, immersed in alkali and
washed as previously described, when it is ready to
cold,

receive the plating.

PLATING.
By Chemical Means.
This method does not yield the lasting thick coating
obtained by the electro-chemical method to be

described later, but nevertheless provides a means of
quickly obtaining a brilliant finish, which, if the article
is not subjected to a great deal of handling, will prove
very lasting.
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required round the wheel, and this is
formed with a strip of tin or leather

in the manner indicated in
the lower drawing of Fig. 3.
Cut a piece of material 28tin.
long by kin. wide, and carefully fix tins round the edge
of the wheel with small

piece of wood 12in. by 10in, by lin.

thiek. After nicely squaring the edges,
mark Sin. from one end and 5in. from

tacks so that the top projects tin. above the wheel
face. When you come to the
joint, cut the length to a
close fit. The wheel and
spindle may now be fixed
together with a little glue,

one side to give the position for the
bearing of the wheel spindle. The
hearing it; formed by se, oiling out a

slowly, and stir the former, until the white, curdy
precipitate at first formed, jest dissolves. Into this
solution shake a handful of whitening. Apply this
thickened liquid on a soft rag, rubbing well into the

countersunk hole a little less than /in. A novel and exciting game any handyman can
time. and with a few
liameter at the top. In the other end make in his spare
fretwork tools.
of the base, cut a mortise Rip. dIsep
and 31n. wide to take the main back support.
taking care to got the -end of the square shank flush
The sepport for the wheel spindle (Fig. 2) is made with the underface of the wheel.
from lfin. three-ply Sin. by
The back upright support (see Fig. 4) is made from
IF -5/8
Sin. Mark a centre line a piece of wood 'tin. thick cut )2in. long by 3in. wide.

surface of the article, upon which a fine coating of silver
is deposited. Finally, rinse and dry, polishing lightly
with a soft cloth.
With Nickel.

With a moist cloth rub on the surface of the article
to be plated a little of the following powder : Nickel
ammonium sulphate, 2 drachms ; magnesium powder,
6 grains ; powdered chalk, 1 drachm ; talc. 15 grains,
then wash and dry. This process, which gives a fair
coating of nickel, is really electrolytic, although no
battery is used. The magnesium powder acts as an

along its length and cut a
tenon on one end tin.
deep and 2in. wide. At the

5/2.: >« - -

b.

electrode, causing a current to be produced in the
presence of moisture.
By Electrochemical Means.

5'

other end on the centre line
12' tin. inwards, strike the
curve of lin. radius and
draw the tapered sides. On
!

A mortise is cut in the support 2in. wide by lain. in
position lain. from the end as indicated. This mortise
should be cut to a good fit to the tenon on the wheel
support. At a distance of lin. from the other end cut
a second mortise, Itin. by ties to take a bracket for
supporting the plane.

The parts of the piano are illustrated at Fig. 5. First
cut a piece of -tin. wood 10iin.
-k,A
g
by 9in., and mark a centre lino
through the 10iin. length. Mark
-j I" 'I

the same centre mark a

circle sin. diameter and cut

-

noff the outline of the plane from

This process gives better results than the previously
described immersion and application methods, since the

thickness of the deposit is entirely under the control
of the operator.

Fig t.-The oa.,bQard, with chmen- 4
sions for' the whed spindle
and if

The following apparatus is required : A large glass
jar, of such size that it will comfortably hold the article

back beard.

to be plated, a four- or six -volt accumulator, an.1

this out to form the top bearing of the wheel spindle.
The support bracket is also shown (Fig. 2), and is
cut from wood fin. thick.

rheostat.
We have the choice of plating in three metals : copper,

nickel, and silver, and, as copper is the cheapest, it

will pay the amateur to copperplate a few articles as a
preliminary to more elaborate work. In the case of

certain metals, iron and steel, for instance, in order
to apply a plating of nickel, it is necessary to first plate

with copper, as the nickel cannot be directly coated
on to these metals.
The Lay -out of the Apparatus.

This is the same in any type of plating and is as

The glass bowl or jar contains the chemical
solution (suitable formula) are given later), and also
the article to be plated. On either side of the la ter
aro placed two strips of the particular metal of which
a coating is desired. A wire connects these strips to
follows.

the rheostat, the other terminal of which is joined

gin.

and then squaring the sides and
corners with a chisel. An edge is

drop on to tho wheel into one of the holes
ac tho wheel revolves. There is nothing
difficult about making the model, as will
be real,zecl in reaching the following
instructions.
The Ease (Fig. 1) is mado from a

Dissolve a small quantity of silver nitrate in distilled
water, and make also a similar solution of potassium
cyanide (Caution-Poison). Add the latter solution

a

the wheel spindle. The, square is
readily cut by .first drilling through

structed as to allow a small marble to

With Copper.
Prepare a solution : Copper sulphate, loz. ; water, 4oz.
The article, which must be of iron or steel, is immersed
in this solution until a good deposit of copper has been
secured, after which it is washed and polished gently.
With Silver.
The following is ideal for small brass or copper work.

Mark

square in the centre of the
wheel and cut this out to a
good fit on the square portion of

will

convince the reader that the model is well
worth making. Thu lower part of the
model is in the form of a wheel provided
with holes which are numbered, and above
which is erected an airplane PO con-

g

svt.ths.

RHEOSTAT

centre -bit.

endless fun and excitement, and a

glance at tho picture of it

electro plating

a hole lin. deep with a /in.

HERE is a game which provides

p

ss
Fig 2.-The wheel
support made from
two parts, and the spina: which
fits into the wheel.

The whet! spindle (Fig. 21 is made from strong wood
kin. square. One end is made /in. diameter and lin.
long, and the other end is made the same diameter, but
only tin. long -and with the end formed to a point which
will swivel nicely in the bearing in the base. Readers

the measurements in

spindle, but with a little care they may be formed with
a sharp knife and finished off with sandpaper.

on the centre line tin.
inwards from the
edge. Measuring Kin

who own a lathe may ieadily turn the ends of the

The wheel is the next part to make, as detailed in
A piece of wood lin. thick is required, and
Ora is cut as a circle 9in. in diameter. Then strike a
circle with compasses 7in. diameter on the blank, and
divide this into twelve equal parts-readily done by
means of the ordinary 60 degrees and 30 degrees set square. At each point thus found on the circle, make
Fig. 3.

Fig. 5, and then cut
to shape with a fret -

saw. At the tail end
of

the plane cut a

mortise Itin. by tin.

from the tail -end echs
on the centre -line.
make a hole large
enough to allow a

small rmarble to .pass

through with ease.

Fig. 3.-The wheel mark
out as shown above. Below
is the wag a strip edge is goat routd Ifs

4,
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ANY WOOD YOU LIKE
SOFT OR HARD o o
JOHNSON'S WOOD DYES
DO NOT RAISE THE GRAIN
THAT is one of the particular qualities
of Johnson's Wood Dyes the you will
appreciate if you have ever had the .abour

or rubbing down the Rrain after it has
"come up in staining the job. Johnson's
do not raise the grain, because they are

made from genuine oii and spirit and
contain no water.

There are eighteen shades to choose from
- mahoganies, oaks, walnuts -- even
greens.

tach shade is a standard, re-

peatable colour,which is a real advantage
it you ever wish to match up a job.

0 JOHNSON'S WOOD DYES

You simply apply them with a brush ; one

steady sweep floats the co.our into the

wood, but s.owly enough to give you
plenty of time for retouching and wiping
to get special effecs if desired.
Johnson's Wood 7: yes are not just surface

stains, They penetrate below the surface

of the wuod. 1 hey do not flake, and
they retuin their original co.our, without
fading, year after year.

The trial size bottle costs 9d. and does 8
square feet of a soft wood and 14 square
feet of hard woc.d. The next size, which

contains double the quantity, costs 1/3d.
Your dealer will gladly show you the
Johnson Shade Card.

S. C. JOHNSON a SON !.TD. Also manufacturers
of
on's Wax P,iish .and a wide range of other
wood finishes. West Drayton Middlesex.

For cutting corners

BE STRONG!

in woodwork-

IHealth
Positively GUARANTEE to perfect your
and
ble your Strength,
Stamina and Da
Vitality in 30 slays

or return your money in full:

MY amazing Ciiin-1 Super Course adds 10 ins. to your
muslin/ at- development (with illue. on chest and lin.
on arms). It has lest proved (1) The most effective

or beading, or any strips
forming a frame in woodwork have
their ends cut at 45 degrees to make
a correct angle. This can only be
Moulding,

done

with a

HEALTH k STRENGTH System evir devised
(21 It quickly builds Superabundant EN RGY, real
Staying Power, and VIRILE MANHOOD; (3) It

develops a Strong Will and rigid SELF CONTROL ;
and (4) It includes an amazing " SUCCESS " and
PERSONAL MAGNETISM Course. Write for further
details, Guaranteed Testimonials, Striking Ws/
Photos, etc., or Enrol Now! Complete Course, only '61/
Na strain, no extras, no appliances to purchase.
" Worth Guineas," pupils Fay.
Officially Recononended by " health and Efficienc

reliable mitre block.

Here are two useful tools, either of
which should be on any worker's bench.

I

..'

i

\\ N\,V,

\

.

9in. MITRE

NOW
ON SALE

BLOCK

Pupil .1. Bast y G., --di M.

" Health and Strength;' " Health for All" and the
General Press.

LIONEL STEBBING

STEBBING INSTITUTE OLE.),
28, Dean Rd., London, N.W.2

practical and
cheap block. Use fal fog any ordinA

9

THIS Year Book is a veritable encyclopmdia on all matters
relating to motor -cycles. It consists of 144 pages containing
complete and comprehensive information and practical illus-

trations relating to all makes of machines and accessories,
detailed facts and figures regarding competitions, records,
clubs, legal matters, overhauling and repairing, tuning,
classified buyers' guide, etc. A useful index enables you to
turn to the information you require immediately.
On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by post 1/2 from George
Newnes, Ltd.. 8-11. Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2.
Ceo. Newnes, Ltd.

12in. MITRt.

ary sins II work.,

Pii4 54.

BOX 01fi.',

roe dOUblf.
trough holds t
dea0
sawblade
true for left and
right - hand cuts.

When replying to advertisements
please mention "Hobbies."

Takes work tins
high.

2/9R.

MAKE IT: GRAMOPHONE
at Quarter Price.

If pen want the Pest, ask at any ironmongers for

Order set as shown. Double spring motor, 12 in. Velvet
Table, Swan Arm. Metal S iund Box, Horn, Needle Cups,

HOBBIES
MITRE TOOLS
Or from ail Branches and Agents of Hobbies Ltd.

Lists free. 14. p. 1921. Catalogue No. 220 with reduced
prices. Drawing and how to make Gramophones. ad.
Estab. 26 years.

By post direct
Horn Hobbies Ltd., ncreham. Norfolk.

18 - 0, or buy Rifancophone, Pedestal 3 ft. high,
compAet¢ for EL carr. paid. Motors 7/8. Repair parts.

PORTABLE
GRAMOPHONES 15/6.

REGENT F1TTTNGS CO.. NO13B1r
120, Old Street, LONDON, E.C.1.
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the double sheet -bend have the
advantage that if made on slippery rope or gut they may bind

A PLANT - HOLD 11-i'

and become difficult to undo.
A " quick release " form of
sheet -bend is shown in Fig. 8.
You will see that the free end,

instead of being passed through
singly, as in Fig. 4c, is doubled
on itself and passed through in

This handsome jardiniere is made in beech and stands 9in. high,
with a 9in. square base. It can be made by using the patterns
on this week's gift design sheet.
WHY have way the edges of the wood are covered by this orna-

the form of a " bight." When
the knot is pulled tight it can-

not slip, but should it be desired
Fig. 8.-A "quick release"
sheet bend.

to undo it, a pull on the end

marked X will bring both ends
free at once. This knot comes

in handy for a great many purposes-for securing a

rope, for instance, which may

have to be released at any

b

loop would probably slip and
straighten out. If you want
an

absolutely

Making
Loops.
There a r e

several ways

Fig. 9.-The

of making

various stages
in making the
botvine.

F.g. 5

shows the
most usual,
which does
quite well if
tied on thin
string, and if
the strain is

will
in o r e

and cheaply from ordinary transfers,

such as can be obtained in sheets bearing quite
a large number of small pictures for a penny.
First obtain a supply of glass slips of the size to
suit your lantern ; you can cut them up yourself with
a wheel cutter, or a glazier would probably cut up a
supply very cheaply. Rub the sharp edges from the glass

-to avoid cutting your fingers-with an old file or
by rubbing the edge of one glass against another.

Clean and polish the glass carefully, then coat one side
with gold -size, spread over as thinly as possible ; the
best way to do this is to put a drop or two of the gold size (which must be clean and fresh) on the glass and
spread it by rubbing with a clean finger. This is better
than using a rag, which might leave bits of fluff.
Fixing the Transfers.

Leave the glass in a warm place till the coating

becomes tacky, which should happen in a few minutes ;

`while the glass is drying, cut out a few transfers and

float them carefully, picture side upwards, on some water

in a saucer, and be careful that the picture side does
not get wet. The transfer will probably -curl up when

laid on the water, but don't touch it ; it will unroll itself
in a very short time and lay flat on the surface. Atter
a few minutes lift the transfer carefully from the Water,

useful cent ai ers
for them like the

one illustrated

here ? It can be

built from any

common fret wood, and workers are helped

out of the
difficulty of planning their own by being provided with
designs which can be pasted down on to the wood ready

next article we

discuss

for cutting out. These designs are printed full size

some rather
advanced knots

Fig.

(To be concluded.-ED.)

b

A

way

on the sheet which is given with this issue, and a parcel
of wood supplied by Hobbies con-

5. -

of
a

lg

Two each of the patterns shown are needed, and the
two narrow ones fit between the two wide ones as
indicated by the dotted lines on the design part of the
base. The centre circle is cut from the base, and the
drill hole for the saw should be made on the actual cutting
line, because the piece of wood which

comes out is used for a platform
upon which to stand the flower pot
later. This platform is merely the

circular piece of wood glued and

A jardiniere wants to look strong and

screwed to two strips which act as

some of the ordinary light woods are
not in keeping with the requirements.

shown in Fig. 4. The box framework
itself is glued down to the base and
screwed from the underside through
the screw holes previously made. The
corner moulding is then added over
the corner of the box frame to cover
the edges as already mentioned.
The top framework is a rectangle of
the No. 41 mould ng made up of four
pieces cut at an angle of 45 degrees
at each end. The design for one is

supports, and are put together as

hard and tough, but the boards

supplied by Hobbies are specially
prepared to make them suitable for
cutting with the fret saw, and any

moisten the back of the paper again if it has begun to
dry, and then peel the paper off. The pictures should
then remain on the glass ready for use in the lantern.

worker of ordinary ability can undertake all the patterns nee essary. This

Binding the edges of the glass will add to the finished
appearance.

is undoubtedly the easiest way out,
for not only does the parcel contain

the boards, but also the three different
kinds of moulding and the tancy wood
40

Fig. I.-Showing the gene's. construction and a
detail of the way the corner joint is covered by

given on the sheet, and this can be
used to mark out the others when it
has been cut. This is the moulding, of course, from

moulding

ornaments, all of w'ainh are used to build and decorate
the work. One lot of moulding is required to form the
base and feet, whilst another is used as the framework

which the strip has to be taken as spoken of earlier. The
parts for the stsips which are cut away, too, also serve

round the top to save the trouble of building up and

as blocking pieces to be put beneath in the corners to

corners are ornamented with a special new moulding

Fig. 5, and the design pattern indicates quite clearly
the parts which are to be used for this purpose. It is
essential, of course, to get this top framework rigid,

shaping three or four pieces of material. Then again, the

your own negatives by using Kodak Transferotype

which 'every woodworker should know
about, as it saves no
end of trouble in the

as an ordinary bromide print, but there is a coating
of soluble gelatine under the sensitive surface which

frames and boxes generally. This is a 'corner

along the edges.
Photographic slides can be made on plain glass from

Bromide Paper. This is printed and developed exactly

building of all kinds of

allows the paper to be stripped off, leaving the /picture
on the glass or any other desired material. Full detailed
paper.

How it is Made.
The general construction of the jardiniere is simple,
and most of the work is in lin. wood. The sides are
composed of four pieces butted together at the corners.

Beech in the ordinary way is very

a moment, then press it face downwards on to the tacky
glass. Put on several transfers until the glass is covered,

instructions are given by the makers for using this

appear too heavy, tin. is cut off the back edge, and a
little arc of wood is then cut further inwards. Thus
the moulding is left liin. wide instead of 1iin.

to be strong at the same time, so

lay it face upwards on a piece of blotting paper for

glasses being kept slightly apart with slips of paper

The moulding at the top of the box (illustrated at

Fig. 3) is a flat trio -1ding generally used in much larger
cabinet work. Now it comes in useful to form a framework on the top of t e box, but in order that it shall not

are in beech-an exceptionally suitable material for this class of work.

loop.

Writing Announcements on the Slide.
If you want to write announcements you can do this
by smoking some of the plain glass slips in the flame
of a. candle and writing on them with a fine point. The
slightest touch will rub the black off, so if you want to
keep these slides they should be bound round the edges
with a second glass to protect the black surface, the two

mental material being glued on. At Fig. 1 can be seen
the manner in which it is used to cover the corner joints.
The moulding for the base is the shaped moulding shown
at Fig. 2.

tains a 1 the necessary boards to which
the patterns can be fixed. These

good

mak ng

MAKING SLIDES FOR TOY LANTERNS
easily

handsome a a d

Fig. 9.
This
knot takes a
little learning,
but you will
soon get hold
of it if you
try. In the

and their uses.

loop

SLIDES for toy magic lanterns can be made very

you can make up

non -slipping

loop on the end of a rope,
use the bowline, shown in

practice.

on the

brown earthenware pots when

on both of these ends, the

with' a little

sheet bend.

ing about the
house in ugly

itself and on one of the ends marked a and b. If,
however, the strain came

It can be tied in the dark

Fig. 7.-The double

plants
stand-

Fig. 6.-The figure of eight knot.

moment, it is the very thing.

loops.
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the base.

.

but these corner angle blocks

will also provide a greater

the box is butted to-

addition al

gether in the ordinary

A section of it is given at

especially as it cannot be screwed down. Glue should
hold it in place along the top edge of the box framework,

moulding formed at a
right angle so that when
Fig. 2.-The shaped moulding supplied for

make the frame more rigid.

surface

for

strength . The

Fig. 3.-The fiat mouldingwo which fount the to frame.

rt
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shape of -the moulding, of course, is on the upper edge;

The whole box framework of the jardiniere is now

complete, but in order .to
raise it aaa suitable stand;
it is necessary to build
it on to the moulded base work which also forms the
feet. This part is cut, as
has been mentioned, from
the No. 43 moulding.
Four pieces of this mould-

4.-The platform inside the
jardiniere to act as a stand for the
plant Pot.

ing 9in. long will be re-

quired, and each end will have tobemitred by stand-.

ing it in a mitre trough.
When the pattern shown has been taken out with a

'

when the moulding is standing on its solid edge. (This
cutting was referred to more fully in our issue of January

On this mitred length of moulding has to be'

added the pattern from which the shape is cut to form:
the feet outline. Mark up a centre line on the bae'c of
the moulding, and get the centre line on the pattern to
coincide with it. The pattern is pasted down on toe
flat face of this moulding, and turned over round the

edge as shown in Fig. 6, so that, when laid on the cutting

table, it can be cut with the fretsaw to the line given .

square, but must be cham- '

fered off with a plane in order A

MOULDING

the inside of the moulding.
See that they are glued near

GLUINGi
LOC

the corners to help strengthen
must not be so long as to show

beyond the fretted shape of

frame and sloes, 'to illustrate the
strengthening Hocks in the angle.

ment on each, and these can be cut and added
before the work is, put together, or can be put on
when the rest of the work is complete. The best way
is probably to put them on each side before the box
frame is put together, because this allows the two

parts to be weighted down so that the overlay is firmly
wood, so that
fixed. All the overlays are cut from
they can easily be got out together by nailing two or

three pieces of the thin material into one board and

The centre
cutting out the pattern at one operation.
of each is a solid piece, and on to this is glued some
wooden ornaments (No. 231) which forms a striking
rosette on each side of the
jardiniere.

MOULDING No.43.
Fig. 7.-A section through

the

base, again

showing the use of bleck.ng Pieces.

in its natural state and

to bring out the mottled
effect of the grain.

THE AIRPLANE BOMBING GAME-(Continued from par 779).
The bracket for holding the plane should be stained or nicely painted to one's own
also cut

from wood tin. thick. Cut tenons
as indicated, to fit in the mortises
- made in the main support, and in
the main plane.
he other two pieces of the plane
12'
(to go bedeath) are required cut to

requirements.

The number which the marble rests in is the count
for the turn. The game may be play, d 100 up, and to
win a player /TWO- score the exact numl er.

3.
Lark board
which supports the airlie

Fix the whole plane in

A Thumb Knot.
Fig. 3 shows a very good method of joining up two
slippery ends. A thumb knot (3c) is made in one end, the
other end is passed through it and formed into a thumb
knot round the first end. The two " thumbs " are then

pulled tight and run together. This is one of the best ways
of joining up lengths of gut for
making fishing casts. You
b
make it doubly secure by
each `thumb," as shown in
Fig. 3d.

same thickness the most usual
knot is the reef, which is

If your two ends are

of

that the end which starts going
over the other always goes on
doing so until the knot is

different sizes, the best knot

second stage is the single knot
(lb) made by taking a turn with
the shaded end round the
other. You will see that the
right or shaded end is still on top.

open, as shown in Fig 5. The
sheet -bend with a closed loop
is generally used by fishermen
for fixing the cast, or hook, to

to use is the sheet -bend, shown
in Fig. 4. This is a very easy

knot' to tie once you have got
the idea, and it is a very useful one. The loop may be

finished : (la) shows the first
step ; the right (shaded) end
is laid over the left. The

Fig. Y.-The sheet -bend.

In the third stage
(le) the same end is passed over the other, and in the
fourth it takes a turn round and once again goes over.
This knot, when pulled tight, will not slip, provided

the line. If you are afraid of the knot slipping, a stop
should be put on to the end X (Fig. 4c). This may take
the form of either the ordinary " thumb " or the figure
of eight (Fig. 6), both of which are very easy. For

that the two ends of rope or string are almost of the same
thickness. It is just the knot you want for bootlaces,
because it is very easy to undo. When you make a bow

thick or slippery rope the latter is the better, as the

structions hold good, for the bow is only a form of reef -

The Double Sheet -bend.
If you do not think the sheet -bend sufficiently secure,

" thumb " is apt to slip off over the end. Another good
stop is the " double thumb," shown in Fig. 3d.

tie the double sheet -bend (Fig. 7), which is made quite

simply by making a second turn round the loop with
the free end. This knot cannot slip, and is very useful
for attaching eyed flies to gut. Both the sheet -bend and

third stage. Compare (le) and (2c) by passing the right under
d ,.under

place on the back and then cut a
piece of fin. by 4in. stripwood

Plane.
Dimensions for
the slots are clearly shown.

The Reef -Knot.

knot.'
The " Granny."
Those who can't make a decent bow, or whose knots
are always slipping, will find that they are making the
" granny," shown in Fig. 2 ; if you compare it with the
reef -knot, you will see that the mistake is made at the

the side edges of the main plane,
one on either side of the hole for
the marble at the front, the square
ends coining flush with the end of
the plane.

undone, and can you always unfasten them at once when
you want to do so 1 I wonder.

on your shoelaces, or tie an evening tie, the same in-

shape indicated, and are glued under

Fig.

they are not wanted to. or which defy all efforts when
their maker wishes to undo them. Here are two pointed
questions for you : How often do your bootlaces come

Avoid the
granny as you would the plague it is the worst knot in
the world-and the commonest. It slips on any provocation, or, if it does happen to hold, it jams.

The Sheep -bend.

darken the material down

to the main support is

properly make knots which untie themselves when

hand end under instead of over the left.

shown in Fig. 1. The important point to remember is

A complete parcel of wood (No. 1847) is supplied for 413 a r 51- post free. It includes beech with sufficient Nos. 41, 43
I and 301 mou d ng and foesr fancy rosettes (No. 231). From any branch of Hobbies Ltd.. or by post from Dereaarn. Norfolk.

!

the eel -knot.

AKNOWLEDGE of how to tie some of the simpler
knots is a great advantage to anybody ; yet it is
remarkable how few people have it. There are
two essential points about a good knot : (1) it must not
slip or come undone, and (2) it must be fairly easy to
untie. Most people who won't bother to learn to tie things

down Slightly with a
L.F01:: R dull polish, or treated
GLUING
with linseed oil just to
BLOCK

Thus we have four parts

I°

Fig. 1.-How to make

taking an extra turn round

brilliantly polished, but
can easily be stained

Upon this platform the

By " Home Mechanic "

To join up two pieces of
string or cord of about the

laying this one on the other pieces and going round
it with a pencil.

a sort of hollow platform.

MAKING KNOTS
over

As the wood is in
beech, it should not be

SIDE

which, when stood together, meet at the
mitred corners and form

/ eve,
C

Fig. 5.-A side view of the top

The sides of the jardiniere
are: shown with an overlay and a decorative orna-
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THE ART OF
rea.

SUM -

the angle of the base. They

is a simple matter to mark out the others by

box framework previously Fig. 6.-How to paste the pattern to
prepared should stand
the moulding base

HOBBIES

No.4-1

to meet the sloping surface of

in the ordinary way. Having thus obtained one shape,
it

March 14th, 1931

evenly, and it is glued all round, with blocking pieees
added beneath, as can be seen'by the sectional drawing
at Fig. 7. These blocking, pieces, of course, cannot be

the base moulding itself.

fretsaw the two ends of the moulding are stood in a
mitre box and sawn across at an angle of 45 degrees
10th.)
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long and two pieces 6in. long.

The model will look more real

with a propeller, and this is cut from an odd piece of
wood 4in. long and lin. wide (see Fig. 6).
Fix the back support (Fig. 4) to the base with two
or three small screws. Glue the bracket under the
wheel support., to give extra strength. The' -article

st

Fig. 6.-

The size
and shape
theof

propeNl.

6 lip

'I
.1. -%2 -

Fig. 9.--t he three main parts

of the plane, with the necessary
dim..nsions for marking and
cutting out.

Fig. 3.-How to join
Fig 2.-Thc "'granny" --a knot to be avoided.

effectively two sliPP.,d
ends.
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that the " webs" are on opposite sides of the crank-

shaft. A glance at Fig. 4 will make this quite clear.
With the bearings oiled the crank-

shaft should spin

freely with a touch
of the finger.
The Cylinders.
These have a
cylinder block in
which there are two

holes or " ports."
Fig. 10.-The firebox for the toiler.

Remove the blocks

from the cylinders
and solder (port to the top) to the tops of the upright
pieces of the frame, making sure that they are square.
Now cut a piece of steam tube, the exact distance between the cylinder blocks, and solder the remainder
of the tube into it in a mitre fashion as shown in Fig. 5.
Be sure to make a good joint before soldering it. The
steam tube can now be soldered over two of the holes
or ports (see
Fig.
so long
as -they are
opposite ones.
The ports to

which the tube
is soldered determine which
way the engine
runs. When
soldering the
Fig. 9.-Hoto the spirit lamp is made.

steam tube,

great care must
be taken to avoid clogging the tube with solder.
The cylinders can now be replaced, with the crank
pins through the holes at the ends of the piston rods.
The engine is now finished, and should appear as in

Fig. 6.
It should revolve two or three times when spun with
the finger, and can be screwed down to a piece of hard
wood through the holes provided.

March 14th, 1931
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Boiler.

To make the boiler obtain a cocoa tin, preferably a'
pound tin, and after soldering the seams outside and

inside where possible, pierce a hole in the centre of each
and solder a piece of wire through them
to strengthen it (see Fig. 7).
Cut a hole in the top
of the boiler and solder
the short piece of brass
plate into it, and place
end,

in a cork, which acts
a safety valve.
(Fig. 8).
A hole is now drilled

as

; The MOST
TRANS

GLUE

PARENT
I STAIN

'WINGS
VEGETA?,
ASP MENDING
MAKING
FOR

MADE

near the top at one end
and into this the steam

A Chemically Pure and
very powerful adhesive

pipe from the engine
is soldered.

Fik 7.-A were passed Met ugh the

boiler to strengthen it.
To Use Plant.
Fill the boiler about three-quarters full with water,
and place it on a gas ring. When the water has boiled
turn the gas low and the engine will run at a high speed
with ample power to drive quite large mode's. If gas
is not available, a spirit lamp can be made which will
give quite good results

(see Fig. 9). The water,

in this case, should be
put

hot.

into

the

boiler

it if the lamp is used,
the whole plant being

fixed on to a board
(see Fig. 10.)

If a gas ring is used
steam pipe

can

be bent so that the

engine stands firm on a
table or bench:

Full richness of
colour with one coat.
S X SHADES: Yellow Oak, 0 k. Fumed
0 k, 'a k Oak, Blac c Oak and Mhogany

Aiiivirwviwwwiewwwwwe..

Use the Natural Grain
for the 'finish' of your
next piece of work, it
is so ea- y to bring out
the hidden beauties of
the wood with Volron:
`Colron ' Wood Dye
provides he quick and
easy way to sure satisfaction. A single coat,

The Firebox.
The boiler must have
a," firebox" fixed round

the

I

Fig. 8.-A cork pushed into the boiler to
act as a safety valve.

wiped out as far as it
will go, and there is
your chosen co'ourbri ht, transparent, per.

manent. And in less
than 3 hours it is drybone dry - ready for

A SIMPLE CRYSTAL
CIRCUIT
y J. H. Mortimer

pol shing with
Ronuk ' Floor Pol sh.
Result: A job you can
wax

fib

10)

THE only parts required to make the simple crystal set
shown in the circuit diagram on the right are a .0003

be proud of-finished
in an evening.

or .0005 mfd. variable condenser, a tapped coil, a crystal

detector, and .0003-.000025 Formo-Densor. A good outdoor earth is needed to obtain the best results. When
tuning -in, the small knob of the Formo-Densor mils:, be

WITHOUT SMELL

Vegetable

For Joinery, fretwork, leather, paper,
cloth, photo frames, model making,
repairing pottery, glassware, toys
and for all purposes where. a very
powerful adhesive is re ruirel.

:Double

local station quite strongly and other stations more moderately

Strength

Mode by the Proprietors of

57, Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.I.

BECOME A TEACHER
GOOD PAY

GOOD PROSPECTS

Do you wish to become a teacher P

Then write for our pamphlet,

" Bow to Become a Teacher." Now is the time to qualify,
as, awing to the great

edneattonal changes which are now
taking place, many extra teachers will be required. Thousands
of teachers owe their successful careers to Clough's. Special
classes for entrance to a Teachers' Training College i Matricula
Mon or School Certificate).

1st AND 2nd HANDICRAFT EXAMS.

Woodworkers and Metalworkers should write for particulars of

our Special Course.

MATR/CIILATION is

the first

step to the attainment of a

degree and is a tremendous advantage in any walk of life.
Clough's Matriculation Courses are planned with scrupulous cats
by tutors with expert knowledge of coaching
The percentage
of

successes

painstaking.

is

remarkably high.

All

tuition

personal

and
Concise Guide to Matriculation sent tree.

SAplseociaslplyeeiwalriettoeuiri

Courses

Is

poerltialMactirvi,cilislactrivtswon,,,,edvecroympomeinrctial

Write now for Prospectus.

Mention Hoenies

Subjects.

CLOUGH'S TeLniongiltionChEab:rs COLLEGE

A !ISA FREE GIFT

coUPON

Lear,.

In spite of the fact that the crystal set is not now so popular as it was in the early days of wire-

less it has many advantages to offer, particularly when a two- or three -valve amplifier is added. Used
alone, one is enabled to listen 'in and enjoy the programme without upsetting the recreations of others
who may be in the room, and, whilst it is unlikely that it will ever return to popula favour, it can never be
entirely superseded by the valve set among those who cannot afford them. It is the simple device which

HERO
is a Jhauce to save slim,keepers' profits. 11)mdrens of l'y'de,,
of all kinds, many fitted with SfU RIIIE Y.
ARCHER Circe -speed gear and DUN LOP
tyre:. ..,,I proval wthin7ly, carriage paid

WOOD DYE

up to a radius of 20 miles.

brings wireless within the reach of all.

GLUE

In tubes, 2d., 6d. and 9d.

screwed up or down until its most efficient position has been

found, for it is intended to act somewhat as a tuning condenser. The wiring is apparent from the diagram. The
set gives very good results on the earphones, receiving the

gEPHEg

i

:

The `Ronuk' Stain

As an advertisement a

Write for leaflet to

RONUK, LTD., PORTSLADE, SUSSEX

OL,

iiro

15/- Free Gift Coupon

does not
Raise the Grain

A 1/- bottle covers 40 Sq. Ft.

914

10

will be given to all w lo
WRITE FOR MY FIEF CATALOGUE.
i g" i gm

kik

Lcriawrigobey-z.de

di W.N4R/S CYCLE WAREHOUSt,DEOIM'COVENTRY. 110
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Another instance of the usefulThis
ness of the fretsaw.

A SIMPLE It OOKSTAND
with Folding Ends

handy stand is just the thing

for your library and reference
books.

a
a

a
a
a

at Fig. 2.
Neatly cut the corners
with a fret -saw and
shown

a

clean up

AHANDY form

of book end
rack is illus-

trated herewith, and a
glance will show the advantages of the folding ends. When

the stand is not in use it may
conveniently be packed away, and the ends folded
down on to the base, SO taking up less room and
with little fear of becoming broken.

Having got the wood clean and ready, cut the base
If t. 4in. long by 6in. wide and fin. thick. The ends
are to be hinged to the base, so form four recesses tin.
inwards from each end and tin. from either side of the
base edge as indicated in Fig. 1.
Two ends gin. thick are required from the same kind
of wood 6in. square. Mark one end into I in. squares

and then draw the curved corners as

.g.6.-The corn-

the

face
and edges

Pkt d engine.

wit b

The stand with its

Make a

two ends folded'
down when not

pa per.

in

in use.

the .bottorn edge of each end piece to take the hinges to be
fixed in the base. In the centre of the outside of the
book ends glue a 2in. raised square oak ornament

in order to obtain a good joint (see Fig. 3).
Now try up the ends on to the base with the hinges

in order to see if they will fold nicely over, making any
little adjustment if necessary.

Particular care should be taken with the

wood used will ensure this.

The stain is supplied by Hobbies Ltd. in handy bottles

made with a wide neck into

AnYr__

the brush may be
dipped direct. Having applied
which
Fig. 3.-A

the base, and the position of the hinges.

THE twin -cylinder engine shown in Fig. 1 can
be made out of odds and ends, and gives very
satisfactory results. It has a great advantage
over the single -cylinder engine,

because the running is very much

Fig. 2.-The shape and size of
the ends. The P.o.tion of the
ornament it doe given.

close-

up- of the beading
to show the join at
the c rners.

the stain, the ends are finally
fixed to the base by screwing
on the small hinges with flat headed brass screws.

Theseconsist of

Fig. 5.- The steam pope can be joined oscillating
in the mitre fashion shown here.

two

cylinders fin.

stroke and fin. bore, 9in.
of steam tube 3 32in. bore, a brass tube fin. long and
fin. diameter, a piece of lead about I fin. square and

For radio cabinets and boxes and cabinets of all de-

old pair of scissors, and
a pair of pliers.
The Construction of the

in the art of

joinery

as he

might be

measure-

tiled flush.
The Flywheel and Pulley.
These are made from a
piece of lead, see Fig. 4.

steel rod must fit those

Round the ends of the 2fin.

piece of brass, and drill a
3/32in. hole tin. from each end.

This piece is the base of
the engine, and the two gin.
pieces can now be soldered to it

lfin. apart, making sure they
are upright. A glance at Fig.

2 will show you how the frame
should look when finished.

,

The Crankshaft.

Cut out two "webs " from

the strip brass as shown in
2.-The frame for
engine.

the.

After scoring a circle
I fin. in diameter in the
centre of the lead, cut it
out with a wood chisel,
and then file the edge
smooth.

in.

Solder it into the centre of the flywheel, and drill a

holes easily.

shown.

It is obtainable in three sizes, with outside
ment of ;:in sin., and lin.

to the end of the piece
of steel rod and the rod

3/32in. hole through both. Do not use an " iron " too
hot when soldering the flywheel and pulley, otherwise

of

glued along two sides as

should be

can now be soldered on

circle, the edge being hollowed.

hole -A in. in diameter drilled in each .;fin. from one
end. (See Fig 2.) The piece

showing how the moulding
is used to cover an ordinary butt joint. It is easily

"webs-

The pulley is made in the same way with a

pieces must have the
ends filed true and, a

Fig. I (right).-A diagram

Fig. 3.-- T wo

taken to see that the pins are at right cut as shown here.
angles to the " webs."
One of the " webs

Fig. I.-A photograph of the actual model steam engine.

off the strip brass. One
piece 2fin. and two
pieces 1 -in. The latter

work.

Fig. 2 (left). -A photograph of the moulding itself.

he soldered into the 3 32in. holes in the
" webs." They should be pushed well
through the holes, as they can be filed
off flush afterwards. Caro should be

only tools re.
file, a
soldering iron, two twist
bits -p in. and 3/32in., an

too, it can be easily stained down to match any other

new corner moulding is a boon, especially to the
amateur woodworker who is not, let us say, quite so

7;
_t_

The

Moreover, it is finished smooth and semi -glossy so that
no further cleaning is needed. As it is in light wood,

FOR cabinets and boxes of all descriptions HOBBIES

The crankpins (Fig. 4), which consist

of fin. pieces of 3(3 in. wire, can now

quired are a

easy means of construction, and the use of it saves
much time and money. The moulding is obtainable in
three sizes, so it is suitable for all kinds of boxes.

See how neat a box can
be made by the addition
of simple ornamental
corner moulding.

unsoldered.

cocoa tin (11b.) and a cork.

scriptions, and for all purposes, this moulding offers an
1

A.

kin. thick, a steel rod 1l' in. long -kin. diameter, and two
brass washers ; 9in, of strip brass
fin. by 3 32in., a length of 3/32in. wire, a

First cut three pieces

COVERING CORNERS

best way to get the holes correctly placed is to cut the
webs to the correct size and then place one on top of
the other, and " tack " the edges together with solder.
Do the marking -out on the top one, and drill through
them both, thus making sure they are
exactly the same. They can then be

-4 in.

Frame.

An Easy Way of

NOM= MIMI IM1111111111111111.11111111111MIM

;

size it will drive cornits size
oaratively largo models.
With average intelligence
and care, a smart and very
useful plant can be made.
List of Materials.

(Hobbies No. 210), and then fix the strips of kin. half round beading (No. 52) fin. inwards from the edges as
can bo seen in the pictures. The beading should bo
arranged so that a complete ball comes at the corners

finish of the article, and a coat of spirit stain
applied to match the kind of

Fig j.-This diagram wilt ,tow sou hew to mark vat

...a il sown gm se EN ma imi moo an= mini mom

(------

s and recess

111111111111111111MINIMINIIIIMII in111111111

a itzein.c
stecimenotel

a

ra

proficient
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Fig. 3, making the holes -kin.
and 3/32in. respectively. The

the lead will melt.
Finishing the Crankshaft.
Take the steel rod on which is soldered one of the

" webs " and after slipping a washer on to the rod,
push it through
one of the holes
in the frame.
Now solder the

pulley and

fly-

the
centre of the steel
rod. The crankshaft is now completed by putting
the other end
through the other
hole in the frame,
slipping on
a
wheel

to

washer, and sold-(
ering the

other

" web " to it, so

CRANK
F,./. 4.-Details of the flywheel and pull y.
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drilled, but drill as follows : Bottom hole Ain. diameter
and slotted, and the hole near the centre of lin.
diameter (Fig. 7).
Fixing the Armature.
Now comes one of the most important tasks. Screw
-

up tightly all nuts supporting the poles and armature,
adjusting the position of the latter so that when held
off the poles by paper packing it is parallel to the sides

March 14th, 1931

March 14th, 1931

the other side of the armature, and tighten both nuts
down on to the armature to secure it. The end of the
reed rod projecting through the brass spring may now

...

be soldered in position and any surplus cut off.
Small Adjustments.
A small terminal strip of ebonite must now be secured
to the piece of 2B.A. studding still projecting through

4

the adjuster, terminals fitted and attached to the ends
of the coils. Ease back the adjusting knob until the
projecting through one of the sides of the magnet, and armature is centrally disposed between the poles of the
preferably on the opposite side to that carrying the magnet. Between either side of the armature and its
armature support, attach the piece of *in. brass and corresponding pole slip a thick piece of paper or thin
also the spring, using the slotted holes in each case. visiting card. Slacken the nuts holding the thin pole
The 8B.A. studding may now be threaded through pieces (those actually carrying the coils), and move
the small hole in the top of the
the pole pieces inward until the paper
armature, so that one end rests against
strips are lightly held. Screw down
the brass spring just fitted. Keeping
nuts and remove paper. Attach a
the 8B.A. reed rod perfectly parallel
cone to the 8B.A. reed rod in the
of the magnet (see Fig. 8.) To the length of 2B.A. studding

with the top edges of the magnet,

on.

moved, after which the final assembling
may be commenced, proceeding in the
following order. Loosely fasten the

armature on its 2B.A. support, which
should be tightly screwed to its brass
bracket (Fig. I). Replace one pole
piece complete with its bobbin, and

remove any surplus studding. Attach Fig. 8.-How the

armature is fixed into place.

the other pole pieces and coil and
allow about gin. of studding to project outside the
magnet. Screw up tightly and lock with another nut.
Slip on the Jain. brass piece and a further nut and
again screw up. Next the brass spring should be
slipped on, and this is also secured by a further
nut. Between the spring brass and the yin. piece
force a piece of soft rubber about lin. square and
rather more than *in. thick, and in such a position

-

1 Lilo

edge overlaps the internal edge of the sound -box hollow
about fin. (see Fig. 1). Drill eight

holes in the plate for the screws that
secure it to the box, as indicated in
Fig. 2.
The Needle Socket and Stylus Bar.
The socket is cut from brass rod.

mended that this -should be not less than 9in. in diameter.

A central hole is drilled to a depth
of Sin. from one end-sufficient to
accommodate the ordinary steel needle.

In the other end a saw -cut is made to
receive the stylus bar. A transverse

I I, e
screws,

shown.

All correspondence intended for the Editor or Advertisement Manager
MUST be addressed to ".Hobbies," Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Let the screws come through
at the back, file down their points until they project

The Diaphragm.

111141M114.19.11t*011.i1

a

This may consist of two thicknesses
of mahogany veneer glued face to face

with the grains crossed. When the
glee is set the diaphragm may be cut
to size and its thickness reduced by
glasspapering an equal amount from
each side until the thickness does not
exceed a millimetre. To assemble, obtain some rubber
gasket from the gramophone dealer,
cut off two lengths, each equal to the

NEXT WEEK !
MAKING A
MODEL AEROPLANE

DRIVEN BY
COMPRESSED AIR

to receive the clamping screw. Clamping screws may
be purchased from dealers in gramophone sundries
(see sectional view, Fig. 4 ).

the cover
Put a fine hole through the centre of the diaphragm,

pass the screw through it from the back into the
head of the stylus bar anti tighten up. Lastly,

The above details will be made clear by a
study of Figs. 2 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the plate that carries the two
Fig. 7.-This

the box with long screws, as the latter will have

that to hold in end grain.

internal circumference of the box,
hole must be drilled to receive the ./11411011, MM. *0401.111**,011*11 ?OM push one in, lay the diaphragm on it,
cross member on which the socket
seeing that the edges of the latter
pivots, and a small hole must be drilled and threaded clear thepwlaotoed., add the second gasket and screw on

ti

be
44-6"estorrED reed rod through the small hole in the hand is a very laborious job, and will involve should
slightly longer
Fig. 6.-The sect- armature and screw on a nut. Push this much loss of time and probably 'temper than the piece
angi piece of brass reed rod along until its end just comes
as well, as, by having the holes drilled, the of brass shown
should be drilled through the hole in the spring brass.
Fix. 6 and
whole unit may be constructed in an hour in
and slott ed as shown
drilled as
hers.Put another nut on the rod, but on or so.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!

Fig. 3.- The
Plate
carries

must be removed to such a diameter that its inside

Mounting the Cone.
Construct a box ofssufficiett length and width to easily
accommodate the cone it is intended to use, and make
it about 6in. deep. A three-ply front should be fitted,
with a large hole cut omit to suit the cone. It is recom-

the face of the pole farthest from the few minutes and at the cost of a few coppers.
adjusting knob. Again slip the 8B.A. To drill throtigh fin. iron, or even iin., by

socket. T irn the cup -shaped body to the section

The Plate.
The plate shown in Fig. 3 has two countersunk
holes in its base. It must be screwed firmly to

metres in diameter, hollowed to a depth of 5 milli- on the conical about 1 32in., and rivet over, taking care not to
points 51 split the wood. It is essential that this plate be
metres.
the rigidly attached to the sound box body. It should
Drive in the tube A, after smearing the hole with which
needle socket
be noted that part of the cover plate is cut away
and secure it with two screws as shown,
pivots.
(see Fig. 2) to allow of the other bedding on the wood.
their points having had the thread filed away so as
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen that it overlaps
to enter the holes in the tube.
the edge of the box slightly. A small block of wood,
The Cover Plate.
therefore, must be glued behind the overlap as in.
This is cut from sheet brass, the centre part of which dicated in this figure.

will be found quite satisfactory.

Just a word of advice on drilling the iron
pole pieces. If a bench drill or lashe is not
available, mark out the centres of all holes
to he drilled and take them to the local repair garage, where the job can be done in a

It will be noted that no springs are embodied in the

mechanism.

shown in Fig. 1, making the central hole a tight
fit over the tube.
The hollow face of the box may be 55 milli-

latter should preferably be used in conjunction with a baffle board or cabinet,
and the following method of mounting

possible.

The work on this part of the bar calls for neatness

and accur icy, but offers no difficulties to those who can
command the use of the necessary tools.

box.

First obtain a piece of stout brass tube (see A),
externally gin. in diameter for a push -in tone arm
socket, or internally that diameter for a push -an

Adjust by means of the small

Attach the cone by means of some soft material, such
that it covers the top (tapped) hole in the thick piece as flannelette, to the front or baffle. Procure a length
and the central hole in the spring. Cut out the centre of hard wood about Ifin. by lin. and cut it to fit tightly
the cabinet, and fix it near the back and about
so that there is a clear hole right through. Screw a inside
short length of 2B.A. studding into the small ebonite Sin. below the centre of the cone. By means of another
knob, slip on a small washer, and follow this by a piece but shorter piece of wood the unit may be clamped to
of rubber of the same size as that already cut. Push the long strip, using packing if necessary to get it the
the end of the screw through -the hole in the spring, right distance from the cone, the apex of
so that it engages with the thread in the thick brass. which should be as close to the unit as
Screw down tightly. Arrange the armature so that it is
parallel with the sides of the magnet and
-10
midway between the poles, using paper
t
packing to keep it equi-distant, and screw
up very tightly. Remove the paper packing and allow the armature to rest against

By W. S. Rogers

sound box may be. made mainly
of wood by the method described here.
The wood may be beech, birch or boxwood,
and the grain should run parallel with the axis of the

results cannot be obtained without
mounting the unit and cone. The

secure the armature bracket to it.
Screw up as tightly as possible and

AN F,ASILY CONST LC 11-4:11)
GRAMOPHONE SOUND o OX

sound -box.

ebonite knob, and listen whether the
armature strikes against either or
both of the poles. If it does it will
be necessary to increase the gap by
loosening the nuts holding one pole
piece and moving it away from the
armature very slightly, afterwards
screwing up the nuts again. Do not
be disappointed if at this stage the
volume is not very great, as the best

should now be dismantled and all
traces of iron and other filings re-

.

view if the

unit to the output valve of a receiver,
or gramophone amplifier and switch

where marked, drilled 3/ 32in.
The Final Assembly.
The parts at present assembled

785

II

Fig. 1.-A
sectional

usual manner, and connect up the

mark where it touches the spring,
which should then be removed and,

HOBBIES

)1,

screws, on the conical points of which the needle
socket pivots. A side view of this plate is shown
in Fig. 1.
Assemble by sweating the cross member into its

treat

the

junction

with wax in the usual
Fig 4.-Seclion vi iv of
th nay], socks!, showing

way.

A sound box made

in this way should
function as well as any

clamping
hole, and the stylus bar into its slot. The latter the screw.
of the highly - priced
may be cut from hard sheet brass, and the persound boxes on sale
forated -disc at its small end joined to it with silver in the shops ; in fact, if

solder. The hole must be threaded to receive the small
screw that attaches the bar to the diaphragm. Conical

cavities should be put into each end of the cross
member to receive the points of the pivoting screws.

the

diaphragm be made

g ye

results

as directed above it would
many.

superior

to

Fig. 2.-Showing how the cover
Plate is secured to the box.

4

41)
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NEW ISSUES

All

over the

world

keen

collector,.
-to-date

are taking advantage of our
new issue service -the service which
sends you every month a hook of all
the latest stamps, from wi ich you can boy just the ones you
fart y.
test and it's c. eapest. I lease write for details. Lists
of albums and statues free on request.

STANLEY GIBBONS, Ltd.,

Isn't it much better to make a table yourself just
the size you require rather than pay a big price
for one larger than you want ? Any amateur can

6 MINT BRITISH COLONIALS 6
FREE

do his own work now, and quite simply, too.

Send a postcard -No cash -for my fine Illustrated Price List (No. 9),

containing over 1,200 items -Stamps, Albums, Sets. Packets AcCessories-it fact. EVERYTHING FOR THE STAMP COLLECTOR. Prices
from ld. (over 200 sets at Id. each) to 40/- SIX MINT BRITISH
COLONIALS. one each from ZANZIBAR, KENYA, TURKS & CAICOS
Is,, MOROCCO AGENCIES, SOUDAN & CAYMAN ISLANDS -and
ALL MINT. Ask for the No. 218 Packet,
,
FETTE R LANE,
EDWARD SANDELL, 10.11LON
DON, E .C.4.

Claims Paid :

£13,000,000

Over £45,000,000

These mahogany legs have sin. grooves in them
to hold side supports.
The illustration below shows how the four legs are
used. So simple, so straightforward, any amateur

stands, umbrella stands, or the like.
281ins. Long.
With bin. Groove.

COMPENSATI ONS."-(Emerson.)
Yes, but EVERY PERSON "in Life" should

42in. Mahogany,

5/- per set.

From Hobbies Branches
and Agents or direct

H )11BIEcs Ltd.,
LE REH

GENERAL
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, LIMITED,
whose Policies cover every contingency.

,

orfolic.
VaillMMEMOISIMMINIIM

SOISSIES

SCOTLAND.

GENERAL BUILDINGS, ALDWYCH,

fretwork and woodwork, designs, wood, turned legs,
moulding, polish. wireless accessories, etc.. etc.

tapped 2B.A., and a small piece of

LTD.

In adoition all leading stores and ironmongers stock or can obtain your requirements in

Sin. by 1, 32in., a small ebonite knob,

LONDON -

-

65 NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.

F. NORIE-MILLER. J.P., F.E.I.S.,
Director and Genera! Manager.

BIRaiINCHAM
9a HIGH STRFET.
SHEFFIELD - - 214 WEST STRFET.
LEEDS
10 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON - 25 BERNARD STREET.
BRIGHTON
.
68 LONDON ROAD.
CANADA - 844"YONGE STREET. TORONTO.

ASYSSIRIA PACKET FREE
11T111,0,

handsome (Actor/els, Alamo tae. on 30c. pictorial. Sierra Leone Id. mauve,
Tanis 30c. Week used, a Set of sew issue Jamaica, British Guiana, Portugal
high value, Chile, Lisette, etc., etc., FREE to all asking to bee my lament
Approval Sheets and enclosing 2d. for postage and PaCkillg (Abroad 3a.1
Albums from 1/6 upward,

S. HAMMOND, 2, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY LANCS.

CUT THIS OUT.

HOBBIES " PEN COUPON, VALUE 3d. Send 5 of these
"01'0"
"10(1 only 2,9 )20. Postage) direct To the FLEET PEN
CO., 119,
Fleet St.. E.C.4. By return you will receive a handsome,
FLEET S.P. PEN with solid gold nib Cane, medium,
Fleet price 4/-, or with 5 coupons only 219.
Do Luxe model 2'. extra,

HOBBIES AGENCIES-

Abettieen.-Jae. Mut., Ltd., 47 Broad Street: Fedlord.-31essra. T. 8.
Carpenter & Co., 103 Midland Rudd: Blackburn. -Me. R. Mercer,
es Damen Street; Bradford.--Alessrs. T. Underwood & Co., 13 and

Manchester Road Cambridge. -41r. H. S. Driver, 2.6 Hills Road;
Canterbury. -Mr. T. 0. Goodman, 33 Bunate Street and 16 St. George's
gtreet Cardiff. -J. Halle (Tools), Ltd., 31 Morgan Arcade; ChusiekMesses. Lucas & Co., 390, High Road ; Croydon. -I.. R. Turtle, Ltd.,
6 Crown Hill and 53 North End. Dover. -Mr. E. F. Bockhorn, 13
Worthington Street : Dublin. -Mr. J. J. McQuillan. 36 Capel Street;
Dundee. -Mr. J. Phin, 45 Murray Gale Folkestone. -Mr. W. Allsworth,
he & 18 Guildhall Street; Raatings.---Nr. W. H. Morley, 4 York
Buildings; Iln11.-Mr. 0. F. Walker, 17 and IS. George Street;
Lmeeter,-Mr. Prank Barre, 3 Losehy Lane; Liverpool. -Mr. C. Lucas,
35 Manchester Street; London. --Messrs. H. Denten. 166 Alderegate
Street, E.0.; Newport, Mon. -J. Halls (Tools). Ltd., 81 High Street:
Reading. -Mr. W. .1. Sarient, 44 West Street; Swansea. -J. Halls
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The Pole Pieces.
The first step is to prepare

pole pieces, and these are

Statichehgate ; York. -Messrs. J. H. Shookemith & Sons. 132 ISieklegate.
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S

the *in. soft iron cut a piece, by means of shears

or hacksaw and file, as shown in Fig. 4, and drill two
One very important point to note is that the magnet holes, one near the bottom of A in. diameter and the other
must have holes ready drilled near its extremities, any near the top of 3 32in. diameter. Mount the armature
other type being useless, as it is impossible to drill by the method shown, allowing it to rest against one
through the poles without first softening the magnet of the poles of the magnet, or rather against one of
and thus demagnetising it. Also, of course, it should the thin pole pieces. The " cross " portion of the
be capable of supporting at least its own weight. A armature should just cover the end of the pole face.
magnet from an old Bosch single -cylinder magneto
From the remaining piece of tin. brass cut a rectangle
gives very good results, and it should be borne in mind 4in. by tin., and drill a Ain. hole -pe-in. from one end,
that all the measurements given refer and slot it lengthwise. Also
to this size of magnet only. It is, drill a further hole
however, perfectly simple to alter the
from the other end,
Si SLOT TED
dimensions in accordance IS EOM- AGAINST MAGNET, but this time of 5/32 It" 0
with any other magnet.
in. diameter, and THICK.

(Tool. Ltd., b Gower Street; Wigan. -Mr. Thos. J. S. Cleph., 22

DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

The Support for the Armature.
The length of Bin. brass may now
be cut and drilled to the sizes shown

in Fig. 5. , This is to act as a support for the
armature, which may now receive our attention. From

terminals.
The Magnet.

LONDON 147 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.
LONDON - 83 NEWINGTON BUTTS, S.E.11.
GLASGOW
326 ARGYLE STREET.
MANCHESTER
- 10a PICCADILLY.

sides of the magnet and poles.

Fig. 4.-T h., armature.

Ain. or 4in. ebonite about 28in. by tin., with two small

HOBBIES OWN BRANCHES -

Abyssinia 1020, Jaipur 1913 4 anna unused, a tine Set of the new issue of Turkey.

the centre of the block. Mark through the holes in
the magnet, and after removing the pole pieces drill
them where marked, using a kin. drill. From the
3in. by 4in. by Sin. soft iron now cut two pieces liin,
long and drill two holes in each as shown in Fig. 3.
Now try the magnet bobbing on them, and if they will

Pelow
are the addresses where Hobbles goods can be
purchased.

LONDON, W.C.2.

A fine packet ol all ditierent Stamps containing a large pictorial

magnet, and so placed that the hole in the magnet is in

74A/
of 8B.A. .st-dding and two nuts, a
piece of brass 5in. by tin. by Sin., a ;14i.00.
piece of springy brass about 2in. by

BRANCHES & AGENCIES.

Chief Offices :

the loudunit when
finished.
of

THE loud -speaker emit about to be described is of
the two -pole balanced armature type and possesses the virtues of cheapness, ease of construction -see Fig. 1, there being only eight simple parts to not go on, file down the iron until a good fit is obtained.
snake -and considerable power. One in use by the writer, Remove the bobbins and put them aside to prevent
operating a Din. cone, will stand up to the output of a
windings becoming damaged. The holes in the soft
three -valve amplifier coupled to a gramophone pick-up the
should also be slightly slotted in order to allow of
without giving any sign of chatter or overloading, and iron
adjustment.
yet producing far too much volume for comfort.
Now attach the Sin. by Sin. pole pieces to the magnet,
The materials required can probably be found in
perma- using 2B.A. studding to secure them, and, placing the
the scrap box, and consist of the following :
nent magnet from an old magneto, obtainable from a pieces of kin. soft iron on top, use these as templates
garage for a few pence ; a piece of soft iron 3in. by tin. to mark holes in the thick blocks. Remove all four
pieces and drill the tin. by tin, blocks
by sin., a further piece 3in. 'by 4in. by
where marked, using a 41 in. drill.
ARMATURE.
-in., two loud -speaker bobbins (2,000
When this has been done the whole
ohms), another piece of soft iron 4in.
132" should be assembled, allowing the
WIDTH OF CROSS PIECE
by tin. by *in., a length of 2B.A. SAME
OlA.
AS EDGE OF POLE
'713 A studding to project beyond the
studding and a dozen nuts, a L ngth
/

Postage 9d.

IN THE

or broad), usually 10/6.

speaker

4/6 per set.

have a Policy to provide the " COMPENSATION

they may be placed against the inside
edges of the magnet with the long side touching the
prepared,

1. -The sectional
r) I EEO

Mahogany Legs,
4/- per set.
Oak Legs,
3/6 per set.

"EVERYTHING in Life has its

lever

111

can undertake the construction of tables, plant

36in. Mahogany,

GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH,

E CONSTRUCTION
OF A POWERFUL
LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
J. H. Reed

MAKING SIMPLE

Dept. 115, 391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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Fig. 5. -The atmalure support.

made from the 3M. by Sin.
by tin. soft iron. They
should be cut to the shapes
shown in Fig. 2 and filed up
smooth. These blocks being

0

take a
2B.A. screw (see Fig.
tap it to

i 0/

.- .7-A'- -

Fr--

POLE

PIECES

:

Pa

?bia" PIA.

Fig. 2. -The pole piece.

6).

Cut a piece of

the spring brass tin.
longer than that just

dealt with, mark it
out in accordance

with the holes just

FILED
TO FIT

POLE
PIECE-"
17.1/5 EDGE TO FACE
ARMATURE CROSS AECE.
Fig. 3. -Two pieces of brass

should be cut as shown to hall
the magnet bobbin.
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Aan addition to the ordinary "stunts"
possible with model aircraft of all

with this arrangerrient until you know

found of great interest, particularly as it
is applicable to all types of
machine, from light
gliders upwards.

paper

first begins to dip,

liable to be erratic in action-though it

often makes it more realistic.
The simplest arrangement is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 1, and consists of a gear which will release a

single bomb just as the aeroplane begins
to glide down after a climbing flight.

.. .'
.---.

power 'planes.

gear.

in the flying angle that an
Fig. 2.- Fh, outdoor 'plane is bound to
type of clip -on undergo in a wind, the gear is

of a weight of plasticine ar-

paper gliders
as well as on

Fig. 1. --The releasing

a

.....'

leased as the

Fig. 5.-The double release pin

by hand
a

is

arranged

be surcharged

at a time.

rounded by the ring -shaped part of the

Each of the

sliding release rod, and, so long as it
still hangs, prevents backward
movement of the weight and
-------,----z,,_ ..
The rear bomb
F(g. 3. The bond, be
---<LI.''7''il release pins.
is suspended from a pin made,
plan glide, downwards after

r

the fuselage, and the ...."

_rig.

-4--------

6.-Two

bo

As being

released in onemflight.

a
" bomb " (made, as
shown, from plasticine) is suspended from it between
the rings. The type of clip -on ring used for gliders
is shown in Fig. 2, while those for spar typo

Stamp issued for Hawker's
historic Atlantic flight in
May, 1919

may be seen in

out a little on account

seen that ,

when the 'plane
glide

covered ground ; overhead is an aeroplane which is provided with skids.
Vickers Vimy IeaVing St. John's.

downwards after

a clitrib, the
weight will swing

forward and release the bomb
Fig. 4.-How the two -bomb gem
is attached to the aeroplane.

(Fig. 3).
When you have

experimented

"-p

New Issue of Newfoundland.
The new set, which consists of the
three values 15e., 50e., and $1.00, are
real works of art, and have been produced by the London firm of J.
Dickinson and Co., who recently got
the contract for printing the ordinary

The design of the lowest value contrasts the old and the new methods of
carrying mail. A courier and dog team is seen toiling over the snow-

It will readily

begins to

liarity which
d i stinguishes
thus providing

postage stamps of Newfoundland.

Fig. 7.
be

four shows
some pecu-

it from the others,
four " types." In the first stamp, for
instance, there is a well -marked
break in the " N " of " Trans " ;
birthmarks of a similar nature are
found on the other three. A knowledge of these facts is of the utmost
importance in the detection of forgeries, of which some have already
appeared on the market.

swing forward, dropping
the front bomb. The
machine continues to
..... glide down, but flattens

of its reduced weight. This flattening out causes the
gear to swing backwards, thereby releasing the second
bomb (see Fig. 6).

in
of

,SPECIAL.

Fig. 7.- The bomb -dropping gear
attached to a spar model.

The 50 cents reproduces the same

idea with a view of an old top-

the first trip actually covered the
course, but as the programme is
of a very ordinary character there
is no reason to fear the service is
not by now in operation, and that
the pretty stamps are not already

On the in-

of seven Trans -Atlantic flights as

name would no doubt have become

Air

Mail passing over the First

number of is seen on the left, the coastline of

ing weight, to which it is attached by the ring in its
end. The front bomb, which is released first, is sur-

to

pass through two rings
clipped or bound on to

group

between Mount Pearl, Hampton,
Western Arm (White Bay), Condu
and St. Anthony. I have not yet
heard whether the Gypsy Moth
machine which was to have essayed

justifying their existence.
A Youthful Mathematical Genius.
Though most collectors are fami.
liar with the appearance of the Abel
commemorative stamps of Norway,
ninety-nine per cent. of them have
no idea who Abel was. If he had

Carrier of Ocean Mail." The highest
four, so that value epitomises all the early Atlanonly that tic flights. A map of Newfoundland

The Double Release Pin.
In the arrangement shown it will be seen
that the double -release pin is of a special form (shown
enlarged in Fig. 5), and is quite separate from the swing-

a climb
ranged like a pendulum swung
as shown, by bending back the
from the nose of the 'plane. In the case of the gliders, end of the release rod.
As the machine climbs, the, bomb stays in position.
this weight takes the place of some or all of the nose
weight, always necessary with these 'planes. The wire since the release gear cannot move backward. As soon
on which the weight is hung is bent so as to make the as it begins to descend (or, by suitable adjustment, at
- release pin," as shown
the top of the climb), the
clearly in Fig. 1. This
weight and release gear

pin

NEWFOUNDLAND AIR
MAILS.

the 36 cents of the Caribou issue surBy P. L. Pemberton.
charged as follows : " Trans -Atlan(Concluded from page 755, March 7th issue).
tic Air Mail By B. M Columbia
September 1930 Fifty Cents." This
inscription, which is in seven lines, of Sir John Alcock flying in the
blots out the original stamp very vicinity of the Cabot Tower on
effectually. It Signal Hill. Below the picture is
was set up in the caption " Vickers Vimy leaving
printer's type St. John's with first Trans -Atlantic

and then to drop

It also has
been used successfully on

because indoors the results are
more easily seen. Also, on
account of the sudden changes

The Releasing Gear.
It consists, as shown in Fig. 1,

issued, the number being restricted to 300. They consisted of

another ono as it flattens out in its glide.

The best type of 'plane on
which to use the apparatus is
probably the " indoor " type
of very light 'plane, or glider,

'"g used 1.
ghdeis

AS in the case of the earlier
flights, special stamps were

quite well how best to use it, try going en
to the more complicated two -bomb gear,
shown in Fig. 4. This needs more care in
adjusting, of course, but can quite easily
be made to drop a bomb when the machine

descriptions, bomb -dropping will be

Europe on the right.

tervening space arc traced the courses

lived even to an average age his

Alcock, St. John's to Ire- known throughout the world as one
land ; Hawker, uncompleted flight ; of the mathematical giants of all
De Pinedo, Trepassy to Azores; time. As it is, during a life which
Lindberg's solo flight ; the U.S. was limited to only twenty-seven
Navy seaplanes, Trepassy to Azores ; years, he made brilliant researches
follows :

Kingsford Smith, Ireland to Harbour into the theory of functions, elliptic
Grace ; and Koelil, Ireland to Greenly and hyperelliptic, and was the originator of a new class which is named
Island.
The three stamps have appeared after him and now known as Abelin connection with the inauguration ians. Ho cleared up many matheof an air mail service which was matical obscurities of analysis, and
scheduled to begin in January initiated new angles in the study of
functions which widened the whole
field of higher mathematics. Born
new story of the tthnitable" William" in 1802, Abel's re-

markable career

"William
the

was closed by death
on April 6th, 1829.

Hero "

design shown in the
accompanying illus-

The special set of
four stamps, in the

by
tration, was issued
comon the occasion of ANorway
memorative stamp
Richmal
the centenary of showing a portrait
his death. At pre- of Al I, the matheCrompton sent
matical genius.
the stamps are
not rare, but as the issue was not
rn the
a very large one they should soon
APRIL
appreciate in value.

HAPPY

gallant sailing ship between the SEVENPENCE
MAG.
rocky slopes of the Narrows; floating
On Sale Everywhere
above is the Vickers Vimy biplane

,sommmwmamamma,

A MODEL AEROPLANE
DRIVEN BY COMPRESSED
AIR will be described next week !
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Simply Explained

Fig' 3.-The
tdsoldefring
iron.

THE art of soldering is like learning to ride a bicycle.

No amount of reading will enable you to attain
the perfection of balance on two wheels that a
couple of hours' lesson on the actual cycle, and a few
tumbles, will provide. To become skilful with the

soldering bit get together the necessary equipment

and try jointing up scraps of tin-plate, brass, steel and
copper wires in various formations. You will soon

be able to judge the right heat for the iron, the importance of working with a well -tinned bit, and also
that main essential, perfect cleanliness, in the work
being operated upon.

Processes of Soft Soldering.
To be entirely successful in the process of soft solder-

tion of the solder and the metal. The solder adheres

because the metal being soldered together forms a local
alloy. This is why metals which have a natural affinity

for the solder aro joined together more strongly than
otherwise.

Metals like aluminium aro difficult to solder because
their readiness to oxidize prevents the soldering alloy
to be created. Special solders and fluxes are therefore
sold to get over these difficulties, and it is also necessary in some cases to scrape the surface of the metal
while it is being soldered. Welding aluminium is,
however, a much more satisfactory process.
Fluid Flux.
Paste fluxes have their uses and can be recommended

ing, there are many little devices, other than those for some forms of electrical work so long as the job is
that are to be purchased at a tool dealer's store, that cleaned of all flux after it is completed. For steel,
can be made up by the amateur for his
tin-plate, brass and copper, strips and
own use. In addition, there are numerous
sheets of the fluid flux are to be pre" dodges " known to the practical man
ferred. By fluid fluxes are meant those
which, if adapted to the job in hand,
which have as their base " killed spirits,"
will not only speed up the work but
Fig. 2.-How to make a simple
viz., chloride of zinc, obtained by putting
angle joint.
tend to produce very much sounder,
scraps of zinc into strong hydrochloric
cleaner and more workmanlike joints.
acid (spirits of salts). In making this
flux always put in an excess of zinc to
the mixture to make sure that no acid
remains.. While any hydrochloric acid.

The Weight of the Soldering Bit.

The term soft soldering covers all

those lower temperature metal -jointing
processes in which the base of the solder
is a mixture of tin and lead. These solders

are all fusible by the stored heat in a

Fig. 1.-A wir

to be attached
at right angles to another should

is there it will continue to attack the
zinc and become converted to the new
compound chloride of zinc. If there is
insufficient zinc, then free acid is present
in the mixture.
The reaction should be performed in an

A soldering iron is
be looped tog dila a
shown.
really a copper bit, held en to an iron
stalk, which terminates in a wooden handle. Copper open earthenware jar and also in the open air, as the
is used because of its conductivity and capacity for fumes of hydrogen and acid which are given off ,are,
holding heat, and the bit is placed in a fire or over to say the least of it, not very pleasant gases to
a gas -ring until it is hot enough to melt solder. A breathe in.
certain weight of copper is necessary, and for all average
When the bubbling has ceased pour on about three
work the writer prefers a 12oz. bit. For very light work times as much water as there is fluid in the jar, picking
a 6oz. copper head will do very well, but, at the same time, out the larger lumps of remaining zinc. Then strain
it is very annoying to find that the solder cannot be off through a piece of rag into another receptacle, and
melted because the bit has got cold, just as you arc add a few crystals of sal -ammoniac. This is the common
" soldering iron."

engaged in au intricate piece of work.

Fluxes.
"-.17.2//f

Copper

Fig. 4.Details
showing

the

stand for
the iron
is

made.

Folds

Boctf

the part called the anvil block, F, the piston

assuming the position as in Fig. 1.
This occurs with great rapidity, and is entirely
automatic in action. The succession of extremely
rapid blows striking the anvil block, F, are trans-

mitted to the shank of the tool, S, and thence to
whatever material the machine may be working on.

The Action of the Piston Rod.
It might be thought that reciprocating motion

be fitted thereto. The sectional drawings give

It will be seen that the principal parts are the
cylinder, C, and piston, P, the latter being tho
only moving part, as the tool shown in Fig. 1

takes place, but this is by no means the case :
the action may be compared to striking a chisel
with a hammer and interposing a piece of steel
between-the steel representing the anvil block.

piston should be carefully studied, as

Oiling is accomplished by filling the hollow

The piston rod never actually reaches the end of
the casing owing to the cushioning effect of the
live air, which is always present in chamber, D.

is of the valveless typo, an improvement on
the earlier designs. The construction of the

handle, II, with oil, a plug being provided for the

.,..

./..A4
-- W.:,.....NN.imi.,.....i

OM

.

4k

Fig. 2.- A sert.ona' Mew of the

.
A

The movement of the piston sets up
pulsations in the air contained in. chamber, D, which
purpose.

RAWULAR RECESS

k7.

",./7.40?

I .1...--.,
,zp"

cylinder and aston.

causes the oil to slowly trickle through the small nipple, N,

and lubricate the piston. The machine has rubber grips
fitted to the handles, which absorb some of the shock.

Detachable Shanks.
The tools have square shanks and are detachable from

the machine, a variety of types being available for
different jobs, as described below. The tool is prevented from being pulled out of the machine by the
spring shown in the outer view (Fig. 3) ; this abuts on the

noticed that the piston " rod " has been slightly cut collar with which the tool is equipped. The most
away or reduced in diameter for part of its length ; familiar use of the machine, and one which may be seen
this is an important point and will be referred to almost any day, is for breaking up roads
again later.
prior to repairing, but there are many

other uses, such as cutting asphalte paveThe Union and Mushroom Valve.
In Fig. 1 three ports are shown, A and B and exhaust ments, removing slag from ladles at found port E. The compressed or live air enters through the ries, tamping trenches after filling in,

ii

union and mushroom valve, V, which is opened by digging clay, drilling holes for blasting,
pressing clown the trigger, T, and passes through port etc.
ANNULAR ReCid.

a

chemical used to replenish Leclanche electric batteries,
and is easily obtainable. The mixture may be bottled
(and, be it observed, properly labelled) for future

use when diluted with a further equal quantity of
water.

Place Flux in Strong Container.
A heavy, bulky pot-something like a small edition
of the old-fashioned earthenware pickle jars or an old

13 into the cylinder, C, driving the piston backwards.
Directly afterwards, the exhaust port is uncovered by
the piston, which causes the pressure to collapse, and

thus prevent t h e
atn algama

that will stand knocking about and which cannot

position which the piston has now assumed, which

metal and

marmalade jar made of the same material-should at
all times be used to hold a liquid flux. Something
be easily- overturned is essential to success.

._.

cut -away part of piston rod now coincide, which
allows the live air access to the back of the piston,
forcing it forwards and delivering a blow to

a good idea of the general internal arrangements (also an external view is shown).

on the surface of the

of an. oxide

Bit
how

The use

of a flux is
to stop the
for mation

THE pneumatic road drill is such Fig. 3-A
a familiar sight nowadays that phoirgraoh le!
perhaps a few notes on the a tocliTerh:c
working of the machine may be interesting. In the first place, the compressed
air for operating the drill is supplied by a portable compressor driven by a petrol engine, the
working pressure in the storage cylinder being
80-10Olbs. per square inch. A flexible hose
joins the drill to this reservoir, which has a
multiple connection, so that several hoses may

A

441"
141.

iii

UNION

also live air is now cut, off from port B as the small end
of the piston, or lather rod, covers it. Fig. 2 shows the

Fig. 1.-A sectional

puts wort A in communication as the annular recess and

Parts.

view of a road drill,
showing the various

RUBBER
GRIPS
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NOTES AND NOTIONS from our READE
Simple Engraving With Acid.

HERE is a simple method

of

engraving which is both cheap
Obtain a small
and permanent.
quantity of nitric acid from the

March 14th, 1931
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THAT DODO E OF YOURS!

c) Why not r,ss it on to us? We
p pay Five Shillings for every item p

p published on this page. Mark your p
p envelope " Notes and Notions."

nut on any hard surface and it will
break as perfectly as if it had been
cut in half.-B. S. (Westmorland).
A Handy Tool Rack.
IT is most annoying, when doing an

S

When they are shut the two little
jagged points come together, an 1
can he used for gripping and untying knots in string.
not impair
cutting purdo

the

Tne notches
for

scissors

poses. - K.
M. (Shrews-

bury).

A Use foi

important job, to find that the THERE
are times

required tool has been
By employ.
ing the idea
in
shown
the sketch

Simple engraving iv,th acid.

mislaid.

diffiNew take the article to this
culty can be
be engraved, cover it with candle overcome.
grease, and trace the pattern or Get an old
initials over it with a needle. Pour piece of
the nitric acid into the depression leather
A handy tool rack.
made with the needle and leave for strap about
a few hours. When the candle grease 3ft. long, and nail one end to the
is scraped off a clear engraving is wall of your workshop. Pass nails
left on the article.-K. C. (Kent).
through the strap at intervals, and

chemist.

the

when

rungs of a

A use for old titres.
ladder become slippery, making it rather
dangerous to work on. This can be

overcome by cutting strips from an

old tyro and fixing them to the

rungs. thus making a secure foothold.-P. S. (Stockport).
A Soldering Iron Hint.

WHEN doing a small soldering
job, the average soldering iron
is often found to be too clumsy.
By fixing a piece of copper wire to
A Home-made Substitute for Ebonite. 'hang your tools through the strap as the hit, as shown in the sketch, a
WHEN constructing a wireless set,
some people find that the
ebonite panel is rather an expensive
item.
Here is a simple way of

shown. It makes an
excellent tool rack
for
the amateur

/

difficulty.

Ob-

//

measurements as the
ebonite panel required. N o w

-same

break up one or
two old gramo-

phone records

,//

/

scissors.

A home-made substitute
for dwnite.

blade, as

into small pieces, put them in a jar,
pour methylated spirits over them

is obtained.-W, M. (Kent).
An Easy Method of Breaking Coco-

nuts.
way of breaking a coco-nut
AN easy
is first to remove the milk-,

and tie a piece of string as tightly as

possible

round
the nut.
- - When

----

"

this

is

done
tap the
How to
break a
coco-nut

only

stick-a wooden meat skewer is quite a handy
pots.

Much petty annoyance in working is caused

and with a rat-tail small job can be neatly done.file make a small H. W. B. (Glamorgan).

semi -circular

Reference

This book aims at being a comple e and cornprehe sive handbook for the motor -cyclist.

In its p pas will be found de ails of all he
modem machines and accessories, mo or -

cycle low, records in v rious races, tis s ; nd
prices of Motor -cycles nd much other inferma.ion invaluable to the motor -cyclist.

THE MOTOR -CYCLIST'S
REFERENCE YEAR BOOK, 1931
Compiled and Edited by F. 1. CAMM.

One Shilling.
On sale at all Newsagen s and bookstalls, or by
post 1/2 from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Son ;tampion St eel, Strand, London, IV.C.2.

An Easily -made Barometer.

ASIMPLE and effective barometer
can he made in the following

Place a fused electric
light bulb under water and nip off

preferably a fluid flex, heat up in the flame and reflux
when it is hot with the stick of solder being used, dipped
into the flux. If there is any solder on the job reflux
with the wooden " dibber," guiding the solder where it
is wanted. Rubbing the solder up and down the job
will soon coat it so long as the right heat is preserved.

Burning a Joint.

red heat represents a temperature of over 800

the original tin, the stuff is so sticky that
just at the critical moment, when it may be
necessary to improve the flow of the solder by

a touch Jf flux, you will find that the (libber 7?./.."/

degrees F., whereas the finest grade of soft
solder melts at about 440 degrees.
A Stand for the Soldering Bit.

Where small work is being operated upon,
stick picks up flux, tin and all. Therefore, Frg 5. -1 -low to make a
the end of the " iron " may be used instead
fixing for the
keep the original tin as a store and transfer Permanent
loot of the stand.
of the naked flame. To facilitate work of
enough for use to either a heavy pot or ono
this nature a clip may be fitted on to the iron stalk
that is fixed down to the bench.
Where it is advisable for the particular job in hand- of the soldering bit and to this clip a triangular foot,
say, wiring up a wireless set-to employ a paste flux, made of strip metal, is arranged as shown in Fig. 3. I

can be brought to the heat, soft soldering can be success-

If it is thought that this
foot is better if made to fold down, the clip should be
provided with two holes, one to grip it to the stalk of
the bit and the other, as shown by the sketch (Fig. 4),
to carry the bolt holding the foot.
There is no real need to either remove or to fold foot.
It may be a permanent fixing, as shown in Fig. 5, and
will then be found most useful in ordinary soldering.

wick flame, or a blow -lamp.

moment. The foot saves the bench from being burned

is

For jointing or " sweating up " small objects which

A sold,ring iron hint.

a wire or other small object, clean it with sand-or
emery-paper, a scraper or a file, coat it with flux,

The work must never be brought to
pleted.
anything approaching red heat. Even the dullest

by not transferring a paste flux from the light tin
in which it is purchased to a snore massive container. If it is attempted to use the paste from

Soldering Small Work.

pair of
scissors, preferably round - ended,

to another may be either looped round as shown in the
sketch (Fig. 1), or if it is an angle -joint that is required,
like that at the corner of a lamp -shade, the wires may be
flattened and wrapped round each other, as in Fig. 2.
After hammering or working in any way which may
similarly introduce foreign matter into the surface of the
metal, the wires, or metal being worked on, must be
cleaned and tinned. Even tinned iron wire gets " dirty"
if hammered, and refuses to solder afterwards. To tin

But don't overheat it. This burns the solder
and the tinning and prevents the job being com-

tool, and paste fluxes should be placed in heavy

Scissors.

Year
and allow the pieces to dissolve.
When this is applied to the three-ply Book covering every phase of
wood, and polished with a soft rag,
Motor -Cycling.
quite a good substitute for ebonite
The

bench and used in this way for " cleaning the iron."
The fumes accompanying soft soldering and the
danger of splashing flux are both so deleterious to
adjacent tools that it is always advisable to reserve
a special bench in the workshop for soldering. If

A Novel Use for

notch
in the inside of each
shown in the sketch.

A novel use for

a very large luMp of sal -ammoniac which he laid on the

removed from the fire.

, TAKE a

three-ply wood
and cut it to thi

of the fire or off the gas -ring, as the case may be, and
presuming its working point is already properly tinned,
it shoUld be dipped into the pot of flux-quite a quick
dip-and then poked into another jar of sal -ammoniac.
An old experienced workman of mine used to prize

already- referred to for cleaning the " iron " as it

(Liverpool).

tain a piece of

When the iron-as it is often called-is taken out

do not use it for dipping the end of the soldering bit into.
Always provide the jar of fluid flux and the sal -ammoniac

woodworker.-F. W.

overcoming that

Using a Soldering Bit.

this is impossible, do- the work as far away as possible
from the better and finer workshop appliances.
Paste Fluxes.
All fluxes should be applied to the work by a piece of

Old Tyres.
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fully done by a small Bunsen gas burner, methylated
A mechanical attachment of the two or more parts to
be soldered is recommended in such cases, in addition
to the soldering. A wire to be attached at right angles

have fitted one to my own iron.

It is often necessary to lay the " iron " down for a
by the hot copper bit.

(To be concluded next week.-ED.)

manner.

the small point at the end. The
water will then fill the bulb.

When

hung outside in the open it makes
an

effective

barometer.

Rainy -

weather is likely when water drips
from the

bottom

of the

bulb,

and fine
we ether

whe

tl

watei

r e main,

undis-

HOBBIES" HOME CINEMA PROJECTOR (continued front pate 778).
The take-up reel is loose on the spindle and driven only
by the pressure of the very light spiral spring, so that it
10, this tube being a sliding fit (for focusing purposes) can slip readily without putting appreciable tension on
in another tube which is soldered on to the film guide the film.
centrally over the gate.
The Film Cradle.
The cradle for carrying the film can be made of threeThe Shutters.
They are simply thin brass lin. by lain. bent at right ply wood, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. No spindle is reangles and clipped under the cams. Position them so quired as this is embodied in the metal case. For
that they come opposite the lens while the film is being rewinding the film after a show a key like Fig. 12 should
moved, but leave the lens uncovered when the film is be made. It can be " twirled " between the fingers, this
at a standstill. A permanent handle can then be fitted being a quicker method of rewinding than a tiny handle.
A lamp of the type illustrated in Fig. 1, but provided
right behind one of the shutters (Fig. 1).
The take-up reel, Fig. 11, is simple, the centre is with a " bull's-eye condenser will give a good picture
though, of course, a better lens will give a sharper picture.
The glass should be mounted in a tube as shown in Fig.

part of a cotton reel and the cheeks of aluminium ;
the hole in the outer cheek is to allow the film to be

turbed.

pushed into its clip by one's finger. The pulley is the
remainder of the same cotton reel fixed by a radial wood

(Glamor.
gan).
An easily -made barometer.

screw, and a rubber band serves for a driving belt.

about 12in. wide.

A condenser is an absolute necessity

and should be arranged to make the light converge
right into the lens, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The more
powerful the light the larger the picture. A motor -car
headlight could be arranged to give a fine result.

HOBBIES
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1

MADE
PLATES

'TINGE
IT is

surprising

what a lot of

difference
a
finger plate will

make to a door,
both in appear
ante arid by the

amount of dirt it
0

..\24-

A

saves, for notinng

looks worse than
a d o o r marked

by ditty
There

fingers.
aro very

few homes in which such plates would not be of use,
and those shown hero, although ornamental, aro
simple an.! inexpensive to mike.

Tho plates are cut from ordinary -sin. fretwood,
ornamented with marquetry transfers, and polished.

Practically any of the fretwoods-mahogany, sycamore,
satin walnut, padouk, or oak-are suitable, and the plates

may be made in any size or shape desired. Three
designs are given, that at A being 14in. long by 3/sin.
wide ; B. 13in. long by 3M. wide ; and C, 12in. long
by 21in. wide. The outlines of the plates may be easily
copied from the ruled patterns drawn to }in. squares.
A fretsaw is used for shaping, and the edges are either
rounded or bevelled, as shown in the sections. If a
rounded edge is preferred it is easily done with a filo
and finished with glass paper, while the bevelled edge
may be cut with the saw, and using a tilting table.

A Spring Letter Holder
SIMPLE letter holder is made from two- pieces of

" fretwood, four turned feet and a strip of spring.
Put together as shown in the illustration, they form

a useful article in any home or office. A suitable spring
is the one used on the hack of a Hobbies fret-machineand obtainable separately (ask for Spring No. 1627) for
3d. The size of the base is about Gin. by 4in., with a
larger piece beneath measuring 7 by 5. The bottom piece
is hin. or bin. thick. and the top piece thinner. They aro

)

The plate A is ornamented with transfer No. ri182,
size 3in. ; B with No. 5147, size 2in. ; and C with No.
5336, size 6in. by 1 bin. The transfers are very easily
applied. Any waste paper should be cut away, the film
side is coated with transfer fixer and allowed to stand
until tacky. In this condition it is applied to the wood,
in the

desired position.

and pressed firmly. After
some minutes have elapsed

Vol. 71.

the paper should be
damped until quite soft,

when it may be peeled off,
leaving the transfer on
the wood.
Some time

I

should be allowed for the
work to dry. It is then

No. 1847.

coat of polish, after which

'pro-

possible that one day they will be, and that is our

polishing may be com-

pleted. The plates should
he fixed to the doors
with small round -headed
brass screws. Fretwood

excuse for drawing attention to the new form of lighter
shown in the sketch here. The ordinary
type of petrol lighter produces a vertical

suitable for polishing, and
in all thicknesses, with the

the flame will project vertically from the wick in which.

handsome

flame, and as such it is extremely difficult
to light a pipe with it because

transfers, can

Above, the Patterns are Amon
drawn over
squares, making
th m easy to draw n
sh.: wood.
Bdow, a section shows how the

be obtained from Hobbies
Ltd. Full particulars supplied free on application.

...dges can be rounded or chamfered.

The World's Largest Motor Vessel
THERE is a great deal of interest in shipping circles
now to see how the great motor vessel Brita,inic
runs. Tho giant is the latest of the White

Star fleet, and is the largest motor driven boat in the
world. She displaces 27.000 tons, is 680 feet long. and

is the last word in luxury in the furnishing and appointments. Just the boat to take a trip across to little
old N'York"

on, what?

feature of
our gift design sheet
next week.
As you can

ever position the lighter is
held. This lighter projects
a horizontal flame, and is
particularly

glued tinder each corner of the base. and the whole thing
is given a coat of clear varnish. Almost any fretwood
is suitable, and a number of stands like this made from

Waste wood will easily sell amongst friends or at a
bazaar.

A Curious Bicycle.

ANEW bicycle recently placed on the market

is

designed to overcome the loss of energy brought
about by the dead -centre position of the driving cranks.
Tho rider, in effect, increases his gear without that extra
effort or push necessary when the pedals of an ordinary
The chain wheel

23,

been tried out on the Continent with satisfactory results.
It is marketed by The Sun Cycle and Fitting Co., Ltd.,
Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.

wench projects
E.C.1. It is an interesting A newitslighter
flame horizontally.
reflection that the flint
lighter, which is really a recrudescence of the old flint and -tinder box, should be so popular to -day and should

A New Cycle Valve.
will be aware of the troubles associated
ALLwith
cyclists
the Wood's type of cycle valve, in which valve
rubber is used to maintain pressure in tyres. A new

well. It is manufactured by

John Beattie and Co.,

Holborn Viaduct., London,

largely have ousted a device-namely, the matchwhich superseded it.

mended for use in connection with the Bowman steam engine No.
135. Although only 4in.
high, it has quite a
generous outputs and

71.1

IraMtiaktIll:10)
ei:1014),001,6

gives trouble -free service. The amateur mechanic and model -maker
will find dozens of

illustrat i o n,
this useful
piece of fret-

uses to which this

work-a pipe rack-has an overlay picture of the new
Britannic standing out in hold contrast from the back-

dynamo may be

put. It is obtainable from most
model stores or

ground.

The pipe rack consists of two shelves, so the
bowl of the pipe rests downwards. All quite easy to

cut and make-particularly as all the parts required

from Bowman

are shown on the sheet full size and the wood is supplied

planed and cut in boards the size of each pattern.

2s. 1 ld.

is oval, and the proper tension of the chain is maintained by a spring -loaded sprocket. The device has

fore, not only for lighting
pipes but for cigar ttes as

see from the

in the picture. The spring is stretched slightly to allow
envelopes to be stood in, and the ends are fitted over
hooks or rings to the base. Four little round toes are

A Model Power Press.

THE same company is responsible for the miniature
press, also illustrated on this page. It represents
a well -made reproduction of a real power press. Its
working parts aro of steel, and it is 4kjin, high. It costs

bicycle reach the dead -centre position.

suited, there-

A Low -Voltage Model Dynamo.
THE little dynamo shown below is intended for 2} -volt
lamps. It is solidly made and specially recom-

latest won.
ders forms a

March 14th, 1931

THIS WEEK'S CLEVER IDEAS

A New Type of Petrol Lighter.
A LTHO UGH we do not anticipate that a great
portion of our readers .are pipe smokers, it is

advisable to brush on a

Well, this

glued firmly together, and the edge rounded off as shown

Published Every Wednesday

A very efficient Bowman modd dynamo.

Models, Dereham,
Norfolk.

type of valve which will replace the ordinary rubber tube valve without
any alteration has
recently been marketed by Messrs.
Herbert's, 109-111,

Northwood Street,

Birmingham. The
plunger has a

throw -back valve
with

vulcanite

seating, and it is a
marked improvement on the Wood's

valve which was
produced almost
thirty

years ago,

and has con-

tinued without
alteration to be
Made in the form

in which it was
originally
duced.

pro

A miniature reproduction of a real power Press,
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The soaking usually
takes about forty-eight hours. Make a paste

tug can be stopped.

of flour and water, and, having rinsed the skin,

dip it for a minute in the warns gruel. Then
wash it clean with cold water, and dry it.

When about half dry, stretch again on a

hoard, and rub with pumice.

Small skins, when

freshly flayed, can be cured by being soaked

for a few days in a solution of tan. This
can be made by boiling oak talk or oak
galls in rain or distilled water, or by disLet Your Editor tscip YOU. A..nress your i.t.ers and queries to The ...ditto,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strmd, London, W.0 2.

Hobbies,

All letters and

queries must bear the lull name and address of the sender.

Our Title Page and Index.
1 F YOU

or IT.
The Bennett College is not a Rented Room in a well-known street-it is

WANT
A G031:1

?OSITION

MANY readers have written to
me inquiring as to whether

THIS IS THE BENNETT COLLEGE-ALL

READ

a College. Over 30 years ago the Founder took as his motto what has

THIS

now become a household slogan :-

we shall issue a title page and index

Our Home Cinematograph.

DON'T you agree that the Home

Cinematograph described in
this issue is really a fine piece of work

at the end of this volume so that for the handyman ? It works quite
they can have their copies bound up as satisfactorily as any home protn a form in which they can readily jector on the market, and it certainly
refer to them. The answer is in is not expensive or difficult to make.
the affirmative. Our volume ends The original machine which forms
with No. 1,849-two more issues the subject of this article is in any
Binding cases, title page and
a fully cross-referenced index will be
to go !

office, and those who go to the small

YOUR
FATHER

LET

ME BE
Thousands of men have been guided
into good positions by this National
Institution who might otherwise have
remained in the rut. Clerks have
become Accountants, Directors, etc.,
Engineers and Craftsmen of all trades
have been helped into the higher
positions. The list is too long

this sort it would be necessary for me
to satisfy myself that it would please
the majority of my readers. Another

point on which I should like to take
the reader's advice is regarding the

to enumerate-let it suffice.

rut,

If you think you are in a
if advancement seems slow, or

if your career is undecided or unsatisfactory,
write to me, telling me your age, past experience,

present employment, and anything else that may help, and
I will tell you what chances there are ; if they are suitable for
you and, if so, how you may obtain your objective. The Bennett

College being technical as well as commercial, we are able to combine
courses to meet all requirements as we specialise in the preparation for all

examinations ( technical or commercial). This is a great advantage, cur staff he'ng able at any
time to change the studies to meet changing requirements. Most moderate fees,payable monthly.

We

readers to let me have their
suggestions, quite a number have
suggested that I should include a
serial .story in HossrEs. What do
go -u think 'I Before I undertook to
embark on a change of policy of

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE.
of the world.
teach by post in all parts
Also ask for Our New Hook (free of elnarre)

THE HUMAN MACHINE
SECRETS OF SUCCESS.

Note Address Carefully :-

THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD.,
Dept. 62, SHEFFIELD.

nature of such a story if I decided
as a result of a general demand to
proceed with the idea.
If You Were Editor !

Finger Print Powder.
Finger print powder, M, A. S. (Telgnmouth), consists of plumbago (or graphite)
L a finely pulverized form ; sprinkled over a
finger print the latter is readily apparent, or
it may be used on the finger itself for the
purpose of taking a finger print direct. Detectives, however, nearly always take photomicrographs of the actual finger print without
intensifying it in any way, for with the latter
method there is always the risk that a valuable
linger print might be obscured.

Mottling Metal.
The finish to which you refer, S. A. H.
(Hammersmith), and which is seen on many

Is produced as follows :After cleaning and polishing the tool it is

issued for a nominal sum. I hope
to be able to make an announcement
regarding this next week.
A Serial Story ?
APROPOS my recent note asking

solving tannin in soft water. Fill a pot with
oak bark, and boil it in twice as much water for
three hours. Use the solution cold, and
take out and rub the skin as often as possible
during the process.

engineers' tools,

boiled in a solution made from Soz. of copper
sulphate and 2oz. of sal-ammoniae dissolved in
gal. of water. When a brownish colour appears, transfer the tool to a cold solution made
from 4oz. of salts of soda dissolved in 1 gal. of
water, floating on the surface of which is some
oil. On replacing the work in the first solution
a green colour appears. but owing to the oil,
1

NEXT WEEK
FREE Design Sheet for a
NNE PIPE RACK
MODEL AEROPLANE TOPICS

A FINE SCOOTER

OVERHAULING THE CYCLE

wl.tch spreads over the surface of the work,
the action of the two solutions are not even,
thus imparting the mottled effect.
Waterproofing Tents.

To waterproof the tent, B. N. H. (Blackbath (sib. to the gallon), and then through a
pool), pass the material through a warm soap

solution of alum (11b. to the gallon).

It should

first he passed into the soap solution and
allowed to remain for about half an hour,
so that the soap will penetrate ; it should then

be removed, wrung out, and passed into the,

alum solution. After removal from the latter

A PERPETUAL FOUNTAIN

FOR 1HE GARDEN, Etc., Etc.

THE loiters I receive containing

the cloth should again be wrung out, passed
once or twice through clean water, and then
put through a mangle. The object is to get
the cloth saturated with soap solution, so that
the alumina soap is deposited in the fibres.'

It should be dried in the open air. When
finished the tent will not appear to he mob

constructive cri icisms are ex -

helpful.
To encourage
readers to continue to send me letters
t remely

altered, but it will be a little stiffer and quite
waterproof.

Of criticism-constructive criticismwill award .a watch to the sender

Fur from a Kettle.
amount of trouble necessary to Removing
W. C. (Burling) wishes to know how to rebuild
it
will
not
be
disappointed
with
move
the
fur
from a kettle. This can seldom
what I consider to he the best
done satisfactorily, but it may be chipped
letter sent in each week. The the results -obtained from it ! This be
out with a chisel or dissolved -with dilute hydro@

watches we award, by the way, are article is only one of many similar chloric acid. If the latter remedy is adopted,
" which I have up my the kettle shout afterwards be toiled out to
not toys, -but soundly constructed " specials
all traces of the acid. An old-fashioned
fifteen -jewel
lever sleeve. You will receive early inti- remove
Dui Iver-cased,
method of preventing the deposition of fur inWatches-they are watches that you mation of them on this page I
side the kettle is to place a marble inside, the
will adhere to that and not to the kettle.
would be proud to own.
REPLIES AND QUERIES. deposit
Coming Articles.
Polishing Scratched Mirror.
Rabbit Skins.
Polishing mirrors, M. II. (Norwich), is a
p FADERS who have written Curing
A. J. H. (Nottingham) wishes to cure a (edict's operation, especially if the work
" suggesting titles for future rabbit
skin. The skin must be fresh flayed has to be done- by hand. It would be
fat and particles of tiesh necessary to brgin w;t1t crocus damped
articles will be glad to knew that I and cleaned of all
by scraping it with a blunt knife whilst with water and rubbed on with a cloth.
have already commissioned and put stretched,
fur inwards, upon a rounded sur- This should be continued until the fine
in hand for early publication articles face, such as a baluster rail. Then steep- it
are removed, then rouge may be
on the following subjects " Making in a solution made by mixing thoroughly to- scratches
applied in a similar way, follcwed by

when dry 4 parts alum and 1 part whiting and water, and the final polishing
:a Scooter," " A Rock Fountain for gether
salt, and then adding as much warm
the Garden," " A Tape Machine," common
water as will dissolve the mixture. The shm1c1 be done with dr, mittv powder
a very soft old handkerchief. Tho
' A Portable Wireless Set," " A quantity depends on the size of the skin. To and
polishing will take some time and con-

Record -breaking Model Aeroplane,"
" Overhauling the Bicycle," and " A
Leyden Jar."

ascertain when it has soaked long enough,
squeeze the liquid from it. Then double it,
with the skin side outwards, so as to make a
crease, and when the line -shows white the soak -

siderable friction. There will be satisfaction in watching it become brighter

from day to day,
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INVENTIONS. -Handbook
PATENTING
free. King's Patent Agency, Ltd., Wardrobe Chambers, E.C.4.
GltAkOPHON La, Motors, Fittings, &cords.
Catalogue free. Cash or terms. Baild
*:12 model for £6. Instru thns 3d -C. H.
Burt, 185. High Street, Dr ptford, Low ion.
tore
MAKE Mosey
ming, Tray and
Furniture Making. Grant GuLe and
Post Free, 6d. -Watkins, Provider,
List.
Newport, Mon.

REPLAY URDntoS exery post.

seven

beautiful Coloured Irks, post free,
2 sets, ]s.-Haeketts. 23, July Road, Liverpool.
INf.XPENSI F, Home Craft Outfits, Lino
cuts, stencil cutting, metal embossing,
;

ornamental writing and Poster lettering.
ParEVElytlilw for Hordecraft workers.

FILMS,
Machines,
Accessories, Lists Free.
Sample Film,

I s.-Filmerles,

stone.

5.

Lancaster Road, Leyton-

ART. -MAKE MONEY if you sketch:
write fur free booklet.
Art. Studios,
13. Henrietta Street, Strand, W.C.2.
WANTED by John Noble Ltd., Organisers
of Weekly Clubs. The Ideal Club leads
for value! Big commission, little trouble, no
expense.
Marvellous bargains in Fashions,
Furniture, Footwear, Bedding, Outfitting,
etc. Over 50 Years' Reputation for Value
and Service. Send p.c. now for new catalogue
12,

and particulars -John Noble, Ltd.. (Dept.
A. 177), Manchester.
' R EE.-Pocket. Rubber Stamp of your

DOLL'S -HOUSE PA P E RS. -Si x assorted,

EP,ENCII POLISHING MADE EASY.-

Line your Cycle.

H. Axon. Jersey, Eng.

Samples, 2d. -

WL i.sS.- Powerful One-, alve British
and foreign Broadcast stations receivers
coin alete, its.
or C.O.O.-Laboratory,
Chesnut Road, Enfield, Middle,iex.
ENGINE L1t I NG BOOKS, Booklet Free,
YV

-Bentley's Publishing Co. (Dept. H.),

Halifax.

'no experience,
i-:pecdaneez " Friction Polish requires
grain filler, oil or spiriting off,

IX TRIANGULAR STAMPS, 6d, Large
I ist free. -Felix Sykes, New Barnet.
FItEE. Collectors early and medium like
my approvals. 50 different to genuine

applicants for approvals sending postage.-

Bowden. Wycar, Bedale, Yorks.
rtE5 UINE applicants for approNals enclosing
la stage receive 100 stamps, including 10
Mound lime unused free. Court Stamp Co.,
Court Flare, Guernsey.
STAMPS FREE I Twenty Po-ised Colonials,
" Neuro, e," -G. H. Barnett, Lirnington,

COLLECTOR'S British Coionial lots, eats .o ued at least 20!-, 5/-. Appro als
cat.-Nic olson, 46, R"ssell Street, Reading.
HiNTs

1011 HOME DECORATORS.-

Best Book obtainable. Full instructions
on Painting, Paperhanging, Staining, Opining,

merely rub it on. Complete outfit, 113,
3/- post free.-Speedaneez Products, 214,
Wslwnrth Road, S.E.
E XPLOSIVE CIGAR TTES, Combs, It? hykoo, Sneezing, Snowstorms, Novelties,
etc. Parcel P.O. ls.-Fenton's laboratory,
247, Haydons Road, London, S.W.19.

STAMPS.

Somerset.

Tasma Studios, Wool

1/4.

communwattons ti
the Advertisement AI onager,
" Hobbies," Southampton St.,
Strand. London, .C.2.
-O. 0 0 0
.0. 0
0 -0

CINEMATOGRAPH

I- name and address ; also particulars of
money -making spare time agency. Easily
worked. -N. P,ichford, Snow Hill, London.

ticulars on request.

Address

Varnishing, Enamelling, Stencilling, Sign writing, Polishing, Distempering.
How to

renovate damp walls, baths, furniture; and scores of recipes for making paints, colours,
household, toilet and spring
cleaning preparations. 144 pages. Price
post free.-Texalo Co. (Dept. 32), South
Shore, Blackpool.

insecticides,
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Throw Away Your Braces!

761

COUPON INSURANCE TICKET.
Applicable only within the United Kingdom.

GENERAL

'Why be bothered with the irritation and discomfort

of old-fashioned braces and belts ? Throw them away
and wear the " SPAN " Patent HALF -Belt Bracer.

ACCIDENT FIRE AND LIFE

Assurance Corporation, Limited.

It is the perfect modern way to support trousers.
You will he surprised and delighted with the freedom
of movement it gives you, the extra chest expansion,
and the improved hang of your trousers.

Chief Offices --

General Buildings, Perth, Scotland,
General Buildings, Aldlitych, London, W.C.2.
F. RORIE-MILLER, T.P.
Director and General Manager.

One " SPAN "

BRACER does for any number of pairs of trousers.
Quickly interchangeable, yet once fixed always in

To whom Notice of Claims under the following conditions must be sent within seven days of accident.
ONE HUNDRED POUNDS will be paid

position. For flannels, breeches, evening dress or
business wear. Amazingly comfortable !
Made of
finest silk web elastic, adjustable, lasts for years.

/

.You look and feel a diffetetn wan
whets nearing a patent HALF -BELT
' SPA N.'

The

£100

the above Corporation to the legal

personal representatives of any person who
is killed by an accident causing material damage to any
passenger train in which the deceased was traveling as
a ticket bearing or paying passenger, or who shalt have
been fatally injured thereby should death result within
one calendar month after such accident. Provided
that the person so killed or injured had upon his or her
person this page, with his or her usual signature, written

POST
FREE

Foreign pest

,

by

3d. extra.

'SPAN'

prior to the accident, in the space provided below,
which, together with the giving of notice within seven days

to the above Corporation, is the essence of this contract.

This Insurance only applies to persons over 14 and
under 65 years of age, is subject to the conditions stated
above and contained in the General Accident Fire and
Life Assurance Corporation Act, 1907, and holds good
for the current issue only.
No person can recover under more than one Coupon
Ticket in respect of the same risk.

In Black, Grey or White, with set of self -fixing threadless

buttons (additional sets of buttons 3d. per set). Give
waist measurement. Enclose cheque or postal order.

THE SPAN BRACER CO.,
(Dept. H), Castle Green, Bristol, England.

Signature

Trade enquirle; invited.

This C^ -upon must not be cut out, but left intact in HOBBIES
as that, be nq dated, forms the only ev:d,rice of its cur, ency.

DECORATIONS for WOODWORK

11111101MINE

These transfers make artistic and striking additions to many kinds of work. They are beautifully coloured, quite
easy to fix, and permanent in use. Just the thing for trays, boxes, cabinets, panels and ordinary plain carpentry.
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TRANSFER FIXER.

AD

By using this special
Transfer Solution

the addition of all
kinds of decorations
is

simple and

LUTCH FIGURES. No. 6053. 2in. to lt. Price 3d, a strip of six subiects

Full instructions for use
speedy.

6d. & 9d.

ytOV

kvllatta.rtett.e
No. 5136. 4 ins. x 1 f ins. 2d. No. 5137.
2 ins. x fin. Id. No. 5053. 4-iins. X 2 ins. 3d.

t

per bottle.
Fostai,e 2 Ad.

sci.ftale

No. 5270. 4f in.
X 31 in. Price 2d.

The 9d. bottle has a suitable brush as illustrated,

No. 6000.
4 ins. x 2 ins.

Price ltd.

Printed by .NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street

No. 6004.
(Mother -of -Pearl)

4 ins.x 2 ins. Price 2d. Postage extra la all above 6thcf.

Ladbroke Grove, W.10, and published by GEORGE rtawrias, LTD., 8.11, South.
amnion Street, Strand, W.C.2. Solo Agents for Australia and New Zealand:
Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd.
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Postage 6d. extra on each.

Test one for yourself at any of Hobbies rwn Bronel,es. Cr order one by post frost
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"-of equal value to the owner
driver who wishes to undertake his own repairs and the
professional mechanic."

le

The Morris Owner.

MOTOR CAR

MAINTENANCE
A really practical work on motor car maintenance and repair.

A special feature of this work
is the series of coloured card-

Every contributor has had clearly

before him the idea that he was

writing specially for the man who

board models with folding flaps

has a particular repair job to
tackle in the garage, with the

open

to

show

constructional

details of car components with
a clearness unobtainable by any
other method.

result that the language employed

throughout the book is simple.
clear and practical.

33 EXPERTS AT YOUR SERVICE
BY the publication of " Motor Car Maintenance," everyone interested in motor car repair
can now avail himself of the experience of thirty-three practical experts in car repair
work These successful practical men have written down in simple language the results
of their practical experience for the benefit of all those engaged or interested in car repairs. By
obtaining a copy of this new work, which has been described by a reader as the finest and

simplest work he has read in any branch of engineering, you can take advantage of this
wonderful collection of expert knowledge at a nominal cost.

INSTRUCTION

QUESTION AND
ANSWER

Whilst photography is by far the best method
of illustrating certain processes, there are many

At the end of each section of this work will be
found a set of Questions and Answers bearing
on the subject of the section. These provide
a convenient means of refreshing the reader's
memory on the subject -matter of the various

BY PICTURES

details of repair work which can be much better

illustrated by means of line drawings, and all
necessary illustrations
included.
The

of this kind are

sections.

The work is complete in five volumes strongly bound in Brown Moroquette, which is oil, acid and water
proof. Vol. 1 to 4 dealing with the practical side of motor maintenance, and vol. 5 with the commercial
side of the Motor Trade. Mail order form below without delay.
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To THE HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY,
23 & 24, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London, W.G.2
Please supply me AT ONCE with one complete set of MOTOR CAR MAINTENANCE (Five Volumes,
Brown Aloroquette), and I agree to send you 31 on delivery and 5/- each month until I have paid
I am not under 21 years of age.
£ 3 : 3 :O (cash price £3 : 0 : 0).
Nome
Address

ALL ATIVERTISEDIENTS FOR

nosstnis should

MEW RIM
be

goETILAM ['TON STREET. S HURD.

1mm

MM. SIM Mr

,adressed ADV..RTISEIKENT DEPARTMENT, GEORGE NEMT.S. LTD., a -ii.
Telephone TEMPLE DAR 7760.
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Any handyman can make money in his spare

time with a HOBBIES Treadle Machine.
Under the new easy payment system he can
earn enough money to pay the small instalment

of 2S. 6d. weekly. Think of the carpentry
jobs, the wireless cabinets, the models and
toys you can make. Trays, statuettes, calen-

dars, boxes-heaps of things easily cut out
and sold for a profit. Any HOBBIES
machine makes your home a factory with
little outlay or upkeep. It isn't hard work

FREE
LISTS.
ILLUSTRATED

either ; a sheer pleasure for any fellow who
likeX handling tools.

LISTS-- OF
MACHINES
AND

1.. ....

PLICATION TO
HOBBIES, Lro.,

DERE H AM,

Suitable
for
all kinds

NORFOLK. OR

FROM ANY

HOBBIES
BRANCH.

of
woodwork.

I RICES

FREE ON "AP-

The As.
These

;

This

come of

experience.

30 - years' 'practical 'furniture

trouble.

drtzen by a Special
fo,

A.C. or

simple eccentric lever movement.
The I.D.L. and lint ertal ave a

at enormous rats without any

The otoaem. machine is
rnotor

special, laws, and the tension
obtained instantaneously by a

drilling attachment which operates from the treadle and drills

Electric Motor
Attachment.
D.C.

The Al. The I.D.L.

-

50/ -

- 60/ Imperial - - 90/ AI! machines supplied with saws,
motor supplied fo 'oar own
running instructions,
rnachtn . is .obta,nable fee
etc. Ready td Me. Those sent
on _appltcatton to Hobbies,
by
rail
arc
carriage forward.
Ltd., De chain.
HOBBIES Machines supplied by leading ironmongers or stores.

mains, an/ usual vol'a;es.
A leaflet of prices of ma chin s wale' motor or the

piece

of

on can

They are built of turn out with a fret

steel with arms to accommodate
long work and table, that can be
tilted for bevel cutting. The
treadling is easy and leaves both
hands .to operate the work.
The fretsaw is gripped between
The 1.01.

is the sort of

machines are the out- everyday

See t em at HOBBIES Branches in London, Olast3w, Mane,sester,
Birming am, ft .erkeld, Leeds, Sout, ampton, Brig,ton. Or direct
from the factory, HOBBIES, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.

HOBBIES
FRET MACHINES

niachine. There arc
dozens of others being

constantly shown in
these pages, and in

HOBBIES 1931
Catalogue.

